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at all stations.
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These Bonds are afirst and only
mortgage on the
Knoxville and Ohio Railroad
Company’s property.
A division of the East.
Tennesse, Virginia and
Georgia Railway, by which it makes connection
for business wit n Cincinn ti and Louisville, and
over which all the coal used
by the East Tennessee. Virginia and Georgia systems, and
supplies
to the territory tributary to fifteen hundred milM
UI IIS lilies, muse pass,
me Knoxville and Ohio
Railroad is owned and operated bv the East Tcnuesse, Virginia and Georgia Railway Company
and is
practically a part of Its system; contributing a large and Increasing tonnage, which is
transported by the latter to nearly afi the important points ill tlie Southern States. No better
security has ever heeu offered to investors in this
market at the price. The Bonds are listed on the
New York Stock
Exchange.
Gross Earnings for fiscal year ending June 30th, 1886.*341,287.08
Operating Expenses, Taxes, Betterments, &c. 218,096.87

Leaving Net Revenue. *122,290.21
The gross and net earnings for the
fiscal year will be largely In excess of the present
above.
* rt«e UN's. Subject to
change without notice.
Wire for price at our expense.
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Important

An

Canton,

Sale.

Jan. 7.—The

assignees in insolvency of the Canton Lumber Company, located at Gilbertville, sold the equity of redemption in the Canton steam mill, booms,
fivtllTA At/»

f-nOTAtVuar

with

tV»4X

purchase for

Mr.

George

Van

Dyke

of

Lan-

caster, N. II. Mr. Van Dyke is president
of the Connecticut River Lumber Company,
and thus the product of the mill will be
doubled. The Merchants’ National Bank of
Portland hold the claim.
Not

Cullty.
Skowhegan, Jan. 0.—Upon the

assem-

bling of the Somerset Supreme Judicial
Court Thuisday morning, the jury in the
case of State vs. Emma E. Brown,
mdicted

burning a
last, rendered
for

barn in
a

Harmony, Sept. 25th,
verdict of “not guilty."
at Rockland.

Rockland,

Jan. G.—A building owned
and occupied by Frank Temple of this city
as a stable and cooDer shop,
burned this
noon.
It is estimated the damage to the

r

FROM NEW YORK.

building

and contents is

$1500.

There is

no

insurance.
An Assignment.

New York, Jan. 6.—Hassan n. Wheeler,

assignee of Martin Kalblterschess’ Sons,
filed a schedule of the firm today.
They
show liabilities of *675,116, with contingent
liabilities of *96,483, a total of *775,600, with
assets amounting to *378,895.
as

A Failure.

The failure of E. Duncan Sniffen, advertising agent, was announced today. His liaunities amount to aDout $100,000, but the
assets cannot yet be ascertained. The principal cause of the failure was the assignment of the Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Sniffen
holding notes to the value of $50,00 endorsed
by W.B. Duffy.
Died From
The

illness

Hemorrhagic Small Pox.
of the Brooklyn druggist,

Manri, and his children, three of whom have
died, has excited considerable interest among
the medical profession and health officials,
who seemed unable to determine the cause.
The examination of the bodies of the three
little ones was made by doctors and all agree
that deatli was the result of hemorrhagic
small pox. They were buried this afternoon.
Every precaution has been taken to prevent
the spread of the disease bv health officers,
but it is feared other members of the family
will die.
Talk TAbout

Summer’s Yacht
Race.
The World says: There will be at least
four, and possibly six, schooners entered for
the proposed yacht race from Sandy Hook to
Cowes. This includes only keel schooners,
although it is not proble that there would be
any objection to the entry of centre board
vessels, if any desired to enter. An effort is
to be made to get up a sloop race in connection with the proposed schooner race, but for
a separate prize. The owner of the Atlantic
is, if is reported, willing to start her in such
a contest, provided two other entries can be
obtained, and it is said if the Atlantic and
Puritan would go in for such a race the Priscilla would also enter. It is felt very desirable in the event of a 1006 guinea race on the
other side, that some one or more of the
American single sticked vessels should be
ttiere to take part in it against British cutters.
Zeta Psi Convention.
Tlie 40th annual convention of the Zeta Psi
College Fraternity began here today, among
the colleges represented being Harvard, Williams, Tufts, Brown University, Colby University, Bowdoin, Princeton, Cornell, McGill
and University of Toronto. Applications for
cuitpbcis

Next

nnc icuuvcu
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moutli colleges.
Ex-Congressman Charles
Sumner of California was empowered to organize European chapters. Among those attending the convention are ex-Governor Robinson of Massachusetts and Congressman
Dingley of Maine. Officers will be elected
tomorrow, and in the evening the annual
banquet will take place at Delmonico’s,
where Rev. Dr. Cooke of this city will deliver
an oration and J udge Samuel Sumner of
Bridgeport, Conn,, read a poem.
Death of a

Living Skeleton.
Chicago, Jan 6.—Isaac Sprague, a living
skeleton, died here yesterday. He was born
in Bridgewater, Mass., and was quite healthy until his twelfth year when he caught a
cramp while in swimming, was sick and lost
flesh until he weighed only 46 pounds.
Barnum took him all over the United States,
Canada and England. He was married and
the father of three robust children.

Death of a Postmaster.
Bradford, Vt., Jan. 6.—George E. Gaffield, for many years travelling salesman for
Winkley, Dresset & Co., and Knight, Ad

Co., of Boston, and well-known as
postmaster for nine years, died suddenly toams

&

night of heart disease, aged 40.
widow and two children.

He leaves

a

The Weather in the West.

Chicago, Jan. 6.—The temperature

at 6

o’clock tliis morning was as follows at the
points named: St. Vincent, Minn., 40° below; Bismarck, Dak., 31° below; Bufford,
23° below;
Dak., 37° below; St. Paul,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, 6° below; Salt Lake
3°
above.
City, Utah,

Death of John C. Wood.

Winthbop, Jan. G.—John C. Wood, a genwidely kno wn in the religious world,
lied today after a painful illness.
He was
tleman

leading farmer and
lealer for years.

an

v

extensive

cattle

A Strike at Brunswick.

Bbunbwick,
the mule

Jan.

6.—The operatives in
Cabot Cotton mills,

at the
itruck and left work
nore

room

today.

They

want

pay.

Indictments Reported.
Belfast, Jan. 6.—The grand jury of the
supreme Court reported four bills:
One
igainst Mrs. Martha M. Crockett, of Swandlle, for the murder of her husband by poism; and three against other parties for astaulting officers.
A

Business

Burglary.

Bab Habbob, Jan. 6.—The store of Frank
3. Foster on Main street, was entered last
:vening by means of a stolen key, and the
noney draw robbed of its contents.
The
;hief obtained $17 in change. A boy named
Keefe has been arrested, chareed

wi*h

ti,o

arceny.
Death of Mr. S.

Likely

Up During

to Come
the Session.

[Special to the Fress.l
Augusta, Jan. 6.—Governor-elect Bodwell was stirring early at his Hallowell
home this morning. His house Is about two
miles below the Capitol, and he drives to
and fro with his team. This morning he
rode up as usual, and found Governor Robie
and his Council, with the seven Councillorselect, awaiting him in the Council chamber.
The House and Senate were assembled in
their respective chambers by 10 o’clock. A
considerable number of spectators had
assembled in spite of the snow that was
falling. Mrs. Robie, Mrs. Bixby, Mrs. Locke
and several other ladies interested in the old
or new government had seats to the
right
of the Speaker’s desk. To the left of the
desk space was reserved for the Senators,
who, soon after the House was cnlled to
order at 10 o’clock, were ready to join the
House in convention for the inauguration.
After the Senate filed in, a committee, consisting of Messrs. Lumbert, Simpson and
Weymouth, on the part of the Seaate, and
Messrs. Shaw of Portland, Clark'of Saco,
Bradish of Eastport, Noble of Lewiston,
Corson of New Sharon, Hall of Warren,
and Wiggin of Knox, on the part of the
House, were sent to inform the Governorelect of his election, (the result of the vote
having been previously declared) and that
the Legislature awaited him. Mr. Bodwell
replied that he accepted the office and was
ready to take the oath when they were

ready.

A committee headed by Sanator Libbey of
Orono, and Representative Clark of Saco,
carried the information that |the two bodies

E.

May.
Lewiston, Jan. 6.—Mr. Samuel E. May of
Lewiston, died at his home at a quarter past
L2 o’clock, this afternoon.
Although the last years of Mr. May’s life
was passed quietly and leisurely
in Lewision, his early manhood was full of activity
ind adventnre.
He was born in Winthrop on the third day
)f December, 1832. His father was the late
Hon. Seth May, at one time a justice of the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court. When but
1 i boy, he went to sea and served before the
1 nast on several voyages.
Later, he studied
aw in Boston with F. E. Webb, Esq., fornerly of Winthrop. Abandoning the idea
>f becoming a lawyer, he went into trade.
Fora short time he kept a store in Winthrop.
He emigrated to Janesville,
Wis., and
worked in a store there, for the late A. W.
L'arter of Auburn. Several of the best years
>f his life Mr. May spent in Portland, where
le was employed in the wholesale drug busiless and in the wholesale dry goods
busiless, and where he formed associations with
roung men who are now numbered among
he leading merchants of Portland—associaions which were kept warm till the end.
Mr. May married in 18C1, Ellen E., daugher of the late Hon. John B. Jones,by whom
le had three children, one of whom survives
Mr. May engaged with Mr. Jones in buildn building the Bangor & Piscataquis and
he Androscoggin railroads.
Twenty-one
rears ago, they went into the brokerage busness, together, in Lewiston. The partnerihip was afterwards dissolved and Mr. May
continued the business till the present time.
His sign was one of the oldest and best
mown on Lisbon street.
He had been for
rears intimately connected with several of
1 mr
manufacturing corporations and a little
1 iver a
year ago was asked to accept the
igency of the Franklin Company, but defined.
He died of Bright’s disease in its worst
'orm. For about two months he was conined to his house, and four weeks ago his
nind became completely shattered.
The deceased was a Royal Arch Mason.
He was also a member of the Knights of
Honor and the Royal Arcanum.
The funeral will be held at 2 o’clock Saturiay afternoon, at the house.

Council

Robie’s

Chamber, leaning

arm.
Knhio’k r'.nnrtnil

Behind

on Governor
followed Governor

tlm UastfA+nwr

Treasurer, Adjutant General,

and

several

other State officers. Behind these walked
the newly chosen Council.
President Marble ol the Senate administered the oath, which Mr. Bodwell repeated
in a firm land distinct voice. The Hall of
Representatives at this moment was crowded with spectators, in the
galleries, the
aisles and in every available space of the
floor. Mrs. Bodwell sat in a group of ladies
not more than fifteen feet from where her
husband stood in taking the oath. Her son
and daughter were with her, and heard with
the others the Secretary of State proclaim
that Joseph R. Bodwell was Governor aud
Commander-in-chief of Maine.
The reading of the message consumed
about fifty minutes, and was listened to with
marked attention.
The sentiments expressed respecting the fisheries were applauded, and at the close the applause was
long and loud.
The Governor and ex-Governor then retired with their followers, and the
joint
convention broke up, to assemble again
almost immediately for the election of State
officers. Mr. Bodwell returned to Hallowed
this afternoon and busied himself about his
usual business.
The election of State officers resulted as
follows:
Secretary of State—Oramandel Smith, of Litchfield.

Treasurer—Edwin C. Burleigh, of Bangor
Attorney General—Orville 1). Baker, of Au-

State

omnt.r

three-fourths of two townships of timber
land to Hon. George D. Bisbee of; Buckfield,
for $10,300. The incumbrances on the above
property amount to about $27,000.
It is understood that Mr. Bisbee made the
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Adjutant General-Samuel J. Gallagher, of
Calais.
Councillors—Eben E. Rand, of Greenwood;
Tobias Lord, of Standish: Seth M. Carter, of Lewiston; Elliott Wood, of Wiutlirop; George M.
Warren,of Castine; William H. Hunt, of Liberty;
A. B. Sumner, of Lubec.
It was between 1 and 2 o’clock when the
elections

finished, and the two bodies
adjourned until 11 o’clock next Tuesday.
were

Notes.

The

Council assembled and qualified,
but their committees will not be made up unnew

til next week.
The House passed

yesterday an

order that
joint committee of seven on the part of
House, with such as the Senate may jom, be
appointed to contract with some suitable
person or persons to do the State printing
and binding for the political years of 1887
a

subject to the approval of the Legislature. The Speaker appointed the following gentlemen to compose the committee on
the i>art of the House:
Messrs. Wakefield
Walton of Skowhegan, Sanborn of Standish,
Allen of Alfred, Pattangall of Pembroke
Dickey of Fort Kent, Wiley of Fryeburg,
The Senate, however, passed a different order, providing for letting the printing out to
the lowest responsible bidder.
When the
House order came into the Senate for conand 1888,

today it was tabled, and a motion
made to reconsider the Senate order.
The matter will come up for settlement in
the future.
An order has been introduced into the
currence

was

House limiting the time for the introduction
of bills and resolves with the 31st of January.
Most of the members living
of their homes left Augusta

Representative Parcher
nullified today.

within reach

today.
of
Biddeford,

There is to be a bill for a new dog law intro
iuced that will beat all the dog laws on record, The bill would repeal the existing
law, and ena«t a new one providing for: A
lax of $2 on every male dog and of $5 on evsry female dog, the tax to be paid to the
town treasmrer, who furnishes collars to the
logs he licenses; a fine of $60 or thirty days
in jail for anyone who allows or harbors unlicensed dogs around his place.
The fines,
before the amount in the hands of a town
treasurer reach es $200, is to be used to
pay
for damages done by unknown dogs. When
the $200 is exceeded it is to be used for
school purposes.
Several attempts are likely to be made to
imend the game laws. The Kineo Club, a
sporting club composed of wealthy men, who
have a club house at Moosehead, are understood to favor a bill that would put a close
time on fish in Moosehead Lake from May
10th to June 10th. The effect of til’s would
be to prohibit bait fishing in favor of tly

fishing.

Insurance matters may occupy considerable time of the Legislatuee this winter,
rbere is likely to be an attempt to pass a law
lllowine co-onerative eomnanies from out of
the State to come in and do business here
A New York Company, called the Reserved

Fund Company, has made several applications to the commissioner to be allowed to do
business in Maine, but has been refused. They
may try their chances with the Legislature,
rhere will also probably be an effort to pass
i law allowing special brokers who may, under certain conditions, place insurance in
'ompanies not licensed to do business in the
State. New York has a law to this effect,
it is also known that the Orange passed a
resolution at its annual meeting favoring a
ralued policy low, similar to the New Hampshire law. It is probable that an attempt
will be made to press this to the attention of
:he

FRIDAY! MORNING,

This team he drove
the
order without paying any
Sedlar’s
duties, and finally
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FROM WASHINGTON.

over

brought up in Amesbury. where he disposed
of one of his horses to a Polish Jew
pedlar
by the name of Max Kovensky, and Kovensky disposed of it to L N. Kosengard. The
Maine custom house officers discovered the
horse was smuggled and put the case in the
hands of Mr. <£ H. Emerson, special
inspector of customs of Eastport, Me.
He traced
the horse to this city. The police were notified, and this morning succeeded in finding
the animal, which will be turned over to the
collector of customs at Newburyport. the
horse having been seized in tills district.
Price, the smuggler, is among the missing.
MURDERER

CONFESSES.

JANUARY

The Constitution of the Next United
States ISenate.

Another

Postmaster

Maine,

Mrs.

Appointed

for

and More Pensions
C ranted.

Logan Granted

a

Pension of

$2000 a Year.

Information from

the

Post Office
Department Regarding Postal

Horrible Details of Young Nowlan’s
Crime.

here at 8.60 a. m., reached the railway crossing at Sixteenth street this morning, a passenger train on the Louisville, New Alban)
& Chicago railway crashed into it. The engine of the Louisville train struck the baggage car of the Lake Shore train and lifted
the car completely off the trucks.
The
smoking car, which was crowded with passengers, was next overturned, and although
both of these cars were badly wrecked, no
one was killed.
It was with the greatest
difficulty, however, that the passengers were
extricated, and the wildest excitement preya*led at the crossing. It is not known who
*• to blame for the accident.
The roads ato
still blocked and there are immense crowds
at the scene of the accident. Seventeen persons are slightly hurt.
FOREICN.

there was no truth to what he had said about
the two men.

Chief Parkhurst land captain Perry this
forenoon had another talk with the boy prisoner.
They showed him the proof of the
falsity of his last story. Finally the chief
produced the bloody axe, and asked the lad
if he knew to whom it belonged.
“Yes, that is Codman’s axe,” was the hesi-

tating reply.
“Come up

blood

on

Here

to the

light

it” said the chief

and

see

sharply.

the

For the first time the boy showed signs of
weakness and terror. He trembled violently from head to foot and hung back.
Pres-

#»nt.lv h« hrnk#» rlnwn ami

for th*>

tlmn

evidently told the whole truth.
“I did it alone,” he said brokenly, “but

I

didn’t kill him with an axe—it was with a
knife.” Gradually and point by point lie
made known the details of
his horrible
butchery. He had had the plot and crime in
mind for some days. Codman’s inclination
to boast of his profitable business furnished
the Imotive. On Monday Codman
spoke of
the large suns of money he expected to collect from his dhstomerS that day.

“1 suppose you’ll collect about $1000, won’t
observed Nowlan.
“No. 1 guess not more than $600,” was
the reply.
Nowlan expected to secure the latter sum
as the
product of his crime, and he was
much disappointed that the proceeds ^should
be less than half that sum. fie went to the
stable and met Codman soon after 'J o’clock
Tuesday morning. He had fully made up
Ins mind to kill |him then and there.
He
armed himself with a large carving knife
a
and
an
having sharp point
unusually keen
edge. Securing a favorable opportunity in
the dim light made by a single lantern, he
stepped up behind his victim, reached over
ills shoulder, and with a downward, sidewise
blow plunged the knife into ids neck just
below the jaw bone. The stroke was a fatal
one.
A large artery was severed by the single blow and blood poured from the wound
in a gushing stream.
Codman made no outcry, no struggle. He simply staggered for a
moment and fell
heavily to the floor. The
young assassin watched him for a few moments, and did not again touch the dying
man until, life was gone.
When his victim
was dead he
pushed the body beneath a
pung, covered it with a blanket, and spent
nearly two hours in vigorous efforts to clean
up all traces of the fearful homorrhage.
About 5 o’clock the young murderer went
home, awoke a younger brother and took
him witli him over the regular milk route,
distributing the cans as usual to all of Codman’s customers in Charleston and Boston.
Everybody that has been seen whom Nowlan met that morning say that the boy seemed the same as usual, not at all anxious or
nervous.
He and his brother reached home
again about 11 o’clock. Edward ate his dinner and went back to the stable about noon.
He says that he then dragged the body from
its place of concealment, and, after
locking
the door, he proceeded to cut off the dead
man’s clothes. He first stripped the pockets
of
everything of value. It was his plan to
carry the body off in the pung to a great distance and to conceal it in some lomesome
hiding place. He found it too heavy for
him to handle, and then it was too
large to
in the back part of the pung without
carry
its shape being visible. He found a
sharp
axe and began his work of dissection.
First he chopped off the left leg close to
the body and then the right arm. He thought
with these members gone he could handle
what was left and he placed it in the back
of the pung and covered it with a rubpart
ber horse blanket. He put the axe also in
the team, and before starting be again eluau
ed the ghastly traces of his rough work of

you?”

dissection.
For some reason the boy determined to
secure the booty for which lie had committedjthe bloody mime, and to take it with
him on his journey to dispose of the body.
He accordingly went to Codman’s boarding-

house and secured the desk and money as
lias been described. Then shortly after 1
o’clock he started off up country. Not until
he had gone several miles on a lonesome
road toward Arlington did a full realization
of his crime and the horror of his situation
umw
ne oeeame panicupon mo ooy.
stricken. To use his own words:
“I thought everybody stared at me and
suspected me. I was afraid every minute
that some one was after me.”
He lashed his horse, and the animal ran
until lie was covered with lather. He drove
through Arlington, around Lexington to
Last Lexington to a point about lifteen miles
from home before li e turned off and dropped
any portion of his ghastly burden. First he
threw off the clothes without stopping over
the wall by the road. Half a mile farther he
stopped, and lifted the body out into the
middle of the road. Thinking to make identification impossible, he there chopped off
the bead and mutilated the features.
The
head and one arm he threw over the wall
and drove on. In the middle of the road was
left a large pool of blood made by chopping
off the head. A mile and a half further, lie
lifted the body over the wall into a gully and
attempted to throw the blanket over it.
James Edward Nowlan is a handsome
young fellow of a little over 17 years of age.
He has dark hair, a and ruddy face,
brown eyes, shaded by heavy eyebrows, and
in his whole appearance is remarkably prepossessing and intelligent looking. He is
one of a family of four brothers, one older
and two younger, who live with their mother
on Autumn Avenue, in East Somerville.
While nothing really bad is known of the
hoys, they have the reputation of being hotblooded and a little wild, and this reputation
Edward, as they call him, has shared with
them. He was discharged by the man for
whom he worked previously to being employed by Codman, because of a too free use
of his employer’s horses in the evening, he
being the only person who could take them
aud drive them as they had been driven.
put
The father of the family, it is stated, hung
himself in a penitentiary in the provinces,
his departure from Somerville a few years
ago being hastened by his acts there, which
were somewhat questionable in character.
As a gentleman who knows the family said:
“It is in the blood and is sure to come out

somewhere.”
Nowlan’s mother called at the police station this morning, but was not allowed to
see

her son. She was not told of his confesand will employ counsel for him.

sion,

A SHIP

LOST.

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, Jan. 6.—The impression
prevails in some localities that the Republicans are to lose control of the Senate in the
next Congress.
This impression is erroneous.
The Senate, as constituted today contains 42 Republicans and 34 Democrats, a
Republican majority of 8. Of these 42 Republicans, the terms of 17, including Cheney
of New Hampshire, appointed by the governor to fill a vacancy until the assembling of
the legislature, expires on March 4th next.
This leaves 25 who hold over. Three, Sherman of Ohio Aldrich |of Rhode (Island, and
Edmunds of Vermont, and Hale of Maine
have already been re-elected, and nine States
now represented by Republicans,
Swill either
return the present incumbents, or other ltepublicons.
These States are Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. This makes 38 Republicans sure.
In addition we gain one in the
plate

nu ui

ui

Republicans 39

isevaua,

wmcn

votes in the next

will

give tne

Congress,or

than half the body.
course, includes Riddleberger of
a somewhat uncertain quantity.
As he was elected as a Republican and has
generally voted with them on all important
matters, and especially on all questions concerning the organization of the Senate,
there seems to be no reason why he shonld
not be counted with the Republicans. But
even should he vote with the Democrats it
would merely make a tie vote, and the Democrats would be powerless to change the
present organization.
This count also not
only gives to the Democrats the seats of
Mahone of Virginia and Williams of California, which they are sure of, but also those
of Harrison of Indiana and Sewall of New
Jersey, which it is by no means as yet certain that they will obtain.
The personnel of the next Senate seems
likely to be considerably changed after
March 4th. The changes will be most numerous on the Republican side, where Ma
hone of Virginia, Mitchell of Pennsylvania,
and Williams of California are certain to be
replaced by others, and Harrison of Indiana
Sewall of New Jersey, Mtller of New York,
Dawes of Massachusetts, McWilliam of
one more

This, of
Virginia,

Minnesota, Conger of Michigan, and Cheney
of New Hampshire, are exceedingly likely to

lose their seats. A new face will also occupy
the seat of the late Senator Logan. On the
Democratic side the only changes likely to be
made are in the places of Whitthorne of
Tennessee and Maxey of Texas, and the
chances are just about equal iu favor of

Maxey’s return.
Edwin O. Collins lias been commissioned
postmaster at Bridgewater, Maine.
Pensions have been allowed today to the
following claimants in Maine: C. H. Rich,
S. Smitlifield; J. C. Cramer, of Washington;
E. F. Gray, deceased, of Rockport; G, L.
Eaton. Brunswick; Catherine, widow of
Patrick, alias Thomas Dempsey, Upper
Stillwater; Silvia B., mother of Levi C. Stevens, So. Smithfleld; re-issue, Benj. S.Wood,
Augusta; re-issue, Alfred S. Hilton, North
Waldoboro, increase.
Presidential Nominations.

The President sent the following nominations to the Senate today: Thomas C. Manning, of Louisiana, envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary to Mexico; Hugh
A. Dinsmore of Arkansas, minister resident
and consul general to Corea.
The Tenure of Office Act.

The House committee on civil service reinstructed Chairman Cox to report favorably to the House the Senate bill
to repeal the tenure of office act.
form today

The Mrs. Logan Pension Bill.
The Senate has passed, without division,
bill to pension Mrs. Logan.

a

Information to Postmasters.
The Post Office Department today furnished the following for the information of postmasters: “The act of Cobgress, approved
Jan. 3, 1887, authorizes the issue only of postal notes, (not payment thereof) at such post
offices other than money order offices, as the
Postmaster General may designate. Every
application or petition for an extension of
this privilege should specify the number of
inhabitants of the place from which it emanates, and briefly the reasons for desiring an
extension of the postal note system, and
should contain such statements as will tend
to show gthe means of making small remittances is needed. Each application or petition should be signed by the postmaster of
the locality, who will be required to give a
slightly increased bond to eover the value of
the blank notes entrusted to him, and should
he addressed to the superintendent of the
money order system.

Army and Navy Officers.
officers of the army will be
placed on the retired list during the present
(•ear: Brigadier General Orlando B. Wilcox.
April 16; Col. Glover Perin, Assistant Surreon General, Nov. 17;
Col. Charles E.
Blunt, Corps of Engineers, Eeb. 1; Col. John
Fourth
Hamilton,
Artillery, Aug. 10; Col.
Henrv L. Chipman, Seventh Infantry, Feb.
1; Maj. Charles J. Sprague, Paymaster,
April 13; First Lieut. Frederick C. Nichols,
First Artillery, Aug. 14; and First Lieut.
Win. II. McMann, Eignth Infantry, Oct. 29.
rhe following naval officers will also be retired: Bear Admiral Samuel R. Franklin,
Aug. 24; Rear Admiral John Lee Davis,
Sept. 3; Commander Wm. Gibson, May 28;
Medical Director Jacob S. Dungin, Jan. 29;
md Medical Director Samuel F. Coues. Sent.
The

following

17.

Mail Matter Burned.
General Superintendent Jameson, of the
railway mail service, has received informa,ion that 14 pouches of letter mail and about
i truck load
of paper mail were burned in
the wreck at Tiffin, Ohio, Tuesday morning.
In the Boston & Albany railroad accident of
the 4th, 18 pouches of letter mail and about
SO sacks of papers, all destined to points east
if Mittineague, Mass., were burned, with
the exception of about 1300 letters, whicli
were more or less charred.
A Pension for Mrs- Cen. Blair.

All of the Crew Except Three

Perish.

San Francisco, Cal., Jan.
A despatch
from San I’cdro, announces the arrival there
of three of the crew of* the American ship
IfarVPV
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nvnnlna

at this port from Seattle.
The survivors
say tile vessel left Seattle under command of
Captain Crawford, Dec. 12th, with a cargo
of coal for San Francisco. Two days later
Bhe foundered in a gale 60 miles southwest of
Cape Flattery. The only known survivors
are First Mate Cushman, Alexander Valgcur
and Jacob Brown, seamen. The survivors
were picked up in an open boat by the ship
Majestic, and were landed at San Pedro,
near Los Angels. The Harvey Mills was of
about 2000 tons burden, and was
owned

jointly by Capt. Crawford, Captain Warren
Mills, and a number of Eastern people. She

valued at 804,000, on which there was a
small insurance. The cargo was valued at
812,000, and was consigned to J. F. Chapman
& Co., of this city. It was fully insured.
was

THE DOMINION.

Legislature.

Ex-Governor Kobie and Council met today
ind arranged for a re-union some time next
summer.
Messrs. Bixby and Goodall are a
committee to select the time and place.
Campmeeting John Allen was an interested
sbserver of the inauguration. The old gentleman has sold his Farmington property and
is now a resident of Portland.
Hon. Willis T. Emmons of Saco was today
renominated as Judge of the Municipal
Court of Saco for a term of four years. Judge
Bmmons is the present presiding Justice of
the Municipal Court in Sa«o. His was the
irst name placed upon the nomination book
ny Gov. Bodwell, as it was also the first
lomination made by Governor Robie four
fears ago. His present term will expire the
L2th inst.

A Little Too Sudden for Lansdowne.

Seizing a Smuggled Horse.
Havkbhill, Mass., Jan. G.—Last June a
nan by the name of Gideon B. Price started
Erom Canada with two horses attached to a

Death of Prof. Lasso.

Ottawa, Ont., Jan. 6.-His Excellency,
Lord Lansdowne, lias cabled|to Lord Salisbury in answer to the latter’s request, that
die former should go into the English cabinet as colonial secretary, to the effect that
while he deeply respected the honor, he was
rot prepared
abruptly to sever his connec:ion with the Dominion at the present time.
Accidents Caused

by Slippery

Ice.

Machias, Jan. 6.—Andrew B. Gilson, the
well known

building

contractor of

Machias,

fell on the ice Wednesday night, and broke
lis leg in two places, being alone when
feund three hours after.
Ho is much eslausted,
Otis Drew, 80 years old, fell Wednesday
tnd broke his leg.

the passage of the bill
Immediately
to pension Mrs. Logan, Mr. Vfest of Missouri secured me passage of a Mil to
give the
widow of Gen. Frank P. Blair a like pension
if 82000 in lieu of the pension of 850 per
month. which she now receives. The exUonfeaerate did not feel it necessary to raise
tlie question of precedent or expediency as
to this bill.
after

Contested Election Cases.
The committee on elections took a vote in
the Rhode Island contest of Page vs. Price,
the former a Democrat and the latter a Republican) this morning' The committee was
llvided on party lines, the five Democrats, a
majority, voting to declare the seat vacant,
and a new election necessary. The four Republicans voted to seat Price. There will
thus be two reports.
In the case of Kidd,
Deiii.) vs. Steele, (Rep.) of Indiana, the committee will report in favor of seating Steele.
Basis of

National Bank Circulation.

In view of the Attorney General’s opinion
that non-interest bearing bonds cannot be
ised as a basis for National Bank circulation, considerable interest is felt as to the
course of the Treasury Department
probable
towards banks holding the bonds in question. Comptroller Trenhol was this noon,
isked what steps he proposed to take in the
matter, and said he would probably ask the
Attorney General for advice before taking
iny radical action. He is now engaged, he
>aid, in making a list of banks and the
nnount of matured bonds held by each. H e
was disposed to be lenient with the banks,
jut he felt he could no longer delay enforcstrict
with
the
ng a
compliance
aws bearing on the subject of the national
pank securities. He did not, however, apprehend any trouble witli the banks as he
duty in the
bought they would do their
clear to them.
premises
soon as made

From
other sources it was
learned
bat the banks will be allowed a week or
more in which to replace matured bonds,
ifter which time all banks in default in this
•espect will be proceeded against, attention
peing paid first to those longest In default.

the

A

Concise,

Direct and Practical Document.

A Reduction of the State Tax Recommended.
No More

Law

Needed to Suppress

Rumselling.
Abolition of Imprisonment for
Debt,
and Trustee Process
Urged.

Express Train Run Into.
Chicago, Jan. 6.—As the special New

A Boston

I’ork and Boston express on the I.ake Shore
fc Michigan Southern railroad, which leaves

Changes

and Rumors About

A Terrible

and a

Ten Hour Law Needed.

of the Cabinet.

Another Divorce Suit
Among People
of

High

Life.

Epidemic

of

Typhoid

Fever

Cansed by Impure Water.

Gentlemen of the denote nnd House of Ueiiresentatiees;
In accordance with the duty enjoined upon
the Governor by the Constitution, 1 now
submit to you information of the condition
of the State, and recommend to your consideration such measures as I judge to bo expedient at this time.
STATE TAX.

Very

A

Severe and Wide Spread
Snow Storm Reported.

Edinburgh, Jan. (».—The Marchioness of
Queensburg has instituted an action for
divorce agalnt her husband, the Marquis of
Queensburg. The action will be tried here
and will begin next week.
The Marquis of Queensbury is 42 years
old. He was married February 2G, 1866, to
Sybil, daughter of Alfred Montgomery, Esq.,
by whom he has had four sons and one

daughter.
London,

Jan. 6. -It is expected that Lord
aausDury wm make no further effort to complete his Cabinet with the Whigs, but will
fill vacant offices with Conservatives.
The
Conservative council of Liverpool has invited Goschen to contest the vacant Parliamentary seat in that city, and it is thought
he will consent.
Fearful snow storms are reported at
* lorence. Perugia, Venice, Genoa and in the
whole of Piedmont, interrupting
railway
and
telegraphic communication. An incessant
downfall of rain at Home threatens to cause
an overflow of the Tiber.
Right Hon. Edward Stanhope, at present
Colonial Secretary, has accepted the office of
Secretary for War. Lord Iddesleigh has not
yet decided to accept the suggestion to relinnuish the Foreign Secretaryship in favor
of Lord
Salisbury. If Lord Iddesleigh decides to resign the office, he will probably
take Stanhope’s place as Colonial Secretary.
The Marquis of Lansdowne’s declination of
the office
proffered by the Marquis of Salisbury has been received by the latter.
Paris, Jan. 6.—An epidemic of typhoid
fever is raging at Clermont Ferrand,
18,000
persons out of a population of 4o,ooO, have
been attacked.
There are 400 cases in the
barracks. It is supposed the epidemic was
started by impure water.

Rome, Jan. 6.—Cardinal Jacobin! is in a
very critical condition. He has been attacked with alarming symptoms of the gout.
Dr. Ceccarclli todayitold the Pope to
expect
the worst.

XLIXth CONGRESS -SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 6.
Edmunds, from the committee on
foreign relations, reported a bill to incorporate a maritime canal company of Nicaragua.
Mr.

Calendared.

Mr. Manderson brought before the Senate
the case of the claim against Mexico for the
killing of Capt. Emmett Crawford in command of the L nited States troops in pursuit
of Gerinamo by Mexican
troops.
The Senate took up the bill giving a pension of &2UU0 a year to Mary S.
Logan, widow
of John A. Lagan, as Malor General of
volunteers. Mr. Mitchell stated that the bill
proposed to do precisely what was done for
the widows of Gen. Hancock and Gen.

Thomas.
Mr. Maxey said he would prefer to have
some further explanation of the bill
There
was great distinction between the case of
Gen. Logan and the cases of Generals Hancock and Thomas, who had spent their lives
in the army.

In so far as he was concerned

he thought the case of Gen. Logan should
stand on the same principle as that of the

other citizens. If he contracted in the army
a disease from which he died that would
be
a simple ground for
pension for his widow.
Mr. Mitchell stated he heard Gen. Logan
say he had been wounded tiva times, and
that he was undoubtedly entitled to a pension, but had never claimed one.
Mr. Cullom stated that Gen.
Logan had
contracted rheumatism an the battle field of
Fort Donaldson where he lay In the snow all
night. There was no question that he died
of rheumatism contracted in the service of
his country.
After some further discussion the bill was
passed without division.
On motion of Mr. Edmunds the bill to
carry into effect a treaty with China for
the suppression of opium traffic was taken
up ana passed witnout division.
The inter-state commerce bill having
been taken up again Mr. Cullom said lit was
anxious to have the bill disposed of soon as
possible consistent with a fair discussion
and he, therefore, gave notice that
Tuesday
or Wednesday next he would ask the Senate
to remain in session until the subject was

disposed of.

Mr. Hoar remonstrated against cutting off
debate on the bill that wonld operate so
seriously upon modern commerce and would
so
greatly effect the interests of the city, and
state which he represented.
Mr. Cullom said the Senator had had
plenty of time to prepare for the discussion
since the conference report had been made,
besides the bill as reported was not very
different from that which passed the Senate
a year ago.
In his judgment, the bill if
passed would not interfere with modern
commerce at all, nor with the interests of
Boston or Massachusetts.
The Senate Jthen, on
motion of
Mr.
Cameron, at 3.45 o’clock went into secret
session, and when the dours were reopened
ten minutes later, adjourned till to-morrow.
HOUSE.
The House went into committee of
whole on the pension appropriation

the

bill,

which appropriated $76,247, being only $500
below the estimates, the reduction being in
an item for rent of offices
for pension
agencies. Without amendment or discussion the bill was read, reported to the House
and passed.
The House—yeas, 133; nays, 77—went into
committee of the whole, Mr. Springer of
Illinois in the chair, on the naval reorganization bill.
Mr. Sayers of

Texas, declared there was
political object sought to be accomplished
by the measure. It had for its object reform
no

in the administration of naval affairs in order to ensure harmony, promote efficiency,
produce economy and secure responsibility.
We had no fleet worthy of name, our navy
yards and stations, notwithstanding the immense suras of money spent upon them, were
in a worthless and deplorable condition, and
if this lamentable condition of affairs was
due, as he thought it was, to the organization of a navy as it now existed,
the imperative duty devolved upon Congress to
relief which was extended by pending

give

Mr. Boutelle of Maine, opposed the bill,

believing it to be contrary to the interests of
the naval service, and that its passage would
be detrimental to the interests of the government. It did not represent what it purporteu hi ue, in',wau ui ueiug a specinc
aumiraity
prepared and digested method of reorganization, submitted by the navy department it
was a maksehift, based on an entire departure from an absolute surrender of the principles which were declared essential when
the original proposition was submitted. The
existing organization of the navy was adequate to all demands of the present and all
probable requirements of the future.

Adjourned.

_
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POLITICAL

Republicans in the Indiana Senate
Refuse

to Vote

at

the

Organiza-

tion.

Indianapolis, Jan. 6.—The two houses
of the Legislature organized this morning.
The interest centered in the Senate. Green
Smith appeared and took the chair with the
auditor of the State acting as clerk. The
Republicans endeavored to protest, but they
were not permitted to be heard, and without
the
Republicans voting at all, but being
counted

nominees

the present

adopted

Democratic

caucus

elected and a set of
rules
all the
gave the majority

were

that

power.
FROM

ILLINOIS.

In Memory Of Ceneral Logan.
Springfield, Jan. 8.—The Senate and
House this morning adopted resolutions pro!
viding for memorial services in honor ol
General Loean, the day to be hereafter des-

ignated.

The United States

PRICE

yenience and distress for the ensuing tw d
years, which could only have been relieve 1
an extra session of the Lei

islature.

In this connection, it may be profitable fo r
the Legislature to inquire whether, in th 9
rapid changes in the relative position o f
towns, with respect to property. It might no t
conduce to justice and equality of taxatioi
if the valuation should be revised once ii
five years instead of once in ten as is nov
done. The Constitution of the State
re
quires thut ‘‘a general valuation shall be tak

at least once in ten years”- implying tha
that it might be wise to take the valuatioi
oftener. In 1843 a valuation was ordered b;
the Legislature intermediate between tin
valuations of 1840 and 1850.
I submit tin
whole subject, in all its important liearings
to your careful inquiry and most mature con
en

Senatorship.

In the House a resolution was adopted
providing for holding the election of an
United States Senator, the vote to be taken
January 18 th.

Tragedy at Brockton.
Brockton, Mass., Jan. 6.—John Edwin
Groce, a carpenter, this afternoon shot his
wife. Emma Francis, and then attempted
his own life. The cause of the shooting was
jealousy. Both will probably die.

My first recommendation is that the State
tax be reduced by the sum of
$235,945.33,
which is26<} percent, of the total amount now
levied. The condition of the State finances,
according to the annual report of the Treasurer, will justify this important step. The
nominal amount of the bonded debt of the
State is $5,157,000, all of which is due and
payable in the vear 1889-$2,330,000 in June,
and $2,827,000 in October. In offset to the
total amount of the debt, there is in the
treasury a sinking-fund of $2,110,390.57. This
fund is composed of our own State Bonds to
the amount of $1,161,500; United States
Bonds, $834,300; New Hampshire State
Bonds, $92,600; and Massachusetts State
Bonds, $21,000. The premium on the three
last named securities amounts to-day, according to the statement of the Treasurer, to
$247,260.00,—thus making the aggregate
VAllIP rtf

fho

ainl/inn

fund fto

*2r*r Cra st
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premium will probably be higher rather than
lower during the current year.
Deducting
the sinking-fund at its full and actual value,

the aggregate debt of the State which reto be provided for is $2,799,349.43.
in*;}™
t be sinking-fund
operations, under the
•vet of 1868, should be brought to a close,
now that the’State is called
upon to provide
for the final liquidation of the bonds in aid of
whose payment the fund was originally established. Of tlie securities in the fund, I
recommend that the bonds of our own State
be cancelled and destroyed by the Treasurer
in the presence of a
joint committee of the
two branches of the Legislature and a committee of the ^Executive Council. I recommend further that the avails of the United
States, Massachusetts and New Hampshire
bonds be devoted
directly to the liquidation
of the State debt, according to the manner
which is indicated below.
REFUNDING OF TUI DEBT.
To provide for the State debt still remaining 1 recommend that a Refunding Dill be
enacted, giving the Treasurer the right to
sell, after due advertisement, to ttie highest
bidder, bonds of the State of Maine to an
amount not exceeding two million
eight hundred thousand dollars, the bonds to run for
thirty years at three per cent., interest to be
paid semi-annuaily at the Treasurer’s office
and in the city of Boston. I also recommend
tiiat for the ultimate redemption of these
new bonds a sinking-fund be
established,
amounting to one per cent, annually of the
whole amonnt, said sinking-fund to be invested in State bonds of the New
England
State and city bonds of any New
England
city of twenty thousand inhabitants whose
total permissible debt is not in excess of five
per cent, of its valuation. I think a sinkingfund should not be so
closely restricted in
the line of investments aa-tn
practically defeat a large share of the profit to be derived
from its establishment. That lias
been, to
some axteat, the defect of the sinkitiw
bind
of 1868, as pointed out by the Treasurers*;
his annual report.
I recommend only a
small sinking-fund for the new
bonds,—one
which, without burdening the tax nayer.
will rapidly extinguish the debt.
J recommend further that a
provision be
inserted in the Refunding Act,
authorizing
the I reasurer to exchange the new bond for
the old at any time after the
passage of the
Act, and further, that the Treasurer be
the
to
given
right
purchase, to the extent of
the lict amount remaining in the
sinkingfund, all Maine bouds that may be offered m
advance of their maturity, provided tbattbe
terms of exchange and purchase shall be obviously advantageous to the State. These
authorizations to the Treasurer will probably result in a considerable saving to the
treasury, rhe exchange of bonds and the
purchase of bonds from the resources in the
Mnking-fund should be conducted with the
knowledge and the approval, in writing, of
the Governor—the old bonds, in all
cases, to
be cancelled and held as vouchers for the ex°*
next Legislature.
ai?nPa*lon
rhe suspension of the interest on the State
bonds now held in the sinking-fund,
together with the suspension of the
$.su,ouo annual
contribution to that fund and the termination of the $50,000 for direct
of
Mate debt, form the groundworkpayment
for the reduction of the Stato tax, as I have recommended. With the successful
refunding of
the State debt and the provision for a new
sinking fund of one per cent., as recommended, a further reduction of the State tax
irta V lu<
(lnniiilantlif
1_.
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State tax to be levied this year, after
the reduction referred to, will amount to two
and three-quarter mills on the dollar of State
valuation, or twenty-seven and one-half
cents on each one hundred dollars. But it
must be noted that one mill of the two and
and three-quarters is not the
ordinary State
tax, but U especially levied for the School
fund. Its beneficent operation is such that
the rich towns of the State are held in
part
to educate the children of the towns not so
well off in worldly goods. This tax is levied
according to property, and divided among
the towns according to the number of schoiars, so that the rich towns
get back a great
deal less than they pay, and the
towns of
less wealth get back a great deal more than
they pay. This tax was established by the
Legislature of 1872 and has worked well.
Being levied directly by the State it is often
confused with the State tax proper, which
if levied for the support of the State
government in all its departments.
Deducting this
mill tax for schools, the State tax
proper for
the ensuing year will be only one mill and
three-quarters, which is the lowest rate of
State tax for support of the
government that
has been levied within the last
fifty years,
with the exception of the tax levied
respectively by the Legislatures of 1846, I860 and
1861. 1 he reduction now recommended relates to the State tax proper, and amounts to
nearly thirty-seven per cent, of the whole
amount levied.
These facts are encouraging to the taxpayers of the State and are, in the highest
degree, creditable to to thecaro and economy
with which the State finances have been administered in the past.
In 1868 the State
debt was S8,100,000, and every dollar,
except
#689,000, was incurred on account of the war
for the suppression of the Rebellion.
The
payment of five million three hundred thousand dollars which has been
made on the
principal, leaves only tw o million eight hundred thousand dollars of the debt and will
impose a tax for interest of only #84,000 per
annum.
If anything more were needed to
guarantee the high credit of the State, it
would be found in the Constitutional provision which prohibits the incurring of any
obligation in excess ot three hundred thousand dollars, except for purposes of war. In
this will always be found a large protection
to our credit, and an invaluable safeguard to
the tax-payer.
It may be stated as a maxim that there is
expenditure for which the citizen gets so
much in return as for the amount lie devotes
to paying taxes, and yet there is no
subject
upon which people are more justly sensitive
than that the taxes be equal.
If all communities and all the citizens of each
community
paid in equal and proper proportion, there
would be no complaint among the people. The
grievance arises, in large part, from the inequality of taxation, and the inequality arises,
in large part, from the errors in valuationerrors in
many cases innocently made, no
doubt, but still working hardship in many
ways.
It should be made the steady aim of the
Legislative power of the State to equalize
the burdens of government. To that end 1
recommend that earnest inquiry lie made into the nn.de of our valuation, with the view
to its improvement. A Hoard, composed of
one Commissioner from each
county, hastily summoned at the close of each decade,
with each member naturally endeavoring to
have his own county valued at as low a rate
as possible, would not seem to be the best
method devisable. And yet that is the character of our present system. A smaller number of Commissioners, say not exceeding
three, at work for a longer period, chosen
not as the representatives of the counties in
which they may reside, but for the whole
State, would lie less cumbrous, less expensive and in many ways more efficient. The
systems of valuation in force in other New
Lngland States should be carefully examined.
Some improved methods in those
States could, I have reason to believe be
profitably incorporated in our own system.
One provision in the Valuation Act I specially recommend, viz: that in case of destructive tire or auy other sudden and disastrous calamity in any city or town, the
Governor, with the advice of the Council, be
authorized to suspend the collection of a certain amount of the State tax levied on said
city or town, proportioned to the loss into remain in force
curred,—said suspension
until the adjournment of the next ensuiug
Legislature. If the calamities which have
lately befallen the towns of Kastport and
Farmington had occurred directly after the
adjournment of the Legislature, those towns
would have been subjected to great inconno

INSANE HOSPITAL.
The reportsof the workings of our variou
public institutions for the past two years wil
be laid before you. They all show gratify
ing evidences of fulfilling the objects foi
which they were established.
The Uospita
for the Insane shows commendable progress
in every provision for the comfort and cun
of the inmates, and 1 think it may be said
that in all its appointments it is the equal ol
any institution of the kind In the country. It
has been, in all respects, prudently ana efficiently administered. I have only one suggestion to make in regard to it, and that i*
that the criminal insane,—I mean those who
have incurred the
heavy penalties of the law
and have had their sentences commuted on
account of insanity,—should be kept apart
from the general class of patients. Whether
this should be done by providing an entirely
separate ward, or a small building on the
grounds, a little removed from tbe other
buildings, it must be for the wisdom of the
I commend the
Legislature to determine.
subject to your careful inquiry.
REFORM SCHOOL.

I recently paid a
visit to the Keform
School for Boys and have witnessed with
much gratification the condition of that institution. Its discipline and management do
honor to the Superintendent and all
his
teachers and assistants. I understand that
the Trustees will ask for an appropriation
for an experiment of the cottage plan, where
t.llA ItAt/G

ui>a

troofiul liruotaolll

in a

family, having
associated
were

no

tbn.ink

smaller

Ah,....

numbers

together, and thereby increasing
the direct influence of those to whose charge
refer the subject to
sure that the most
carefulconsideration will be given to it, as
involving the welfare of a class of our population who may be turned from evil and made
useful and r -spectable citizens.
No subject
is more worthy of a patient investigation and
wise provision.
they are committed. 1
the Legislature, feeling

STATE PRISON.

It

was

pleasure, also, to pay a visit to
Prison, the detailed condition of

my

the State
which will be found in the reports of the
Warden and Inspectors. The work of the

prisoners, principally engaged on carriage
making, is of a very excellent order.
The
carriages, I think, are not sold at prices to

interfere with the rights or interests of citizens of the State who are
engaged in the
same line of business.
It is, of course, nec-

essary to keep the prisoner engaged in work,
both with the view to property economy ami
the view to their improvement and reformation. It would be utterly cruel to keep them
in idleness, and it would be utterly useless
to worn them except to some good end. If
the number of convicts was very large, it
would not be tair to engage them all upon
one line of business in competition with any
special class of workmanship in the State. I
recommend if the present mode of working
the prisoners should prove unfairly hurtful
to honest ^citizens in their
calling, there
should be such division of the labor of the
prison as would |make interference in any
specific direction so small that no special influence would be felt from it. I commend to
your attention the report of the Prison Commissioners, and specially suggest that due
consideration be paid to the facta they have
collected touching the number of prisoners
in the jails of the several counties. The circmustances which lead to the overcrowding
of our jails every winter with petty offemp
ers against the law should, in my judgmeut,

be carefully investigated.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

The Industrial School for girls, established some
years since at Hallowed, has proved
an excellent institution.
It has saved a
large number of gills from the unfortunate
in
which fate had placed them
surroundings
and has secured for them Usnectable employment. The report of the'supc-tiitendent is well worthy of your examination, and
1 hope the institution will receive the favor
and assistance of the Legislature.
BATH ABYLUM FOR ORPHANS.

The Military and Naval Asylum for orphans, located at Bath, is a well-managed institution, and continues to deserves the confidence and patronage of the Mute.
There
is some effort made to enlarge the basis of
admission to its privileges. It will be your
duty to carefully examine into the propriety
of such action.
INDIAN TRIBES.

Beside the treaty obligations

we

are

un-

der to make certain grants to the remnants
of Indian tribes within our borders, we are
called upon to do it on the ground of philanthropy and charity. There has of late
> wars been a moral and material improvement in the condition of these wards of the
Mate, and I recommend that this tendency
be aided and fostered by all that the Legislature may properly do to that end.
WOMAN 8 REFORMATORY.
The last Legislature had under consideration the subject of establishing a separate
reformatory for the female criminal class.
It then received a large degree of approbanon irom me members or Dotn Senate and
House. I respectfully suggest that the subject be again taken under consideration. X
am sure that such an institution win elevate
the character of our prison discipline, and
be the means of rescuing many women from
a life of degradation.
A separate institution, under the care of female officers, affords
the delicacy of treatment which is due to
women, even in their fallen state, and it is
a duty we owe to humanity to provide an institution which will give this advantage in
its discipline and treatment. The experiment has been tried with great success in
other States, aud I commend the subject to
the careful consideration of the Legislature.
It is one which appeals to manhood aud philanthropy with peculiar force and earnestness.
BOARD OF HEALTH.

The Board of Health is discharging an important function in the State, aud I think
the sphere of tljelr duties might be enlarged
with great advantage.
Kvery abuse that
may lead to disease should be promptly removed, every avenue that may lead to infection should be promptly closed.
The Board
of Health should be empowered to see that
municipal organizations, common carriers
and licensed inn-keepers no their dutv in
these respects, aud that everything practicable be done to render Maine, as nature seems
to have de-lgned her, one of the healthiest
States on the continent.
In this connection
1 beg to suggest that we owe a duty to the
large number of citizens of other States who
stay among us for the summer season, who
have erected residences upon our soil, and
who pay taxes into our treasury. Whatever
we can
properly do to promote their wishes
and their comfort should be ungrudingly and
cheerfully done. Our climate has lured
them in great numbers, aud we shall be negligent in our duty and unmindful of our own
Interests, if by any carelessness or neglect
wo fail to extend them a welcome, give them
the most complete protection of our laws
and provide such acts of liberal legislation
as uiay render their stay agreeable aud
^
FISH AND (iAUK LAWS.

The laws for the preservation and increase
of fish and game in the State should be rigidly enforced, and if necessary, additional
provisions should be enacted. Xcall your attention to the report of the Commissioners
on this subject.
The laws already enacted
are valuable and beneficent In their operation
aud
effect.
Under
their
enforcement fish and came are both ran.
idly increasing in the State. The opposition to
these laws and the determination to violate
them led to a deplorable crime in the county
of Washington in November last, but I trust
such un occurrence will stimulate and not
discourage the enforcement of the law.
1
suggest that an inuuiry be made, whether
the state should not make some provision for
the families of the two men who lost their
lives in the line of their duty while enforcing the laws o*' the State.
It is important
to have a proper public sentiment on this
nuestiou. Those who oppose these laws and
insist on fishing and hunting in unlawful
ways uud without regard to seasons, are as
unwise as those would he who, with a famine impending, should insist on devouring
the seed corn. Unless these laws be
rigidly
maintained, there is danger that wa shall ultimately have no fish in our waters and no
game in our forests.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES A MONO CATTLE.
The attention of the Legislature should be
given to ascertaining the best mode for preventing the introduction and spread of the
fatal disease of pleuro-pneumonia among the
cattle of the State. The disease is not known
at present, to exist in Maiue, but a salutary
warning was given by the experience on the
farm attached to the Agricultural College at
Drono in l»S5. Fuller authority should be
given to the State to destroy at once all cattle known to be affected with the disease.
The owners will not do the work of destruction themselves, on account of the direct loss
incurred, and, therefore, the government, as
a general safeguard to the herds of the State,
should assume the task and the cost of instant destruction when the disease is ascertained to exist.
One neglected case that
might have cost the State fifty dollars to deswcffild
troy,
possibly entail a loss of many
thousands of dollars to our cattle growers. It
has cost England millions of dollars in her
sfforts to extirpate the disease, and if the
contagion should break out among our vast
herds on theWestem plains the loss would be
Incalculable. Beside guarding our own State

THREE

cents.

on the subject, I reeouiuiend that Congress he aiemorallzed to
take the utmost care and precautlon.through
the national power, to
prevent the importatlon and spread of the disease.

by proper enactments

by summoning

sideration.

Legislation Against Child Labor
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Cincinnati, Jan. 0.-Prof. Lasso died to<
He was composer of
lay in,Covington, Ky.
he quaint melody’'The Arkansas Traveler.”

COV. BODWELL’S INAUGURAL.

Matters.

Further

Boston, Jan. 6.—In conversation with
Captain Perry, of Somerville last night,
Nowlan, who was arrested on suspicion of
being the murderer of George Codman the
milkman, he implicated Neville and Swceney.who were arrested in Charleston and
brought to the station about midnight. On
investigation the police became satisfied that
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STATE

COLLEGE.

The Agricultural College Is doing a good
work, which could lie made still more effective by increased means. You will be asked
for an appropriation for that institution to
replace the valuable herd of cattle destroyed
on account of a disease which was infectious
and threatening to other herds In the State.
This claim is well based and I think should
lie favorably considered. The trustees
oflthe
Institution should guard against experiment*
in farming and dairying. In competition with
neighboring farmers, but they should at the
same time, be enabled to make tests of fertilizers, of the different modes of applying the
same, and of the different methods of feeding cattle, sheep and swine; so chat the
farmers of the State may have the benefit of
the knowledge thus derived.
Whatever the Legislature can do to aid and

encourage the

agricultural

Interests

of the

State, should lie cheerfully and promptly
done. The agricultural resources of Maine
are very great and are, as yet, only partially
developed, and whatever tends to make farming more pleasant and profitable is always
worthy of attention and encouragement.
A measure now before Congress, known as
the Hatch Bill, for the establishment of exstations in different States, will.
perimental
If it becomes a law, enlarge the power of the
Agricultural College, and, to a considerable

extent, remove the cost of Its
from the treasury of the State.

maintenance

EDUCATION.

Official

reports concerning our
will be laid

educational
before you. Maine has
progress
maintained
a
rank
In
the scale
always
high
of Intelligence,--the degree of her Illiteracy,
by the census tables of the United states,
being very small. It would, in (act, be difflcult to find
nativo of Main#* of u/lmt umrc
and sound mind who cannot read and write.
It is our duty to malutain and still further
advance our educational standard, and 1 am
sure the Legislature will not neglect any
needed action in this Important held.
The provision (or educating the blind and
also the deaf and dumb 'hildren of the .State
bas thus far proved adequate. These unfortunate children have had the advantages of
the best institutions in other States. There
is a wish expressed by ruanv for an institution of our own to carry forward the work.
While this is in itself desirable, the need of
it is not pressing, the children are not neglected, and I cannot recomiueno that the
State should undertake it at present.
The
expense would, in any event, be large, and it
would be several years before the facilities
of the new institution would be equal to
those already enjoyed.
THE MILITIA.

The militia system of the State, now organupon a very economical scale, should be
cheerfully maintained. I trust there will be
no hesitation on the part of the Legislature
to make the appropriation
necessary to ensure such advantages of uniform, discipline
and drill as may enable Maine soldiers to
rival the best organizations in other States.
I venture to suggest, though not within the
domain of State legislation, that it might be
wise to have the mTiitla of the several States
organized as a national guard, the uniforming, equipping and maintenance jf which
should be at the expense of the national
Our experience in the late war
treasury.
showed how readily the organization of
and
troops
appointment of officers could be
effected under State authority, and yet the
whole body, at the moment of necessity,
ized

under the command of

placed

the

National

Government. If a regiment were authorized
for each Congress'onal district throughout
the couatnr, it would make a large and effective force, furnish a bond of strong sympathy
betw een all the States, especially between the
young men of the States, and would give, re
of the disparity in the wealth of the
tates, the same ability to organize (or the
cause of common defence.
While the general government Is seeking
to get rid of a surplus revenne derived from
indirect, unoppressive and unfelt taxes, the
militia system of the several States Is sustained bv direct taxes upon the lands and
homes of the people, and in many States is
felt to be a financial burden.
1 think few
wiser measures could be enacted by Congress
than to unify the militia, give it a truly wetional character, aud create that spirit of
pride aud emulation between the several
States which would tend to make the whole
force one of patntoic usefulness,
without
great expense and without involving any
one of the
to
a
objections
standing armany
my. The constitution ol the United States
declares that “a well regulated militia is necea.-'ry to the security of a free State," and I
think that a national guard, thus organized,
M"><* In our
would, for j~..
history, fully
carry out the We..
-hmild

Sardless

——.

be.

If this suggestion shouiu

favorable consideration of the l
recommend that by proper memoria.
brought to the attention of Congress.
MORIMEHTH AT

OETTYSIICRd.
whose troops were enthe Union at Gettysburg
gaged
have erected on the battle held monuments
or memorial stones commemorative
of the
event. The troops of Maine were honorably
distinguished on that bloody held, aud the
memory of their heroic deeds should be honored with those of their compatriots.
I recommeud that the Legislature take anproaction in the premises,—as justly due
priate
to the living and to the dead, and to the honor of the State (or all time.

the States
ManyIn ofdefense
of

THE

Liqi'OB TRAFFIC.

The question of the prohibition of the
liquor traffic in Maine has eugaged popular
attention wilhin the last year to a considerare-affirmation on the part of the people, at
the polls, of their full faith in the prohibitory system, and of their desire to see the law
fairly administered and properly enforced.
The situation in the State respecting the law
may be briefly and candidly stated. In from
three-fourths to tour-fifth of the towns of the
State the law is well euforced and has practically abolished the sale of spirituous and
malt liquors as a beverage.
In the larger
cities and towns, on the seaboard and at
railway centers. It has been found more difficult to secure perfect compliance with the
law, but it can still be said that at very few
in the State is
liquor openly sold,
points
l'he offences against the law are tu large
and
therefore difficult to
part clandestine,
detect and expose by legal testimony.
But
it is a great moral gain when the liqnor seller is driven from the light of day to secret
and to stealthy devices to cairy on his
places
hurtful and demoralizing traffic.
Some of the more zealous friends of the
temperance cause think that an increase of
the penalties, especially for the first offence
of liquor selling, would cure the admitted
evil of imperfect enforcement, but the more
and I think by far the larger numprudent,
ber, are of the opinion that an increase of
the penalty would do harm rather than good.
What is actually needed at the points named
is a sound public opinion to urge and uphold
the enforcement of the law. Where that is
wanting the case Is made difficult with the
prohibitory law, as inderW it always Is with
every form of law. Perhaps an increase of
would. In the places referred to, enpenaltyrather
than diminish, the evils of inhance,
difference and of hostility.
It can,
however, be said with satisfaction
that even with this imperfect enforcement at
certain points, the law has been of immeasurable value in reducing the liquor traffic,
and
has correspondingly
increased the
wealth of the State by increasing the sobriety of the people and saving the fruits of
industry. One evil, inseparable from a law
enacted after a strong popular contest. Is
that the prevailing side is looked to as the
one to enforce its provisions, whereas
every
law should be as binding upon those who
opposed Its enactment as upon those who
labored for it. The experience of Maine for
the last thirty years abundantly justifies the
of tne prohibitory system, and it
adoption
will be the duty of the Legislature to add to
Its efficiency in whate ,er way, after full and
impartial Investigation, may be found pracremembering that legal
ticable,—always
penalties must be kept inside, and not
pressed beyond, the bounds of public
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IMPRISONMENT KOH DEBT.

For several years complaint has been made

of the law in this State

which,

under certain

conditions, permits imprisonment for debt.
There is something repulsive to our better
feelings in this treatment; something, also,
that contradicts common sense in such a
remedy, if a man owes a debt and has no
property, and you deprive him of the power
of working, how cun he pay It? Moreover,
to inflict an Ignominious
society has no right
punishment upon a man for the misfortune
that deprives him of the power of meeting a
pecuniary obligation. I therefore recommend that every law and part of law which
permits Imprisonment for debt in Maine be
rejiealed^ In taking this step we are but following the enlightened policies of the great
majority of our sister States in the Union.
trustee

process.

I also recommend that trustee process, so
far as it relates to the wages of a
laboring
man be abolished.
The undoubted result of
these steps will be to curtail the credit of laboring men,and to keep them from incurring
obligations which readily absorb their earnings. It will force the relations between
aud the employed to a cash basis,
employer
and will lagely benefit the laboring man by
adding perceptibly to the value of his day's
wages. It will, 1 think, be found that the
saving resulting to the labor of the State
from the cash basis wllljshow itself In an ad-

dition to tho aggregate deposits.in the sav inis
banks of the State. Imprisonment for dent
and trustee process both being removed, the
laborer is made a free man, with no unjust
menacing him and no one tempting
penalties
him to incur needless debt.
CHILD LABOR.

There is

reason to believe that abuses ocin peimittiug children of too tender age
to work in our factories.
This should be
cur
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be at the expense of the National Treasury’. I
An appropriation for the erection of monuments at Gettysburg to commemorate the he-
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AVe do not read anonymous letters and comniun
callous. The name and address of the writer are
In all cases indispensable, not necessarily for pub
Mcatlou but as a guarantee of good fa.itl>.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

The House passed two appropriation bills
Wednesday. The nearer to death it gets the
more lively it becomes.
It is said the engineer of the freight train
which ran into the passenger train at Tiffin
was drunk.
Ills spot is in the penitentiarj.
Lord Lansdowne prefers to remain in Canada as Governor General rather than go into
Salisbury's cabinet. Under the circumstances it isn’t strange that he should.
Gen. Butler thinks the surest way to prevent railroad accidents would be to hang a
director every time one occurs. That would
pretty soon prevent railroad directors.
The presiding officers of both houses of the
Massachusetts legislature lectured on the
evils of long sessions. Nevertheless Fourth
of J uly will find the General Court still in
session.
Senator Hale returns to the Senate backed

by

the unanimous vote of the

Republicans in

the caucus as well as on the floor of the Legislature. It’s a distinction he has good
reason

to feel

proud

of.

aviaentiy the laboring man is to receive
marked consideration from this Legislature.
The two parties are vieing with each other
in this matter, and a legislator without a ten
hour bill in his pocket is an exception.
—

The President has recommended James

Curran to bo supervising inspector of steam
vessels in spite of Senator Gorman’s protest.
Mr. Cleveland should go slow or he may lose

the v ote of Mr. Gorman’s pocket borough in
the next National Democratic convention.
Congressman Mlliiken writes to the Kenuebec Journal that at the first session of the
present Congress a provision was incorporated into the river and harbor bill directing
the Secretary of War to cause an examination and survey to be made of the Kennebec
river at Bath and from Augusta to the lower
end of Perkins Island with a view of deepening the channel and improving the navigation of the river. The report of the commission has not yet beeu made. It will be recollected that in a letter to the Journal a few
days ago Mr. Ira H. Randall called attention

11 the necessity of this work. It will he observed that the Maine Congressional delegation had already seen the necessity of it,
and done their best to bring if about.

Yesterday Governor Kobie became again a
private citizen. Few of the retiring Governors of Maine have been able to point to a
longer term of service to their State. Beginning in the House of Representatives, he had
worked his way up to the speakership as
long as ten years ago; and since then he has
served continuously in the Legislative or
Executive branches of the State government.
He came to the governor’s chair after valuable experience as a legislator and as a councillor, and during the four years of his term
lias conducted himself successfully in the
light of that experience. For the new Governor we can express no happier wish than

that the years of his administration may be
as pleasant to the Executive and as fortunate
for the State as have been the years of Governor Robie’s administration.

Notwithstanding the extraordinary

pre-

caut'ons against fire forced upon property
in New Hampshire by the difti-

owners

w*
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of losses for the last year will not fall much
TW<Tow the average. The first part of the year
fires were few and the losses small, but
towards the end there were a number of disastrous conflagrations. Xone of the insurance

companies

that

withdrew

from

BOSTON! PORTLAND

roic deeds of Maine’s soldiery on that famous
battle fiold is strongly
urged.
The Governor discusses the question of the
prohibition of the liquor traffic at some
length, and arrives at the conclusion that it
is not more law that is needed, nut a stronger public sentiment.
lie urges.the abolition
of imprisonment for debt, and of the trustee
process so far as it relates to the wages of
the laboring man,‘and recommends the passage of a ten hour law, and a law to prohibit
ehild labor in our mills and'.factories.
He
suggests that it may be expedient for the

legislature

to make some representation to
the national government on the subject of

the fisheries.
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Young
YoungWomen.

Springfield Union.
“What

woman

happy,” “Woman

should do to make home
as a

reformer,” and other

items of tlie same nature, in which woman’s
duties are pictured as endless, are found In

Klnrvsx

h.

To-day,

f

as

ever, marin

tain the love of her husband.
Good looks
arc also pictured as essential, and again if
youth is not in the woman’s favor, there Is
great danger of transferred affection, and the
possibility of a divorce meets her startled vision. In short, every man expects, demands
virtue from the woman of his choice; does
he give the remnants of dissipation in return,
or are all the “lords of creation’’ perfect?
If so, this is a world of one-sided misfor-

tune, truly.

Tell your friend that Mr. G., a young man,
say 25, lias married a lady twice hts age, and
note the negative effect it lias, yet water does
not run up hill whether the sun in all his
power sheds light, or the moon her more gentle rays. A man may he handsome, have polished manners, indeed, he may seem to mirror everytiitnc which is noble, manly and calculated to hold a woman’s love, hut is his
heart right? Are his habits and life all he
would have you think them? One must first
understand what their own nature requises
that they should find in a companion whose
being must be so closely woven with one’s
Some
very self. One needs a coinyaniou.
one to shrae delight in scenery, music, poetry, and art, and most of all in the chamber
of secret thought, does one need encouragement and sympathy, for there are moments
in one’s life when one would pour out their
eoniidences to a painter’s lay figures, rather
than to keep them shut up in one’s heart.
Shaking from the same standpoint as writers w ho advise girls and women, I believe a
mau should be so utterly loyal to bis ideal
of liis life that duty would bring all the reward needed. If you have set your stnndard
higher, if you have un idea), remember others
have ideas whose mark you may not reach.
Young man he moral, virtuous; let your
life be an open book wliic you are not afraid
to have read id public. Be noble in thought,
kind in action, attentive, poiite’ pleasant,
careful of words.
“Thoughts unexpressed
may sometimes fall back dead, but God himself can’t kill them when they’re said.” In
other words l>e a model. Don’t allow the
golden idols to change to clay until the object
of your choice longs fer the freedom which
is too often wished for and granted, but remember “To lie is better than to seem,” no
matter how1 successfully you seem to cover
your faults. Love the one to whom you give
your life and best endeavors with all the intenseuess of your heart. Be a gentlemen at
home. Be as loyal to your love as you would
have your love be to you, and thank God if
He lias given you strength af character to
love with a life long, w'hole souled devotion,
and let constancy stamp the seal of inimor.
tality, and completeness—the semblance 01
infinitude, into your very heart.
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Professor Chemistry and Geology, P.atos College
State Assay er of Maine from ’75 to '88.
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R. H. Stearns & Go.
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England,

BEST STOCK OF CHOICE

must make
we

Prices

R. H. Stearns & Do.,
Temple Place and Tremont Street,
octfl

BOSTON.

eod3m

JUST ARRIVED.
Hard wood from Bobbins all, prepared
nse, only
per cord delivered.
Also the largest assortment of
wood kept in the city, including hirch
edgings and slabs. Nova Scotia hard
wood. Wood sawed and spilt by steam
power.
Ordern Solicited.
Tcl^phoue tiS? B.

ready for

C. W.

YORK..

SharpPains.'

Baokache, Rheumatism, Crick, Sprains, Neuralgia, Stitches, Samtica, Lame Side or Hip, Kiduoy
Aiibctions, Sore Chest or pain in any part, local
or deep-seated, quickly go when a Hop Plaster
is applied.
Prepared from Burgundy Pitch,
Canada Balaam and the medicinal virtues of fresh
Hops. Acta instantly, cures quickly. The greatest strengthening plaster ever known. All ready
to apply. Bold by druggist and country stores,
25eta., 5for$1.00. Mailed for price. PropriesfM
tors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Mass.
f

Hop Plaster |
MARVELLOUS MEMORY.
DISCOVERY

«

Wholly iiulike Artificial (Systems—Cur# of Mind
Wandering—Any hook learned In one reading.
Prospectus, with opinions of Mb. Proctor, the

Astronomer, Hons. W. W. Astou, Judah P.
Benjamin, IJrs. Minor. Wood and others, sent
Post free, by

EKOF. LOISETTE,
837 Piflh Ar«..r,

jan3

New York.

eod&wlra

TOBOGGAN

Violet,

only

Lubin’s
Alkins’

Patterns of ltoxbury Tapestries, Hlggln’s Tapestries, Smith’s Tapestries, Sanford’s Tapestries, and all kinds of Taiiestrles at cost, 55 cents upwards.
Body Brussels, from $1.00 per yard upwards. Velvet Carpets, beautiful
$1.00 per yard upwards. All Wool Carpets, 60 cents per yard and upwards.
Cotton Carpets, Hemp Carpets and all kinds of Carpetings, going to make roomfor the latest designs and unquestionably finest line of goods ever shown in tills

11

—

Heliotrope,

GEORGE

shall offer

Corner

DECIDED BARGAINS

<1«320

Those in need of

IDiLTEI.
a

exqui-

—

“

Overcoat, Reefer

Our Parlor Suit floor is crowded with bargains. Patterns.we are;eloslug,out
prices $33 to $300cash, or one fourth down, balance by the week or month. Who
will go without a Parlor Suit? Decorate and make your homes comfortable; it
is an investment that pays, Come and see the line of Easy Chairs, Louuges,;&c.

or

Vest, a Leather Jacket

or

Vest,

special prices

lot

large

WEEK.

Men’s

j

Young Men’s hand- $12 and $15

Brown Mixed Sawyer Suits, reduced from
$15 to only $12 per Suit;
very desirable.

Elysian and
Kersey Overcoats, made
Men’s Fine

best manner;
make, trimmings and fit
guaranteed first class;
reduced from $25 to $18
and $20.
up in

elegant bargains.

M. B. GILBERT.

IN HIS NEW HOME COMEDY,

exchanged
jan7dlw

even.

FRED. O. BERGER, Manager.

offered in Men’s Overcoats
at only $12; consolidated

Superior values

are

lot, reduced in price from

All Wool
$1.50 and $2.

JVIen’s

Vests at

$1,

duced

$1

other distant points?lLow rents and
Macon, Ga., Groton, Conn., and
every conceivable facility for handling goods, coupled with the best system on earth for
us to make these low prices.
Come
enables
and
see
for
business
yourself.
doing
Handsome Marble Top Wain ut Chamber Sets for $40. Solid Cherry Marble Top
Ash Sets for $17. Pine Sets for $lc, and live hunfor
Sets
$S7.50.
Chamber
$Tf
—Mlitil styles to select from. You must come tills week, or write us for cuts aud«3B
__
description. Don't delay.

MILLINERY It

^3*

Our Grand Mark Down Sale of MILLINERY will commence
Jan. 5. All who have waited for Bargains can
them now. Notice the following reductions:

MORNING,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

All

Cardigan Jackets
only $1.00 each.

$2

•

*

Boys’

Manufacturers and Retail Dealers of

CLOTHING
IN

NEW

540

Among other bargains

we shall offer this week, the celebrated 4 hole with shelf
Hot Water Xauk Grove land ltange at $30.00, got more than we want In
stock. Bound to close them out.. Warrant every one for 12 months to be perfect bakers or money refunded. Xhlsprice Includes all the ware, jWpe and log
rests, and freight prepaid until February 10,1887. Come and see the biggest
bargains in Parlor Stoves ever offered. Prices away down, for this week only.
Any article In our stock sold for cash or one fourth down and balance by the
week or month. Come or write for cuts and description.

»

WATCHES
WATCHES

jams

W. H. Mil.LIKEN,
J. E. 1! LA BON,
J. H. SHORT.
W. H. MILLIKKN, Ja.

Co-partnership.
The undersigned have this day formed a counder the linn name of W. H. Mllli
partnership
ken A Co., for the general dry goods business, as
successors to the firm of Deering, Mllllken A Co.
W. H. Mil.LIKEN,
J. H. SHORT,
W. H. MILLIKKN, Ja.
S. M. MILLIKKN.
Portland, Jan. 1,18H7.
JanSdlw

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.
Co-partnership heretfore existing under
the tlrm name and style of Shirley and Cousins Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. H.

THE

W. Cousins will collect all debts due the late Arm
all liabilities. He, only Is authorized to
sign the Arm name In liquidation.
and settle

FRANKLIN SHIRLEY,

565
Jdllo

COMER PEARL AID MIDDLE

Street.
tISt

CO., Jewelers.

STREETS,

PORTLAND.

Congress Street,

...

...

CO., Jewelers,
Tlie

W.

s.

$1.00

a.

CORSETS !

No.

IN

EVERY

APPLY TO

—

PRENTISS CORING,
]anl

31 1.2 Exchange Street.

dlw

Relief Society.

annual meeting of the Citizens’ Mutual
EVENING. THERelief
Society win be held at Reception Hall,

FRIDAY EVENING, Jan. 7, 1887, at 7.30
clock for the election of officers for the ensuing
the transaction of such business as may
legally come before It. A full attendance Is particularly desired, as the reports of the various officers will he found of Interest to every member of
thwwlety.
K. J.
year, and

jaua

C.

ATK1ASOA,

MANAGER.
Utl

d2m

WATCHES.

Pi:It CENT.

o

ISAAC.

novll

Mortgage Bonds,

Citizens’ mutual

OPEN

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS.

—

PBBIC'E U.W.
—

WEIGHT

—

ALSO IN

PAYING 7

FULL

the BEST FLAVORED and
MOST ECONOMICAL for the consumer,
the BEST SELUNO and most attractire shelf poods for the retailer.
We
hare In stock a full line of above poods,
and are pleased to offer them to the retail trade.

Komis Paying 6 Per Cent. Gold.
—

PURITY,

They are

DIVIDENDS
—

PERFECT

AND

codtt

INVEST

SPICES.
GREAT STRENGTH

Middle Street.

197

declS

Pure

The superiority ot these spices and mustards consists In their

8.00
.26

COE,
Branch of tie Great Nassau Hall House Furnisii Store, 82]
Washington Street, Boston.

Absolutely

dtl

The latest Improvement In

.36
7.00

...

N1AIN MERINOS, 91.00.

Under C. A. R. Hall.

FUR CAPS.
Heal Fur Caps
Scotch Caps
Seal Caps (good) /
Seal Caps (fine)
Boys' Winter Caps

AT COST !

CLEANED FOR 91.00.

MORRISON &

Large Stock of Superior Quality LEATHER JACKETS in all sizes at only $4 each.
wares, Manager.<»3t

THE

Clocks, Jewelry and Silver Ware this month.

and

Boston & Portland Clothing Co., B. A. ATKINSON & CO.
O.

Dissolution.

co-partnership heretofore existing between the undersigned, comprising the Arm
of Dcerlng, Mllllken A Co., is this day dissolved
by limitation. Either party will sign in liquidation.
S. M. MILLIKKN.'

The only jewelry store In the city lighted with nn electric light. CusOreat bargains in Wutches,
tomers can see w lint they are buying.

ENGLAND.

253 & 255 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

consent. Chas.
C. Bartlett retiring. All business o( tbe late Arm
will be settled by Robert Chapman who will con
tlnue and sign firm name.
ROBERT CHAPMAN.
CHAS. C. BARTLETT.
Portland, Me., 'Jan. 1, 1887.
jauldlw*

PALMER,

Congress

MORRISON &

Western Fan

W.

by

LADIES7 WATCH FREE THIS MONTH.

fl

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.
Largest

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA,

....

INTO.

Reduced

of

—AND THE—

THIS

35c.
Lot 75 cent Felt Hats at,
75c.
Lot $1.50 Astrachan Bound Felt Hats at,
$1.25.
Lot $2.00 and $2.50 French Felt Hats at,
Lot $1.50 Felt Bonnets at,.50c.
$1.00.
Lot $2.00 and $2.50 Fancy Feathers at,
75c.
Lot $l.50and $1.75 Fancy Feathers at,
50c.
Lot $1.00 and $1.25 Fancy Feathers at,
25c.
Lot 50 and 75 cent Feathers at,

JOHN E.

Over$2.50

400 Boys’ Shirt Waists,
Exceptional Bargains
Reefers, at $4, $1.00 quality, reduced to
75c each, lace fronts.
$5, $8, $10 and $12.

Big Stock
Reefers.

Myron W. Whitney

HEM DON W. COCHINS.
Fryeburg, Me., Dec 20.1880.
dec*8d3w

$1.50, $2,
$3, $3.50, $4, $5, $6,

$7 and $8.
Prices.

should All the hall with
His wonderful talents are recognized in (tattering
terms by the most eminent educators in Europe
and America, ladles and gentlemen wishing to
become students will please call at tbe Doctor’s
At
Institute. Mechanics’Hall, (or particulars.
the close of each term of twelve lectures, students
wl 11 be examined and a diploma presented to
tlio.se that excel. Tickets (or sale at Dr. Wilson’s
Medical and Phrenological Institute, Congress St.,
Don't (erget tbe address. Meand at tbe door.
chanics’ Hall, Congress St.
Jan7dtf

secure

All our Trimmed Goods will be sold at less than half the cost. We
do not wish to carry over any goods and at the extremely low prices at
which we are now offering them, we expect a large and ready sale,

$8,

in Men’s

The

dtf

JanG

Mass.,

(hipping

195 Boys’ Suits, ages 14
to 17, at from $5 to $15.

300 Children’s

Good All Wool Pants,
$1.25 and upwards.

at

i! WJ xtitp uit sjlllu't
forthe thousands, •. ij rU
wet
one else, not only In our ownlclty, but In New England, would*** O
tlian
any
es2R
to St. Louis, Mo., Providence, K. I., Baltimore, Md., Fitchbur

aml,er Sets

Small lot Boys’ Long
Pant Suits, ages 10 to 14
years, at just Half Price,
formerly $10 and $12, now
only $5 and $6 per Suit.

coats at

v»

Hght that la

of education
teachers and educators.

heretofore

to

$7.50.

a new
means

existing under
co-partnership
tbe Arm name of Robert Chapman A Co.. Is
THE
this
dissolved
mutual

prices.

at

vv«. ov

vcu»«

presents theso subjects In
(.1 (or reflection, and as a

IIISNOLLTIO.Y OF CO PART.YERSHIP,

II years, at
and $8; re-

Special Bargains
Pants, $10 and $12.

aumwaiuii

COPABTNKKSHIP SOTIl’R*.

Jans

5000 Pair Men’s
at all prices, from

WILSON,

his fifth coarse of popular lectures In Mechanics' Library
Hall, Mondays. Jan. 17—Subject:
Mental Physiology. Jan. 24—Mental I'hrenolouy of the Animal Fac
allies. Jan. 31—Mental Phrenology
ef the Domestic Faculties. Feb. 7
—Mental Phrenology of the Moral
Faculties. Feb. 14—Mental PlireI
oology of the Intellectual Faculties.
Feb. 21—Phrenological Diagnosis of the External Developments. Feb. 28—Threnologteal Diagnosis of the Internal Developemeuts. Mar. 7—
To Ladles Only. Mar. 14—To Gentlemen Only.
Doors open at 7 Vi p. m. commence at 8 p. in.

City Hall. Jaanary llhh. Tickets now on
sale atStockbrldge's. 75 cents and >1.00. Half
(are on M. C., P. s 0, Half (are and late train
on U. T.
Janddlw

Boys’ Knee Pant Suits
$5, $6, $7

W.

commences

At

~

500 Pair Boys’ Knee
Pants at only 50, 75, $1
and $1.50.
See our All
Wool Knee Pants at 75c.

”

BY COL. WALLACE.

One case American Satinesat 12 1- cents.
One case Apron Check Ginghams at 8 cents, wortli
10 cents.

;

in size 4 to

PA,

CALLED

Full to overflow lug with fun, genuine and hearty.
SOL SMITH BUSSELL In New Character
Songs and Specialties.
Prices reduced. Reserved seats, 60 and ?#
eta.; admission, 26 cts. Tickets Sold at Stockbridge’s Saturday morning at 0 o'clock.
TO PATRONS o(the Stockkrldge Course, 26
and 36 cents. Any of the Stockbrtdge Course
Entertainments exchanged by paying 10 and 16
cents, according to location. Symphony Concert

day

Fine
Young Men’s
Dress
and
Business
Suits reduced from $25
to only $20 per suit.

L«4in||.M,

«

AMD HIS SUPERB DRAMATIC COMPANY.
At City Hall, Thursday Evening,
January lath.

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtl

Suit,
$20;

our

Men’s Fine Blue Kersey Overcoats; one of our
best $20 quality, now reduced to $15.

350

per

marked down from

•

Respectfully,

FUN FOR ALL.

67 FRYE,

yard.

$3.50 and $3.00 Car-

dtil

Sol Smith Russell.

We have positive eviWe are leading in bargains.
dence by the throngs of customers and amount of sales
that we record on our books every day. To keep up the
excitement from Tuesday’s sales, we offer Wednesday
and Thursday in our Domestic Department, one ease
10-4 Bleached Sheeting at 20 cents, worth 25 cents.
Two bales Lockwood 4-4 Cotton in remnants at 5 1-2
cents, wortli 7 cents.
One case bleached 4-4 Fruit of Loom Cotton in remnants at 8 cents, wortli 10 cents.
One bale 40 inch unbleached Lockwood Cotton at 6 1-2
cents, wortli 8 cents.
One case Cotton Flannel in remnants at 10 cents,
worth 18 cents.
Our entire stock of best quality Prints at 5 cents per

I

< W VVUM.

—

Jan7dtf

DR.

OR

Sleighing Ulster, a Pant

m

for six lessons.

“

|

Dim Suit, Business Suit,

OPKWH

linll«a»|l.M|

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

good

uauICS,

SCHOOL

WALTZING

CONTINUED SALE.

THIS

VICUl anu

jan5

EVERY DEPARTMENT
3PJnOM

HaU,

IHVNIC BY eHANDLER.

“

tjst

—

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 11, 1887.

any in the market.

for it and

Benev-

Wednesday Evening, Jan. 13.

35

city.

AT

Olty

Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

HALL

—

Longshoremen’s
olent Society,

Portland

35 cents per ounce
11

-

or THU

—

Ucichardt’s Satchel Powder at 23 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to

pat|erA

ANNUAL

7th

fragrance.

at

Telephone JIOI.
dtt

P. L. S. B. S.

Heliotrope,
Caslimore Uly.

being

4.

SLIDE,

Electric Light*.
dec28

Musk,

of the most

Jan.

jauldtd

Opeaercrr Ilanm im! Errata*.
Admission, adult* 25 cent*; children 16 cental
including 6 elide commutation ticket*.

1 ICMH3

site

OFFICES,
00 Commercial St., 0 Washington St.,
and cor. Banforth and Clark Sts.
fort] m*
janG

Wood

Rose,

The three last odors

have made

room

$15 and $18.

Come anti Compare our
ami Stocks.

Bottles

Stoppered

III.

Tuesday,

bikshah's

quantity at the extreme low
ot* 20 cents per ounce.

tviilte

buyers who know what these goods are.
Furthermore, with an enormous stock of new
Spring Goods in our Wholesale House
in process of manufacture, we

37

Endorsed for Its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given Oils powder a thorough chemical
examination and find It to be of full weight, entirely tree from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to tie recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”

RICHARD

Wild Rose,

prices as will be
great induce

some

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

VHIDAY KVKNIN4J,

IIST

Stephanotis,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay, Patchouly,
West End,
Ylang Ylang,

a

Fine Brown Scotch Suits; 1 digan Jackets at only
are all wool and in sizes ! $2.00 each.
from 35 to 44; only $12
per Suit. Same goods in
Several lots of Young
other patterns sell at Men’s Fine Suits in all
$18.
wool goods, in Plaids and
Fancy mixtures, at only

Message.

insane from the general class of patients in
the Insane Hospital. He Is evidentlyifavorably impressed with the cottage system for
the reform school and commends it to the
eareful consideration of the Legislature.
With regard to the work at the State prison
ho recommends that if the present method
should be found after investigation to be
unfairly hurtful to honest c'tlzens in their
calling, more kinds of work should be introduced, so as to reduce the competition which
any single industry may feel from the prison
labor. He commends the subject of establishing a reformatory for women to
the careful consideration of the Legislature, saying that it is a scheme that appeals to manhood and philanthropy with
peculiar earnestness and force. He urges
the enlargement of the sphere of the Board
of Health, so that it may be able to compel
municipal organizations, common carriers
and licensed inn keepers to {pay proper regard to sanitary laws, and especially to take
measures to prevent the spread of infectious
diseases. The game laws, he believes, should
be rigidly enforced, and in this connection
he suggests inquiry whether the State should
not make some provision for the families of
the two wardens who lost their lives|while enforcing the laws of the State. The prevention of the introduction and spread of contagious diseases among cattle is another matter which the Governor earnestly recommends the Legislature to consider. He
thinks the request 0f the State college for an
appropriation to replace the herd destroyed
on account of an infectious disease should
be lavorably considered, and he has commendatory words for that institution and its
work. With regard to educational matters
<
ha makes no specific recommendation, but
urges the subject upon the attention of the
cglslature, premising that it is its duty to
maintain and still further advance the educational standard. He would deal as liberally
with the militia as the financial condition of
®the State will permit, and he is favorably impressed with the Idea of organizing the militia of all the States as a national guard, their
,
unifarming, equipping and maintenance to

White

ment to

One

a

vIdl'd. Ill* thinks, to

quality,

such

we

EACH

plain, straightforward business document.

^

willing

We shall make

The inaugural address of Gov. Bodwell is a

_

to sacrifice on
in order to
lots
at
many
gre
close them out, and

in

A FOOL’S REVENGE.

season of

reduce our
stock. Many of the lots thus offered are broken In
sizes, and the balance we are ready to dispose of at a loss. Others not as saleable in the season, but as good

the

superfluous words in it. The
Constitution enjoins upon him the duty of
giving information to the State concerning
its affairs and making such recommendations
as he may deem expedient. Tills duty he
has discharged in the most simple, direct,
and therefore most effective way.
Almost the first line of the message is a
recommendation ttiat the State tax be reduced by the sum of $235,945.33, or 26§ per
cent, of the whole amount now levied. After
this reduction the State tax to be levied will
be 2j mills on each dollar of State valuation,
one mill lot which is for the school fund.
The State debt, which readied the highest
figures in 1808. when it was $8,100,000, has
now shrunk to $2,799,349.43, and the annual
interest account to $84,000,1 which makes
the cutting down of the State tax proposed
by the governor practicable. As there can
be no justification for the State’s raising
more money by taxation than is actually
needed for its necessary expenditures, this
recommendation will no ddubt meet a favorable response from the Legislature. The
Governor suggests that there is room for improvement in the manner of taking our State
valuation, and that a nearer approximation
to exact justice would result if our valuation
were made by a commission of threejpersons
chosen for the whole State, instead of by a
commission of sixteen, one from each county,
as at present, and once in five years instead
of once in ten. lie recommends also that in
case of destructive firt:, or any other sudden
and disastrous calamity in any city or town,
the Governor and Council lie empowered
to suspend the collection of a portion of the
tax levied on that town or city.
The Governor has made a thorough personal inspection of all the principal State
institutions and finds them generally in excellent condition. Some way should lie pro-

Or sold in any

the year, after taking
of stock, we find ourselves with many
goods on hand than we want, and
are

Strong Driimutic Co.

u

thirndiv kvkni.no,

$1.50 each.

price

we

apd

dtf

Extracts in Bulk!

Triple

—

Mr. WILLIAM F. CLIFTON.

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.

MEN, YOUNG MEN AND BOYS.
account
more

aiTPOHTJD BY

Hli* LOUISE JORDAN,

Sale of Neats commence
Price* 76, 60 and 36 cents.

WILL FIND II OUR STOCK SOMETHING TO TLEASE THEM.

dearly.

There

SPECIALTIES

and lmve marked every pattern of Carpet, every l’arlor suit, every Chamber Set,
and every’ style of Range that wo do not intend to handle this year to sell during
the week, January 3 to January 8, at cost to manufacture, and whether you
want the goods to use now or in six months from now it will pay you to buy this

One-Half Pint Glass

most instances with a pen of tire.
Writers
constantly advise young women and neglect
their brothers. One’s advice to a young wife
is to be perfection in dress, pleasant in manner, correct in conversation, that she may re-

MR. GEO. C. MILN,

REITCHARDT’S

-TTViT?

-.the past
Up to last year
on country dwellings

The Governor's

January 10th,

—

Ulsters, Reefers, Suits,
4s usual at this

Engagement ol

St. and 7 Casco St.
517 Congress
”

ilec41

nearly

tence upon shadow.

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAIN.

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.,
'Stock

NIGHTS,
Jan. ttth and 7th.

TWO

Thursday and Friday,

—

OVERCOATS,

every newspaper of the present day.
Conclusions naturally follow that women
are very strong in Influence, or men exceedingly weak and subject to temptation.
The shadows would not be without the
light, hut light does not depend for its exis-

PORTLAND THEATRE.

TO DAY.

GLOV ES

>V’e offer :t0 dozen real Kid Gloves, G button length at tl.00
per
This is the best Giove ever offered In any market at this price.

week,
Men as well

than 1 per cent, for four
combination among the eom—let the rate has been increased to 11 per
cent, for three years. Apparently the avenging of Frank Jones 1ms cost the State pretty

by

OF

—

KID

A.YItmK.tlKNTN.

1 jair.

THE HOME.

re

-ut

WE SHALL TAKE ACCOUNT

SEMI-ANNUAL MARK DOWN SALE

The address will receive universal approval for its conciseness, its directness and the
wisdom and practical character of its suggestions. We commend it to future governors ns n good model for them to follow.

Some Advice for

MHCELLANKOCII.

Clothing Company.

State hare come back, and none manifest any
the present law remain*
aa " icaS^A'hile
■**'

mncBLLANKoim.

niKCRl.LAiVKOIM.

ROLLINS,Secretary.

RINES BROTHERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

novaeodflin

To Vessel Owners,

Bargains In gold and stiver watches at the new

store ot

LAM THE JEWELER,
177 MIDDLE ST-,
Ibr

PnlO*rr. Reparing ot Watches
and Jewelnr In all Its branches, a specialty. A
line line of Opera (Hasses tor sale and to let.
Prices low.
■ear

Port

Clyde Maine Railway has been thorTHK
oughly rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to
take out all
vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address
C. W. 8T1MP80N, Js.,
<UttWU
fort Clyde, Mo

Spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately fitted
de«2i>

i»r Middle st.

dtt

mm

THE
FRIDAY

PRESS.

MORNING, JANUARY

Product*.

Water Wlilte. B

UnmDerries—
Pratt’sAstT.Bbbl.
13
Maine.6 60®7 60 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11%
CapeCod. .9 50®i0 60 Ltgonla. 8%
Pea Beans... 1 7
Sliver White. 7%
Medium. ...1 71
Centennial. 8%
German mul U<
Kaioino.
Yellow Eyes. 1 5i
Muscatel.... l 90®2%
Potatoes, bush,
I London idy'r 2 26®5 76
St Potatoes 3 50®4 OolOuduraLay. 9
®io
3 26®3 601 Valencia. 7
Onions
®8
Turkeys.16®l«i
Mugnr.
Chickens.11® 131 granulated *)■ lb.6Vg
Fowls. 8®10IExtra C.6%
Duck!-,...12al4i
Meeds.

7.

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol N.
Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
76 Exchange 8t.;
Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. R. DeH'xtKsim, 96 Vk Portland St.; 1. \V. Anderson,
7 Exciiange St.; Ullpati^°st<‘"0j
nck, 47Middle St.; Jewett, 604 Congress
St
Peh1"
corner Congress
GooldLara/■'i',,.2.Exf,iaUK0
ut ***•'
66;Oxford
ChlshSt.;
mm
Voq
o
°Im. 1P8 Congrejss St. ;Mopklns, 190 Brackett St
8t'
St.;
R™s i nV°VBre8s
v»81le,?,<'’ ,?43 O'UKress
87 India
st
ir?,ri,,„t'bnKre88,?t-j
corner
York B®"3»worth,
and Tate Sts.; Senter.
o-,',’Jla,r eyr
(Gardiner,
S,lrJni; 8t-:
iinder>IIUASn
i,A.bbtiU’i24i?
unaer■
u, r. Hotel;
K. L. Hamden,
27 Green 8t.;
°“ 111 tralns runaink
Br0S’at!eUlS
out

Geese.12®13IRed Tod....I2%®»2%
I Timothy Seea2 25® 2 35
Appi™.
1 50®2 75 Clover.
4>bb'
9
®llc
...

Clteeue.

Vennont....l3%®14%
N.Y. factory! 3%®14%
Sage.... 14V-, l r,
a

Evaporated i> lb 12® 13c

tie1city""

Butter.

Lentous.

Creamery ® tb...28®30
Palermo.3 60®4 00 Gilt Edge Ver....27®29
Messma.3 76®4 00 Choice.17®18
Malagers
.Good.14&16
Otanges.
Store.12®14
Florida. 3 26®4 OOl
Eun.
Valencia
5 00®6 60'Eastern extras ..27®29

Auburn,

Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Balli, J. o. Shaw,
tllddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
illoston, Mass., American House.
B.
(J. Dennison.
Brunswick,
Cumberland Mills, K. S. Raymond
E.
W. Dunbar.
Damarlscotta,
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
J.
C.
Fryeburg,
Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes
Long Hand, T. M. Glendennlng.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridges, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, 8. L. Crockett. A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fokb
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. 8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Kaocarappa, C. U. Kilby
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Bprlngvale C.H. Pierce.
bo. Paris, A. M.
Gerry.
TlumiasUn, 8. Delano
Vlnaltiaveu, A.M vin.i
Waldoharo nSl.™1'
1
H. Hayes.
Yai mouth, w. F. Bennett.

—

Messina and Pa,
Plermo 4* bx.

Can

& Western..

26

ILimed.20®21

Foreign Exports.

El VERFOOL,

ENG.

Steamship Oregon—4,b20B bags flour
884,000 lbs oatmeal

d0 wh*at
252^2$
8276 bids peas,66’iJ)?
apples 36 dopork

09.930 do cheese 24,000 do tallow 310,800 do bacon 33 cases shoes 32 do
machinery 21 do organs
b
30 do sundry.

H

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Jan. 6,1886.
K

Central
5S'»e2,by
cars miscellaneous

Rallroad-For Port
merchandise; for conneeting Iroads 73 cars miscellaneous merchan-

ana 32
dise.

Crain

Quotations.

Wednesday's quotations.
Jan.
78%

Lowest.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Closing.

79

Feb.
78%
79%

78%
79

79%

ll@ll*4c.
City dressed hogs ti%c ]p lb; couutry do 6*4@
Gc.|

Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
31@32c: do extra firsts at 24@28c; do firsts at
2o@22c: do good to choice held creamery at 21@
23c: do fresh Imitation creamy choice at 23@26c;
do factory, extra fresh, at 22@24c; do fair to
choice 16@20c; do choicellield at 16@16e; do fair
to good at 12@l4c; do common lots at 10@llc;
do dairy nominal at at 14@l8c: New York crin,
extra fresh at 29@30e; do extra tlrsts 26@28c;
good to choice June 22824c; Vermont crm extra
nominal at 29@30c. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern, choice to extra,13*,4@13*4c;
sage 14c ;Ohlo choice to extra at 13@18*4c; Western choice to ex 12@13*4c;lower grades according to quality; Job.lots *4c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extra 35@36c; clioice held at 30
@34c; limed 22825c. Jobbing prices lc higher.
Beaus—Choice small N Y hand picked peal 70@
1 76 Ip bush: choice New York large hand picked
do 1 60® 1 65; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 80 a a,l 86.
Hay—Choice prlmeat 17 50@18 50; fair to good
*16 00@*17 00; Eastern line *128*15; poor to
ordinary *138*15: East swale at 9u*10. Kye
straw, choice, *15 60@16 00; oat straw *8@9
ton.

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick ip
bbl 1 50@1

62*4._

Chicago

Mav.

86%

86%
85%
86%

7844

dheep—receipts 6,000; shipments 2,000;

on toast, waiter.”
"Sorry, sir, nut we're out ef quail.”
•‘That's strange.”
"Yes, sir; very sorry, sir, but since the war was
nude on the English sparrows, quail have been
very scarce, sir.T’
me

quail

ilpenlng.
Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

42%
42%
42%
42%

87%
89%
37

Opening.

26%

Si;

HlgUeSt.

ZO*/8

8 iy4
81

Closing.'.

26%
26%

Lowest.•.

31%

Thursday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.
79%
79%
78%
78%

of the court is that the
State prison tho remainder

prisoner be confined in
of his natural life.
Prisoner—But, your lioner—
Judge—Not another word, sir, or I'll give you
four years more.

■ Lowest.
Closing

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
occupation gives hut little exercise, should use
Carter’s Little Liver Pills lor torpid Liver and bll

Opening....
Highest....

iousness.

87

OATS.

There are many forms of nervous debility in
men, that yield to the use of Carter’s Iron Fills.
Those who are troubled with nervous weakness
night sweats, &c., should try them.

Judge—The sentence

36%
36%
86%
36%

....

Feb.
79%
79%

May

79

79

86%
86%
86%

86%

CORN.

Jan.
36%
36%
36 %
36%

Lowesl.

Closing.

One is a dose.

Feb.
37
37

36%
36%

Mav.
42%
42%
42%
42%

OATS.

“I wish you’d make me au old fashioned cup of
coffee,” lie said as he sat dowh In a Detroit restaurant.
In a few minutes a cup was
and he surveyed It, sniffed at
his nose aad asked:
"What <l« you call it?”

turned *p

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
160
Bank.100
161
National
Canal
160
Casco Nat. Bank.100 149
First National Bank.100
113
115
49
Cumberland National Bunk.. 40
60
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 120
121
National Traders’ Bank.100 140
142
76
80
Ocean Insurance Co.100
Portland Company.
95
100
Portland Gas Company. 60
65
70
B,0 N D 8.
State ol Maine 6s, due 1889.106
107
Portland City 6s,Municlp’l varlouslOO
116
Portland City 6s, K. K. aid 1907...124
125
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
105
Bath City Os K. 1ft aid various—100
101
116
Bangor City 6s, long It. K. aid—113
124
Bangor City 6s, long Mun.122
BeUast City 6s, K. R. aid. 104
106
And. A Ken. U. It. 6s. various.... 105
106
Portland A Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895. 110
112
Leeds A Farmlnj’tn R. R. 6s.no
112
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 121
123
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s—133
136
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s.108
110
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg Os.... 101 %
102%
••
2d mtg 6s.106
107
3d mtg 6s... .110
111

Mrs. Wm. F. Manchester, of Fall Iliver, Mass.,
says: “l have used Dr. Seth Arnold's Cough
Killer tor a number of years, and can say that for
coughs and colds ft Is tho best medicine I ever
used.” For sale by all druggists.
Price 25c.,
CO c., aud $1.00 per bottle.
Mothers, teething and fretful children need
Dr. Arnold’s Soothing and Quieting Cordial.
Druggists, 25c.
She was looking for pieces for a crazy quilt.
“Could you tear on a few little pieces from
(hose silk patterns?”
“I should be delighted to do so,” replied the
clerk; “but you see this bouse is in favor of a
tear-off for revenue only.”
Salvation Oil cures toothache, sprains, strains,
bruises, chilblains and all ilesli wounds. 2C cts.
You need not neglect your business when
troubled with a cough or cold, if you only use the
reliable remedy, Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
“Shall I vlnd the clock, fadder?” asked young
Jacob Isaacstein, as they were about to close the
store. “No,” said the old gentleman,
with a
sigh, -plzness vas too pad. Clioost let it alone,
Jacob, und ve vill save the vear and tear on tho
veels.”

Boston Stock

Eastern

gave

•Ex-dividend.
_

New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan. 0
1887.—Money on call
easy, ranging from 4 to 6; last loan 8, closing ofExfered at 1. Prime mercantile paper G®7.
change active and strong. Government Ponds are
dull and heavy. Railroad bonds moderately active and generally heavy.The stock market closed
quiet but firm to strong at or near best figures of
the day.
Toe transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 332.758 sliares.
me loiiowmg are to-day’s quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States bonds, 3s .100
New 48, reg.126%
New 4s, coup.126%
New4%s, reg .10994
New 4%s, coup.109%
Central Pacific lsts.114%
Denver A R. Gr. lsts.119%
Erie 2ds.(98%
Kansas Pacific Consols.106%
Oregon Nav. lsts.109
Union Pacific 1st .114%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
Tbe following New York stock market W received dally, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
A Co.. No. 33 Exchange street, Portland. Me:
Adams Express.139
American Express.
Central 1 Pacific.
42%
9
Ch esapeake A Ohio.
.143
a
Alton.
Chicago
Chioago & Alton preferred.160

her Castoria,

Child, she criod for Castoria,
When she became Miss, sho clang to Castoria,
When she iiad v -kildron, she gave them Castoria,

An

Railroad 6s.128

Boston A Albany Railroad.*199|
BostouWater PowerOo.
|5%
Boston A Maine Railroad. 208
Boston A Lowell Railroad.135%
Calumet A Hecla.i210
Old Colony_:.
181

\

unimproved opportunity;

Tom—What’s wrong with you, old man? You
look all chilled through.
Jack (without moving a muscle)—Tl at stunning English girl had been talking to me half an
hour, and at last asked me if I know iwliere 1 was
sitting. I told her that I believed it to be on tbo
sota. Now, that she lias gone oil with that cad,
1 have just discovered that bunch of mistletoe
overhead.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. Jan. 6. 1887.—Flour market27,121|bbls; exports 5618 bbls and 7471
sacks; steady: sales 17,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30®8 15; superfine
Western and State 2 7543 60; common to good
extra Western and State at 8 204 3 05; good to
choice do at 3 7046 40; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 8046 00; fancy do at
at 6 10,a5 60; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
®5 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 204
6 40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 8546 00: choice to double extra do at 610(4
6 6orincludtng 1400 bbls city mill extra at 4 70;
1300 bbls flue do at 2 30 a3 15: 750 bbls superfine 2 76®3 60; 1100 bbls extra No 2 at 3 20®
3 65; 4,500 bbls winter wheat extra *3 20@5 50;
South7,200 bbls Minnesota extra 3 20®6 60.
ern flour quiet; conunon to fair extra 3 40®4 00;
to
1045
choice
do
10.
flour
good
Rye
steady
at|4
Wheat—receipts 47,300 bush; exports 1688 bu;
steady; sales 174,000 bush | No 2 Spring at 94c;
No 2 Red 93c; No 1 Red 97c; No 1 White 93%c;
extra Red at 94% ®96%c. Kye is dull. Korley
is steady, Cora steady; receipts 46,200 bush;
exports 1954 busli: sales 265,000 bush; No 3 at
46c; steamer at 4 6%®46%c in elev; Yellow at
48c. Obis unchanged; receipts 27.650 bush' exports 2606 bush; sales 97,000 bush; No 3 at
35%ctdo White at 40%c; No 2 at 36%c: do
White at*l%®42c: No 1 White at 42c; Mixed
Western at 36437c; White Western at 87®46c;
White State 42c. Cfaffee—fair Rio firm 15c. tangar steady; refined steady; C at 4%@4%c; Ex 0
4<%®4%c; White Extra Cat 4 16-16c; Yellow at
4 Vs «4%e; off A 5y»45V4C: Mould A 6%®5 1516c; standard A at 6 5-16c; granulated at
Case; cut loaf and crushed atd%c; powdered
at 6%®6%c; Confec A at 5 9-16®5<%c: Cubes at
6%45 13-16c.
Petroleum—united at 71%c.
Tallow steady. Pork is firm; mess quoted at
nkw
receipts

higher—Western

12 264.12 60.Beef dull. I.ard is
steam spot 6 82% @6 85; refined quoted at 7 10
for Continent, 7 25 forS. A. Kuiter[llnu; Western cream 12®29c.
Cheene steady.

Preighu steady; Wheat steam 4%d.
CHICAGO. Jau. 6,1887_Flour market steady;
Winter patents 4 26@4 60; Soutuern Winter at
3 76®* 00^Michigan and Wisconsin winter 3 604
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at * 25®
4 60; soft Wiicat patents 4 0044 25; Minn, linkers in sacks at 3 0043 25. Wheat lower: No 2
Spring at 78yac; No 2 Red at 79%c. Com easier;
No 2 at 38%c. Oats are lower—No 2 at 20% c.
Rye—No 2 at 63c. Barley—No 2 at 54%c. Fix
visions are stronger—Mess Pork at 12 36. Lard
at 6 00; dry salted shoulders at * 85®* 90; short
clear sides 6 6646 60. Whiskey 118.
Receipts—Flour, 19,000 bbls; wheat. 69,000
bush; corn 144,000 bu; oats 69.000 bu; rye 8,000
bush; barley, 28,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour, 13,000 bbls; wheat, 18,000
bush: com,| 29,000 bush; oats, 18,000 bush:
rye 1,000 hush, barley 13.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 6, 1887.—The Flour market
steady; XXX at 2 60@2 75;|family at 2 90®3 00;
choice 3 25®3 40; fancy 3 7043;86; extra fancy
3 95®* 16; patent at 4 35@4 70.
Wheat lower:
No 2 Red 82%®83i4c. Corn easier; No 2 Mixed
35®36c. Oats are lower; No 2 Mixed at 2864
28% c. Lard better at 6 40 asked.
Receipts—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheat, 10,000 bn;
corn.;60,000 bush; oats, 10,000 busli;.rye, 0,000
bush, barley 7,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheat 3,000bu;
corn, 2,000 bush; oats 1,000 bu; rye 0,000 bu;
barley 1000 bush.
DETROIT, Jan. (>, |1R87—Wheal-No 1 White
83%c ; Mich Red 8*%c; No 2 Red 84%c.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 6,1887.—Cotton strong;
-.

are received
dailv:
Ateli., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 98%
Eastern Railroad.122
Bell Telephone. 199
Mexican Central. 13%
New York and New England Railroad,
do nref
125
Mexican Central 4s. 63%
C. B. A «.
137V*
Wisconsin Central. 23%
Flint A Pere Marquette Raliroad.com. 29%
94
do* pref.
Boston Land Company. 9
Mexican Central It 7s.68%
California Southern Railroad. 30

Christinas Morning;
“What’d yer git, Cooley?”
“Oh, I had a daisy Christmas dis year, for Pop
kem home so full las’ night dat lie forgot ter
lick me.”

we

Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

The Only Way to Conquer.
It is perfectly preposterous to introduce pepsin
and other artificial solvents into the stomach, iu
the expectation that they will assist digestion bv
acting «n the food Itself. They will not. Nor Is
it possible thus to overcome dyspepsia. The only
way to conquer that disorder, and prevent the numerous diseases and disabilities which it assuredprovokes, is to nenew the activity of gastric acly
tion by strengthening the stomach.
Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters eradicates the most inveterate
forms of indigestion by restoring vitality to tlio
alimentary organs, and those which arc tributary
to them. The liver, the bowels, the kidneys, and
the nerves, no less than I he stomach, experience
the invigorative effects ol that standard tonic,
which possesses alternative properties that gently enhance Its beneficial influence, and give a
permanence to its effects which they would not
otherwise possess.

sick,

81
31

Closing.

An old fashioned cup of coffee, sir. I got some
Bio, burned It on the shovel, pounded It In a rag,
and it is sweetened with molasses and dosed with
skimmed milk. Those good old times are
gone,
sir, hut the old fashioned coffee can yet be made.”

When Baby
When she irsf

81%
31%

lamest.

placed before liim
it aud

May.

Opening....
Highest...

middling 9

1-I6e.

SAVANNAH, Jan. 6,

Del. A Hud. Canal.102Vs
Del., Lack. A West.136%
Denver A Rio Grande, new. 27
33%
Erie.
Erie preferred—». 71
Illinois Central.132
Ind„ Bloom. A Western. 16%
Lake Erie A WesL.
l.ake Shore.. 95
66%
Louisville A Nasn.
Manhattan Elevated.166 Vs
Michigan Central. 92%
Minn. A 8T. Louis. 19%

is to delude a poor sufferer Into the belief that
some worthless liniment will cure rheumatism and
neuralgia. Honesty is the best policy in the manufacture of proprietary articles as in al 1 other
matters, and the fact that the proprietors of Athlophoros have never claimed for ft even all Its
merits would warrant has not a little to do with its
wonderful popularity, and the thousands of grateful testimonials received by them show that their
policy has been wise as well as right.
Experience has amply demonstrated that mere
outward applications are worthless. The disease
basils seat in the blood, and any remedy to be
successful must deal with the obstructive acid
which poisons and Inflames it.
Athlophoros acts on tho blood, muscles and
joints directly. It takes the poison out bf the
blood and carries It out of the system; It Invigorates the action of the muscles and limbers the
stillness in the joints. It reaches the liver and
kidneys, cleansing them from Irritating substanit

loo, uuu,

u

ivuunou

up

Allot

uic

iuouiiiauo

do

68%
Newl Jersey Central.
Northern Pacific. 27%
ao pref. 60
Northwestern.114%
Northwestern preferred.139%
New York Central. 112%
New York, Chicago A St. ,Louls. 13%
do pref.
24%
Ohio Central.
Ohio A Miss. 28%
Ont. A Western. 19V*
Oregon Transcon. 83
Pacific Mail. 49%
Panama .. 98
Pullman Palace.140
Readme. 39
Rock Island.125
8t Louis a San Fran. 31%
do pref. 63%

own-

dltlons cease, It will restore these organs to regu
larity and health.

lstcpref.116

St. Paul. 90%

Lisbon, Me., April 6,1886.

ou

<10

Canton.
Kansas A Texas. 32%
Houston A Texas. 42

Metropolitan El.202

Moblle,& Ohio. 16%
Morris A Essex.138%
Oregon Nav.102%
Wells. Fargd Express.126
Hocking Valley. 38%
Pacific 6s of ’96. 124%
Norfolk & Western pref.61%
Central Iowa..... 14
Con. Coal.. 24
Fort Wavne.146
Lone island. 94%

constipation, headache.Impure blood, &c.,
Athlophoros Pills aro unequalled.

New York

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND, Jan. 6, 1887.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of

do

Grain, Provisions, Sc.:

Stocks.

preferred.V2,9,?,°

Standard.112%

ornm.
I
I HighMxd Corn.G 2*63

Horn

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO.!.!an. 6, 1887.-Tbe following are closing official quotations of. mining stocks

Oats, bag lots—42*43

Cottonseed.
car lots..23 26*23 60
do bag... 24 00*26 00
Sack’dBr’o
car lots.. 19 00*21 00

today:
Bulwer. 1%
Best A Belcher.11%

00
00
00

provision..
Pork—
•fish.
I
Backs ...16 60*17 00
Clear ....16 60@16 00
Cod. ®qtl—
Mess.13 00*13 60
Large Bhore2 76*3 00
60
Beef—
Bank2
26*2
Large
Small.2 00*2 26 Ex Mess. 7 60*8 00
Plate
8 50*9 60
Pollock.2 00*2 76
Haddock.1 60*2 00 Ex Plate. 9 60*10 00
Lard—
76
Hake.1 26*1
Tubs®®..7 ®7>4c
Hen-ins
Tierces.... 7
*7Vtc
Scaled® bx..ie@20c
Palls.7%®8»/»c
13*160
No 1
iHams
®
ft....ll®UM,
Mackerel ®bbl-1886.
Shore Is.21 60*26 001 do covered. .14*14Vi
*>»•
Shore 2S.12 60*15 001
Med. 3s.
| Kerosene—_
ret. 6V4
Iport.
Kef.
®
snail.

Sliver.}

®“

Bulwer. JJj®
17%
Hale A Norcross.—*.

Corn, bag lots....64*66
Meal, bag lots. ..62*63
Gate, car lots....41*42

bag...20,00*22
Middlings. 20 00*22
do bag lots,21 00*23

Mining

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan. 6, 1887.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.39 60
Homestake.13 00
Ontario.21 60
Quicksilver. * 00

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

do

prei.109%

Texas Pacific. 26
Union IFaclfic. 59%
U. 8. Express. 62
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific .116%
do pref.
Western Union Telegraph. 74%
E. Tenn, new. 16
East Tenn, 1st,pref. 78%
do 2d pref. 30%
Alton A Terre IHaute. 29
do deb.
Boston Air Line, pref.101
Burlington & Cedar Rapids.
CanaosISouthern. 62

women,

60
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 <'0®4 26
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 2o@6 60
Mich, straight
roller .4 60*4 76
clear do.... 4Vi®4»/«
stone ground. 4 26*4- »
St Imuisst’gt
roller.4 76*6 00
clear do....4 26*4 60
Winter Wheat,
Patents.6 25®6 60

rrtuiiMiciciicu.....

St. Fail'., »linn.|«£Man.115
St Paul Sc Omaha. 60%

I have bad or rather did have muscular rheu
matism for a number of years, all through my
body was sore and In great pain all over, my rheumatism defied everything the doctor did for me, It
looked as theugli I never would get well, but I am
happy to say that I am now getting along nicely,
because I used Athlophoros and got rid of my
rheumatism. I have not been troubled a mite
with It once since, but feel spryer than ever before. I know Athlophoros to be a splendid medicine for rheumatism.
Mbs. Hannah Proctoh.
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros and
Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be
bougbt of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Wall St., New York, will send eltliar (carriage
paid) on receipt of regular price, which is $1.00
per bottle tor Athlophoros and 60c. for Pills.
For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, Indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of

•flour.
Superfine and
low grades.2 60*3

pref.44%

Mlssouri;Paclflc.108

Bodie Oou.

3

Con. Cal. & Va.24
CrownCPoint. 6%
Mexican..7
Mono.1. 3%

Ophlr.t.14
Potosl.
Savage.-.
Union.
Eureka.
Hale & Norcross.
Sierra Nevada.

....

.T......

I

9%
9%
6%
4%

8%

7%

Bosotn Produce Market.
BOSTON, Jan. 6, 1887.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, Ac.:
Fork—Long cut 16 00@16 50; short cuts 16 60
@16 OOibacks 15 60@16 00; light backs at 13 60

1887.

Cotton is firm;

middling 9 11-16C.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 6, 1887.—Cotton is firm;
middling 9%c.

□MEMPHIS, Jan. 6, 1886.—Cottou is firm;

olijg

mld-

9‘.

MOBILE, Jan. C, 1887.—Cottou is firm; middling 9c.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Jan. 6,1887.—Consols 100 0-1C.
LONDON, Jan. 0, 1887.—U. S. 4s, 130% ;4Vis
112%.
LIVi.UPjOL, Jan. 0, 1887.—Cotton market
firm—uplands at 6%d; Orleans 5%d; sales 12,000 bales; speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 6. 1887.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s 8d®7s 10d; Spring wheat 7sd 8d@
7s lid; Club wheat at 7s 10digj7s lid. j Commixed Western at 4s 7%d; peas 6s lid. Provisions.
Pork at 62s 6d; bacon 34s 6d for short
clear. Cheese 63s for American; tallow at 24s
for American; lard, 35s 9d.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 4th, sell Fannie L Child,
Marshall, Savannah.
NEWPORT—Ar 5th, sell Augusta E Herrick,
Perry, Suimnerslde, PEI, for Norfolk.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar6th, schs Thomas N
Stone. McDonald-New York for Boston.
In port, schs Mia Etta. Race Horse, Dlone,
Lizzie M Eells, Alpine, Jas C Clifford, N J Ulusmore, Judge Low. Susan, Maggie Bell, Jane L
Newtou, David Turrey, Anita, Ringleader, Ella,
Elizabeth DeHart, lizzie Wilson, Thus N Stone,
Annie A Booth, and Rival.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 4th. sell Cora Etta, Fales,
Newburyport for Elizabetliport.
In port, schs Effle J Simmons, Bulger, Amboy
for Portland; Fleetwing, Speed, do for Rockland:
Anna Eliza, from Hoboken for Portland; Win C
French, Sherman, New Bedford for do: Georg
E Prescott. Truworthy, from Hoboken for Ports-

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

Westphalia.New York..Hamburg_Jau

8
Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam. .Jau 8
Waeslaud.New York..Antwerp
Jau 8
Normandie.New York..Havre.. -Jru 8
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool... .Jan 11
Eider.New York..Bremen.Jan 12
Sarmatiau.Portland... Liverpool ...Jau 13
Republic.New York..Liverpool. ..Jan 13
Jau 15
Belgenland.New York..Antwerp
...

....

Bothnia..New York..Liverpool ...Jan
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool_Jau
Werra.New York ..Bremen.Jan
Polynesian.Portland ...Liverpool ...Jan
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg ...Jan
Devonia.New York ..Glasgow_Jan
Zaandam.New York. Amsterdam Jan
Alaska.New York.. Liverpool... Jan
Circassian.Portland.
Liverpool...Jan
..

15

18
19
20
20
22
22
25
27

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JANUARY 7.
Sun sets.4 19

aignwatei

M'-AI-irrSTE

j.

9 ys

NEW s.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
THURSDAY Jan. 6.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hillyard, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque John E Chase, Park. Gloucester, in tow
of tug L A Belkuap, to load for Cuba. To Jlyau
& Kelsey.

Cleared.
Steamship Oregon, (Br) Williams, Liverpool

via Halifax—D Torrance & Co.
Steamship Montreal, (Br) Hunter, Liverpool—
D Torrance & Co.
SAILED—Barque Alex Campbell.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
At at Valparaiso about 4th Inst, barque ltonus,
Bucknani, New York.
Ar at Honolulu Dec 18th, ship Mercury, Panuo,
Newcastle, NSW.
Sid Dec 21, barque J H Bowers, Plum, for New
York.
Ar at Long Cay Dec 31, sell Jennie Hall, Collin,
Ragged Island, tand sailed for Wilmington, NC,
81a fm Aux Cayes Dee 13th, sch Sarah Eaton,
Crowley, for New York.

Memoranda.

Ship Belle of Bath, Nichols, from San Francisco,
has arrived at Queenstown with master sick. Capt
Wm G Nichols of Searsport has gone on to lake
charge.
Barque A C Bean, which broke down the railway at New Bedford 4th, remains on the wreck.
Ah effort will be made to haul her up Into the
yard so to make repairs. Providence parties con-

;

i..

III, ,r„u0n1

Barque Woodside, Race, at Boston from Buenos
Ayres, reports pleasant weather to Hatteras, and
from thence a succession of storms and bad weather. Was 76 days on the passage.
Brig llavlllali, Heagan, from New York for
Buenos Ayres, Is reported overdue, being tlO
days out.
Sell Rival,%om Rockland for New York, which
put Into Vlneyard-Havcu Nov 17 with her cargo
of lime on Are, was opened 4th Inst, and the fire
found to be all out. A part of the cargo was being taken out to ascertain if the vessel is In safe
condition to proceed.
Fishing sclir Flying Dart, of Portsmouth, went
ashore 6th, on Shaw's Point, Rye, and will be a
total loss. Crew safe.
Domestic Ports.
BAN FRANCISCO—Sid 27th. Ship Parker M
■Whitmore, Whitmore, Liverpool.
Cld 30th, snip Alfred Watts, Hyler, Havre, with
63,639 ctls wheat and 31,000 ff lumber valued at
*97,470.
GALVESTON—Cld 6th, sch Florence J Allen,
Soule, Pascagoula.
PORT EADS-Sid 6th, barque John Watt,
Sweetser, Havre.
MOBILE—Sid 31st, barque Commerce, Chase,

LET-A very tine
TOting
room, kitchen,
and two

bouse reut, parlor, sittwo bedrooms, all on
floor,
pleasant attic rooms, water
closet, paniry etc; seventeen dollars per month.
Inquire at HASTING’S Warerooms, 114y» Exchange Street. Also a venr finely furnished parlor chamber with furnace beat, at 22 Wilmot St.

__4-1

TO
of F. S.

1887. Been used for a number
years past
wholesale millinerv and fancy goods. Most central location in the' city; well lighted and freight
elevator. Inquire of W. C. WARE, 266 Middle
dec2tf
street.
chambers suitable
shops in

RENT—Offices and
FOR
for salesrooms, studios and work
also

Mussey’s Row,

This powder

A

never varies.

strength and wholesomeness.

Middle

marvel of purity,

1u2dly

story French roof house, No. 702 Congress
street, near head of State street, contains
front anil back parior, dining room, kitchen, laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all In
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make it one of the most
desirable houses in the city. Rent 8650 per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.

TWO

few

table
acWANTED—A
comodated at No. 311 SPRING ST., (right
6-1
boarders

can

gentleman Is reminded of
the fact that garments repaired etc. in
time will wear twice as long when done by FRED
W. GROS8TUCK, tailor. 266 Middle Street.
N.

WANTED—Every
»

BEST THING KNOWN

•»

WASHING^BLEACHING
W HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

one wants their hens
WANTED—Every
lay when eggs
high, and In order
ruuu.'

Are You Familiarwilh the Plans

and silver.

gold
Why keep
out lewelry when
WANTED—Old
your old broken and
its full value in cash
taken In

\olur>
Public.

dec21_dtf

BINDING.

BOOK

in

AT 97 1-2 EXCHAN6E ST.,

nov6

^WHI.

_dM_

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,

—

New

—

7KIXTGRN’ EXCHAXGK,

SPECIALTY.

Locke a cocke.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

ring that the lady lost Mouday
night near the Canal Bank. Can be had by
T. STEELING, of the Star
J.
to
CAPT.
applying

FOUND—An

All oi ders by mall or telephone promptly atended to.

_novlleodtf

have

ear

Steamers, Franklin Wharf.

_6-1

Three deers nrrst el

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

pebble eye glasses,
Moulton St., and the
Please return to
Allen S. S. Co's., Office.
H. MTLLS, No. 6 Moulton St., and be rewarded.

purse containing
FOUND—A
money, silver coin. The
and

a

owner

pair gold
LO*T—A
believe between
of

rim

STREET,
(eiaer
eBce.

Joseph A. Locks.
fel>27

Ira

GEORGE
EXCHANGE

SO

Law,

STREET,

POKTI.iXD,

decl7

8. Locke.
dtl

LIBBY,

At

Attorney

TIE.

representatives

has to-day
than SIX MILLION
IT LARS
IN ASSETS, and
THREE
DRED
DOLLARS IN

DOR
HUNTHOUSAND
SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.
more

over

THURSDAY,

1887.

THURSDAY*,

_

Dec. 30
Jan. 13

Peruvian.

Dec. 9
Dec. 23
Dec. 30
Jan. 0

Sarmatiam.

I Polynesian.

Jan. 20
Jan. 27

1

'CIRCASSIAN.

Passenger accommodation* unequalled. CaMu
*50, *66 and *75; Intermediate, *30; steerage.
*15.

For passage apply to H. A A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State 8t., Boston; and C. P
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. MeGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or (or passage or freight to H. A
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 Inula St., Portland.
nov23
dtf

BostoiitPliila<lel|iliia
STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

WtuiuSDAY

LINE.

and SATURDAY,

Long Wharf, Boston,.
From Pine Street Wuart

From
*

MALE HELP.

tSSnnJr,

ink

D -A live, energetic man. to represent us. 876 per month and expenses.
Goods staple; every one buys, outfit nnd particulars free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO,
Boston.
oct22eod&w3m

WANTE

at 10

a. m.

Insurance one-half the rate o'

Penn. R. R., an*
Freights for the
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of con*

BERRY,

nissiou.

A (n<uA, MPti/rAsi

an

No. 87 Plum atroot.
ANNUL

Itouad Trip AIM.
Puugr 810.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
It. H. NA.VIFMON. Agral.
VO Lsm Wharf. Bo>l».
Sldlf

nEETINGM.

a

pays its losses promptly. Its policies are inSITUATIONS)
Sailors’
Portland Soldiers and
cook; also a competant girl lor
IT contestable
after three years.
ily ; also competant girls for all branches of work.
Monument Association.
Apply at my Employment Office, 228 Vi Middle
has liberal plans. Its affairs
carefully
St., over M. G. Palmers, old Shoe Store. MRS.
Annual Meeting u( I he Portland Soldiers’
IT managed
6-1
by its Board of Directors and Offi- N. U. PALMER._
Sailors’ Monument Association, will he
TUGandMONDAY
whose
and
cers,
integrity
unquesability
held
10, 1887,
situation to
a

m.

Philadelphia,

s

vessel.
West bv the

hotel
private fam-

D-By

p.

,vtv

srgyrSggff sailing

STEPHEN

UHE STEAMSHIP COMPAQ
For NEW YORK.

are

are

tioned.

til HE wise provisions oftlio Maine Non-ForfelA tnre Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this Company, and under its workings extended
insurance is provided for in case ol lapse.
MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
desirable
feature in a PERFECT LIFE INevery

rpiIE NEW

A

SURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furand Its plans.

/

!C€n used by
''ilh ^ bCJ8t

s

/

SUSiJSjf Magic,

of

UNION MUTUAL appeals
residents
THE
Maine for their especial patronage, because
and because of its
it is HOME
to

COMPANY,
age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.
a

/

~---^&Wcojiirmyig^

/

£*ARRH

Edward R. Seccomb. West Newton. Mass.
Hon. Josiah II. Drummond, Portland, Maine.
John E. 1)f.Witt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percivai. Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marijuis E. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Kosteb, M. 1)., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards. Rockport, Me.
George L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
George Stannahd, Brooklyn. New York.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. I)., Medical Director.
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

»gn

experience
WANTED—An
of
young child. Call at

ST.,

and 11a.

between 8

21

J7“WIGHT,

GEO.

SALESMAN

Office.3-1

capable
SALESMAN
of good habits and real ability to
salesman. None other need
man

with age and previous business W.
Portland Press._

JAMES

SINKINSON,

Manager for

City

young

travel

Address
S., Care

apply.

as a

D.

1-1

ran

find

a good rapid
hand
position by addressing

a

P. O. BOX 1136, Portland, Maine.

dec'22_dtf
WANTED.

A

RAKE

KETTEMBEII.-Teacher of Geras 27
DOW, or 22 EX-

MK.O. STS.Apply

4-1

CAN

ADD

A. I

Small samples. One agent earned
SALEMMAN
others
In ’85. P. 0. BOX
to

LINK

—

*3400;
1371, New
*2000
up
York.23-2
BOOHS.
to LET—Furnishedlor
68 FREE STREET.

unfurnished
4-2

FOB MALE

BLOCK,
,

CELEBRATED BANDS CARBURETOR,
lor enriching coal gas, and thereby

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.
n,wl

..

nffanilua

It

The

BANCS CARBURETOR
the past five years in
Boston and other largo cities, and needs uo recommendation.
nov23
dtf
use

for

other ap-

a

..

-....1.1

tlmoa

ever

Issued.

/,f

/'lodnni..

..

The Peoples' Is the latest, cheapest,

aud for all practical purposes, the best. Thu woi k
is sold on such easy terms as to put It within the
reach of everyone. Should you wish to see a copy
send your address to B. F. SI.RICKLAND, Hear
135 Oxford St, Portland, Me., or Old Orchard,

Me.6-1
chance for

a man with
in Portland,
partner. Apply to

a

or

BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Mi Exchange St.

ti-1

NAE,E—At less than cost, the balance

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

id Silk

Curtains,

Window ShaiN Curtain Fixtures,
KU

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE.
wi jjakb tub orar

GENUINE hou.k'I,
our

ap21

plication is of tlie least benefit. Endorsed by 6,000 Physicians and Druggists. Beware ol imitations under similar sounding names, such as
“Capsicum,” “Oapslchi” or Capsicine.” Ask for
Henson's and take, no other.
Examine carefully
when you buy. All druggists.
NKAkCIIy & JOHNSON. Proprietors,
New York.
nov29M W&Snrm

rope as

6 A I, E—A

Stop Rollei I* Standard.

[WHOLESALE.]

Coughs,

and educators In this country and Eugeneral Cyclopedia, It Is the most comprelieusiye in scope, the most thorough In scholarship, the must systematic in arrangement, the
most practical in information, the most attractive
in appearance, the most convenient for use, the
most recent In publication, the cheapest in price.
Its commendations (from the ablest scholars,
critics and most practical observers) are of the
most appreciative character, its sales have been
scholars

some

JJ^Aak your Dealer for them, take no other

Pleurisy, llheumatism, Pneumonia, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago, Backache and other all
incuts, for which Benson’s Capcine Plasters are
admitted to lio the best remedy known. They

over 2,000
pages)
covering the whole field of Cyclopedia Information containing over 58,000 topics, (nearly double
other
the number treated by
great Cyclopedia’s.)
160 maps and ovei 5,000 engravings. The result
of many years of experienced editorial labor, and
embodying the work of over 400 of the ablest

big
business
FOR money; produce
take
the owner will sell

and

Olds,

Peoples' Cyclopedia of UniFOB
versal Knowledge. (Three super-royal
double column
tavo volumes of

oc-

has been in constant

National Traders Bank.
meeting
banking
the eleventh day of January
choose
five
Directors
11
a.
to
at
o’clock
id.,
next,
for the ensuing year and to act on auy other business that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
declOdtd
room on

_eodly

Bass’ English Ale
—AND—

GUINNFSS’

STOUT,

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
For Sale in tlio Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,
410 Fore Street.

iiov24___dtf

Tuesday,

CUMBERLAND JATIONAL

of our holiday slippers, men's heavy calf,
Foil
and
boots, wool aud beaver foxed bools;

kip

grain
also several lots of children's school boots, all
solid, durable goods, and warranted so. J. W.
5-1
TURNER, 563 Congress,corner Oak St.
orPOHTKI'HTV—A well established wholesale business on Commercial street, or an interest therein, is for sale, offering a rare opportunity to engage in trade or to
Address in strict
extend his present business.
6-1
confidence, “A. G-,” Press

VRAHE

Office._

IANK.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Bank, of Portland,
Banking Room, on TUES-'
DAY. the eleveuth day of January, 1887, at 10
o’clock a. m„ for the choice of Directors and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them
WILLIAM H. SOULE. Cashier.
declldtd
December 10,188(5.

THE
Cumberland National
will be held at their

THE

bay horse Hamblestock; stands 15.3 high, weighs
1060, years old, good style and driver; no use
for him. Willselllow.
E. F. SHAW, Junction
York and Pleasant Streets.
3-1

touiau
HORNE
6

for m.AI.E-A

BOX 1618, City.

MAI.E

sacrifice
FOR
House in

—

Owner

for $400,

nourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, and paying $200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location: never
changed hands; investigate. Address J. W. FERGUKSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12
For Sale.
RAKE

for

business; furniture,
opportunity
A
carpet and undertaking business for sale.
Address BOX
Mechanic
Me.
203,

Falls,

For Sale

or

janGdtf

To Let,

stairs, fire places In
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4AUO square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS &
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.
dec24dtt
and

THIS
UJLN

VLiWo’sE

Pran.

I|«bw,

12.06 p.

m.

Pullman Palace Bleeping can on night train
Parlor ears on day train between Portland
Montreal.
T1CRKT OPPICRi

35

Eiohangi SI, and

Osoot Foot of India SlmL

TICKETS SOLD IT REDUCED RATE
TO 31
Canada, Delrail, Chleaaa, illlwaab
Cinelnaali, Ml. f.oaia, Omaha, M««iaaw, Ml. Paul, Hall Cake City,
Dearer, Han Prancloca,

and all points In tbe
Went Hitt! Southwest.

Northwest,

JOSEPH
Not, 1, 1886,

HICKSON,Reneral Manager.

WH. K.DliAB. O. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Hupt.

__dfl

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R,
PANtENUKH TRAIN HPRVICK,
effect Haaday, Ortaher 44, IHbtt-

la

WESTERS DIVISION.
TRAINH LIAVK PORTLAND
Per Raotea at 17.30, 18.40 A UL. 12.40, 13.30
p.m. Hontoii for Portland 7.30,8.30a. m.. 1.0S
Haro
a. ill., 3.30, 5.30 p. in.
tirancbunk, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.
»>ll« Hearh 7.30, 8.40
m.
Norik Berwick, Orent
V in., 3.30 p. m.
Polls, Dorn
Pieter, Haverhill, l.ownice, l.owell, 7.30. 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m.
Horhesicr, Parosiagtoa and Alloa Bay,
8.40 a. m., 13.40, 3.30 p. m. Manchester and
I oarord via Lawtence 8.40 a. m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.

7.30, 8.40

Point.

Hiddeford,

tConnects with all Kail Lines.
■SUNDAY TBA1NM
for Hosiaa 1.00, 4.16 p.m. rla Eastern Division
to Hear boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par Boston *3.00, *9.00 a.m., s 1.00, *8.00 n m
Boston (or Portlnad |7.30 9.00 a. m., 12.30
17.00 p. III. 4'apc Blixabeth, 9,U0 a. III., 1,0*
9.u0 a. m., 1.00 p. m
8.00 p. m.
Sacs,
Hiddeford, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 8.00 p
111.
Portsmouth, Newharypart, Sslcmaud
l.itu, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00. 8.00 p. ra.
tmesbury 9.00 a. in., 1.00 p. m. Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
9.Uo a. in., 12.30. l.oo, 4.0<>, 7.00 p. m., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and 8.00 n. m. Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
tPriun Narth Berwick to Mcarbovu I rossiug via Western Division.
•Connects with Kail Lines lor New York, South
and West.

sConnects with Sound Lines for New York South
and West.
To leave passengers only.
Through Ttekeis to all points West and South
for sale ai I aioa M[niton Ticket OBro 4 ornate reinl Mirocl, Portland,and I aioa 1 icket
Uilce, IO Ktebsntr Slrwl.
JAS. r KUKBEK. Gen’l Manager.
D. J. PLANDKK8, lieu. P A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS. Gen’l Agent.

oct23_dtf_

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE,
ARRANGEMENT

MAILING DATES:

From |
LlverpooLI
16th
11th
13th
27th

Wsrcetirr, I linioa, Ayer Jssclios,
Nashua, Windham and Kppiag at 7.3
a. m. and 1.03 p. m.
Par Vlaarhrstrr, 4'aacord, and points North
at 1.03 y. m.
Par Rochester, Spring vale, »lfr> d, Walet*
bora, ami Saco River at 7-30 a. m.,|l,03
aud mixed) ai #. lo p. m.
Par tlarbam at 7.30 a. m., 1.03, 0.30, SB
(udxed) ai 0.30 p. m.
Por Ssceantpys, 4'ambcrlaad Mills, W* rb
brook Jaaction aud Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m.. 1.03 3.00, «.30 oral
(mixed) *0.30 p- m.
IS IMI t. kb,
Par Porrsl kveoao Drcrlug
3iW0aml 0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. t rain from Portland connects at
Ayer Juact. with llsosne Tunnel Route for
the West, and at t'aiun Drool, Worcester, for
New Yerh via Norwich l.iue, aud all rail,
via Sprlaglield. also with N. V. A N. K. R. K.
(“Steamer M.iryl.iml Koute") for Philadelphia,
Baltimore Washington, aud the ttautb, anil
wltb Boston A Albuay It. K. lor the West.
Close connection made at Wraibrooh J s iciion with through traiusof Maine Central K.K. ahd
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
Par

trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be tad of S. H. H KLI.EN,Ticket Agent, Pertland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
W PETERS

Portland and

1Triui'iN
81CAMtlla-

From

I

I

8th Jan.

j5th Feb.
119th Feb.

HBMT*L MEKVICE, lAvonnioilth Dock.;
STEtMKKS. |Fnmi Portland.

Kate, at

7tb

January.

115th January.

PammRr

Cabin.. .*60, *60, *75 .Return..*100, *125, *150
..Return.. *60
Intermedlate*30
..Return atlowest rates.
Steerage.*15
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVTD TORRANCE A CO.,
nov2dtt
Foot of India street.
INLAND NTEA.V1ERM.

Nov.

and
MONDAY,
1,1888, steamON
GORDON will leave Custom House
for
Wharf
er

Long Island,
daily. Suui'ays Excepted,rl.uhu*.,„.u
iffluf'l.uhun.niu

well ami Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island (or Portland and Inlandings at 0.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

terminate
at ».I0 a.

m.

For freight

sep20dtl

or

Ogdensburg R. R.

ruNaias

D%Y

Porilnuil

and

TK4IW

be*

T|o•!.«*«I.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
Commencing Mondaj, October 4, 1886,

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
■.•are Portland as follows:
s.:M u as. for Brldgton, Fryeburg, No. CoowayFabyans, Ktehlenam. Lancaster. Whitefleld
Littleton, Wells River, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling*
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. IU. Local Portland to Bartlett and Inter
mediate stations, with stage connections tor
No. Windham, Staudtsh, Umlngton, Sebago,
Naples. Parsonfleld, Kezar Falls, lleninark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also (or No. Brldg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Trniss Arrive in Pertlaadi
10 .1.1 a. us. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
N.33 p. as. from Montreal, Burlington and West
7. HAMILTON. Supt
CHAS. H. FOYE, O. T. A.octliltt

Kumt'ord Falls He Butkfidd Railroad

HAR PSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
after

I.inp
Ivrrea

i Halifax.

FromAvonm'tlii

17 h December. Ucebkc,
28tb December. jONTARio,

Only

From

1

|Portland,

8unt-_

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.

Londonderry.

Dec. Oregon,
6th Jan.
Jan.! Toronto,
3d Feb.
3d Feb.
Jan. (Sarnia.
Jan. Oregon,117th Feb.

TRAINS.

vrlliwi,

fw

via. Moville and Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (da

OF

On and after Honda r, Oct. M,
PiUSengecTrams will t.cavc

passage apply ou board to captain.
(1EO. F. WEST, Manager.

A Home Investment.
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

IVisler

In
ISSO.

Arrangement

Kffecl

Nev.

1,

Leave Portland, via O.T. Railway. T.10 a. m.;
Lewiston 8.00; Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.30;
E. Sumner 10.36; Hartford,
Buckfleld 9.15;
10.55; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1'30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.57;
Mechanic Falls 3.15, arriving at W. Minot 3.37;
K. Hebron 3.37; Buckfleld 3.50: E. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; Gilbertvllle 4.35 p.
m.

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.15, 9.16 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.35 a. in., 12.06 p. m.
STAVE tONNKCTIONH.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. in. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.26 p. in.; arriving at Peru
6.30; Dtxfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Brettun'x Mills. Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico «.oo, Dtxfleld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
land 13.06 p. in.
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T.

A.__uct29dlf_

4 I -2 per cent.

On and niter NOSDAY, On. •■IS,
IMHO, Piissenger Trains Leave
Hwrllaad ns follows:
For Banger. 7.10a. m., Via Angasla; 1.20 p.
m.. via L»i>ns. 1.26 and tll.15p.ni, via Au

uiiu hu

iu«

ummo>

u"n

buslntss Hint may legally come before them.
.1. E. WENGREN, Acting Cashier.
dcclldtd
Port’aii.l, Me.. Dec. 10, 1S8B.

Merchants’ Marine Railway Co.

HE annual meeting of the Stockholders ol the
Merchants’ Marine Railway Company will
b« held at the office of Messrs. Chase, Leavitt &
Co N'|>. 1117 Commercial St., on TUESDAY, the
eleventh (11) day of January, 1887,at two o'clock
p. m.. for the election of officers and the transaction of such other business as may legally come

GOLD BONDS,
Due 191ft; interest January and July.

11

J.,n4dtd

ANNUAL

MEETING.

—

PARKINSON & BURR,
BANKERS AND
BROKERS,

•W

JOHN II. RUSSELL, Clerk.

PTU1E annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
X American Turning Company, will he held at
the office of 1>. W. SNOW, 30 Exchange St., on tlie
second TUK8DAYof Jtotiinr. (Jul 11th,) a. D.
1887. at 3 o’eloek p. in., [or lie* election of officers
and tue transaction of such other business as
mav legally come before them.
jan4dlw»GEO. E. HI UP, Clerk.

FOB SALE BY

—

before them.

i'eagrrM Ml.,

Ko*iou,

Members of tho Boston ami New York Stock Exchange*.
A list of desirable Bonds always on hand for
sale.
<iecl4TuTh&Slin

annual

CONOKES9 ST. STATION.

of this

meeting
corporation for the
choice of officers and the transaction of anv
TilE
business that
liefore
will he

It,
may lawfully come
held at the office ol the corporation on TUESDAY, January 11th. 1887, at halt past seven p.
m.
Per order,
ALBRO E. CHASE, Clerk.
janddtd

•uros worse*
music* *ujncnm£Sr~*—j

Portland & Ogdensburg

•31 TWCMONT ST.
BOST ,'N MA33*
t£MO rOR CATALOGUE A30 r«!C£3-irjHtON KKfLH-

Railway.

NOTICE.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
liortlaml & Ogdensburg Railway will be held
at Offices 517 Comm rcial St., Portlaed, Me., on
TUESDAY, the eighteenth day of January, current at ten o'clock hi the forenoon, to choose Directors and to transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
CHAS. 11. KOYE, Clerk.
Portland. Jan. 4,1887.
JaiUdtd

ings.
.....

annual meetlug of the Portland A Ogdensburg Railroad Company will he held at Offices No. 617 Commercial St., Portland, Me., ou
TUESDAY, the eighteenth day of January, current at ten o'clock In the foreuoon.
1. To authorize the President to execute and
deliver, In the name and behalf of the P. A O. It.
R. Co., a deed releasing ami conveying all Ihe
right, title ami interest of this corporation In and
to the corporate property, real and personal, and
of every kind and description, to the Portland &

THE

Ogdensburg Railway.

2. To choose Directors and to transact any othbusiness that may legally come before the

er

CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Portland. Jan. 4.1887.
Jan4dtd

meeting.

CONSUMPTION.

1 hire a positive remedy fur the above disease; by Its pse
thousands of euses ol tha worst kind and of Ion* sanding
have been cured InJebo, so streng Is my faith In Itsefllcaef
that I will send TWO BOTTLE* FREE, together with a YAL17 ABLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give ex*
T. A. BLOCU*,m Pearl84.». X
preceAU.O.eUdm*

novfl

man iMCMmuo
stasy nam> sctiku.*

organs ftaNo

CO

ilUUrPJ

ili.o I..

lL.silnn.1

..a

fnllnme

Tl.u

n.,irn_

Ing trains (ruin Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m. |
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains I rum Banat 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.; the afternoon trains
roin Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta. Rockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m.; the nlglit Pull-

Ror

man Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
I.limited Tickets. Brsl sad tecssd class, rat
all palais la tkr Prsvlicai aa sale at res

feb24

FLAVOR YOUR

PAYHON TUCKER, Ueneral Manager.
F. d. BOOTH BY. Oen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. Oel. 20. 1HMH.
oct22M

Meat, Game, Fish.

iPoultry Dressing

and

Scalloped Oysters
—WITH—

Wm.C. Bell & Co’s

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad I’o.
NOTICE.

for Kllvwartk. Bar llurber, VaarvHalifax, and ikr PreviaHI.
eee,
Hlephra and Iravslaak feuatr,
1.20 p. m., 1.25 and 111.16 p. m. Fo> Basset
A Piaealngais K. ft., 7.10a. urn til. 18 p. in.,
toi Hkewkvgaa, Brlfaat uno Dealer, 1.20,
1.26,111.15 p. m.; Malervillr. 7.10 a. in.,
1.20, 1.25, and, ill.16 p. in., and on Saturdays
only at 5.16 p. III., for Augusta, Hullewvll,
Gardiner and Hiuusv.nk, 7.10 a. in., 1.26,
6.15, til-15 p. in.; Balk, 7.10 a. m„ 1.25,6.16
p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.;
Kecklaud and Maes and l.incoln ft. ft.,
7.10 a. ill.. 1.25 p. m.; Aal ara aad l.rwle
lea at 8.30 a. m„ 1.20, 6.00 p. in.; l.esvistaa
via Bruaawirk, 7.10 a. in.. 1.25, ill. 16 u.m.;
Paraaiaglaa. Vleumeulk. Wlulbrop Oakland aad Slavik Aa*oa, 1.20 p. in.. Far using Isa ria Brunswick. 7.10 a. m. and 1.26
p. ill.
AM trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at

Kala;
re. Mi. Jake,

where through tlutp-ts al,d baggage cheeks may
be obtained ter principal points East and Weal.
tThe 11.15 p. in. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowhegan on Mouday mornings nr to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangof on Sunday morn-

Portland Masonic Relief Association.

on

Newport.

and

m.

ARRIVALS.
Praa. I.ewUlaa aad Aahara, 8.38 A A."
12.06. 3.16 and 6.6o p. ni.
Prraa Itarhaa., H.26 Am., 13.06 and 6.60 p. m,
Praa. Chirac* aad ilea Ireal, 13.06.

MM CENTRAL RAILROAD

two

story frame dwelling,
house
A DESIRABLE
Pine street, near Brackett street,
modernized
anil
improved, contains two
recently
dining room, kitchen, bath room, (with
Krlors.
t aud cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets
front and back

and Canl.a, 7.10 A

m.

of the stockholders of litis
its banking rooms on
TUESDAY,
11, 1887, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
for the purpose of ele ting 7 Directors for the enannual

THEbank willJan.meeting
be held at

1-1

leaving the country will
Boarding and Lodging

nn

Par Hu, Itlleld

1.80 p.

Improvement ami Sinking Fund,

NAI.B-A small lot of Maine Water Gas
FOR
Co. Stock, will be sold low if applied for at
Address

once.

ilaebec, 1.3i p.

The First National Dank of Portland.

NAE.E—A first-class screw cutting foot
THE
IilOR
lathe, with large assortment of tools; 1 small
hand
shaper; 1 small
portable lorge,
power
anvil, etc., 1 Fleetwood jig saw. 1 10-light incandescent dynamo with lamps. Inquire of C. F.
DAM. No. 34 North street.4-1

DKPARTCRKH.

oct23dtt_J

BANK.

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of
the Canal National Bank of Portland for the
election of seven directors: and tor the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at their ban king house
on Tuesday, the eleventh day of January,
1«87,
at 11 o’clock a'm.
B. C. SOMERBY, Oashler.
declldtd

suing

MALE—The

KXC1IANUE ST

wiinn

experienced

WANTED—A

and solicits the Inspection of the public of the
merits of the

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Tierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, and good
digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all huniois,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the won! Scrofula, or blood-poteen.
Especially has It proven its efficacy in curing
Halt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifving, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or *■ Liver
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
an unequalled remedy.
Sold by druggists.
DR. PIERCE’S PELLETS
AntiUiliotiM and Cathartic
25c. a rial, by druggists.

an

situation by a capable girl to
do general housework. Enquire at No. 4
MAPLE ST.
4-1

...l.tlr. ..tnln..

which may legally be brought before them will be
holden at the bank on Tuesday, Jan. 11th, 1887,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
declodtd

CANAL NATIONAL

if
required.
6-1
COOK, Advertiser Office.

CENTENNIAL

notl-

are

OFPOKTUNITY-A well csil tablished wholesale business on Commercial
street, or an Interest therein, is for sale, offering
a rare opportunity for anyone wishing to engage
in trade or to extend Ills present business. Address hi strict confidence. "A. G.,” Press Office.
6-1
A

situation by
WANTED—A
references given
cook;
Please address

has opened an office In

I

stockholders <* tills bank are

hereby
flied that the annual meeting (or the choice
THE
business
of Directors and transaction of

eodtf

The Maine State Heat and Light Co.

of

Bank

shareholders of the National Traders

Agency, Portland.

j

National
Portland.

TnK
Bank, of Portland,
hereby notified that
will be held at their
their annual

IRUCELLANEOl'N.

FEMALE HELP.

e*the senses nftno/

of the Board of Trade for
presentation of anbusiness as may lereports,
gally come Indore the meeting, will be held oil
SlONDAY EVENING, Jan. 10, 1887, at 7.30
o’clock. Per order,
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
jauSdtd
annual

any

CAPABLE, sober man wants work that Is
Hkelyito be permanent. Is used to the care of
horses and can learn any work. Best ol references
given. Address A. M. (5., Press Office.
3ftjanCeod3t

DOMINION LINE.
Sailing between Liverpool anil Portland,

Alerting.

meeting
of officers,
THEthe election
and such other
nual

YOUNG man that writes

ROOM*
at No.

"‘Mm,nation' J'f/ea,n*e*
^ /

Annual

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday
ind Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pin
18, East River, New York, on Wednesdays am;
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7

BOARD OF TRADE.

Merchants

Wanted.

CHANGE

Superintendent of Agencies. Eastern Department

KVEN1NO, January
at 7.30 o’clock at Reception Hall, for the election
of officers and such otner business as may properly coine before it.
Per order.
CHARLES W. ROBERTS,
janSd&t
Recording Secretary.
on

6-1

nb_

WANTED—A man acquainted with the Maine trade to sell Flour and
Groceries on the road. Address A. B. C., Press

man.

nov6

take care
DEERIN'G

to

nurse

a

A

DIBKCCTOH*.

F-^.KW8a»*s?<,38o*».
V„rt{ J!i>«-«^

WANTED—A

WANTED-A

/

ioie«^

travel In eastern
Maine for a grocery bouse; ten years experience travelling with dry goods; first class
reference. Address GROCERIES. 123 Middle
Street.6-1

ISM

Portland & Rochester H. K.

:il

jan4dtf

more

LINE.

from PHILADELPHIA em? TUESDAY and FRIOAY

Christmas evening, between West and NewHigh street a Black Lynx Muff. The Under
will be awarded by leaving at 99 STATE STRE FT

ON
you realize that this old and sterling
is HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
DO pany
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?
their

—

Eiverponl and Pei-tlnnil Hervire.
From Portland
From Liverpool! 81 h.AMFit.
via Halifax.
via Halifax, j

From BOSTON enrj

LOST.

or

OF

Winter Arrangement*.

1886.

dim

4-1

that tlds Company lias paid to

PARTS

ALLAN

removed to

180 MIDDLE

AMD ALL

Brunswick, Nava Hcatia, Prince Ed*
ward. Island, and Cape Breiaa.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 p.m., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued aud baggage checked to
destination. |y Freight received upto 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply a: the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, fou
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
nov20dtl
Gen’l Manager.

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FOUND.

—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Job Printer
97 i -2

after .HONDAV, Nar. 1,
train. will raa aa fallaw.i

13.40, 3.30, 6.30 p.

EASTPORT. CAlAIS, ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.
—

NARKS,

AND

fob

—

d3m

thousand dollars at Ove per
on real estate in Portland.
Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. U. KICK, 261 Commercial St.
12-tf

Union Mutual
PORTLAND, ME!

Press Office.

FINE JOB PRINTING A

—

com-

^<a%jsP
"S-

eod3m

CITY OF PEKIN, sails Saturday January-22 at
2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general tnlormat ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS Ac CO.,
Ill Hlate Hlreet, Car. Bread Hi., Baatan.

sat

a

or
you can get get
exchange for watches, jewelry or silverware at
the NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 496 Congress
St., S. Schryver, Proprietor..1-1

small sum of
can have tire
same by proving property
paying for this «dvertlsement. Inquire at DWINAL PRIDE S
4-1
LIVERY STABLE, Saccarappa, Maine.

OF

M.

oral

aad

V.r Aabaraaad LrwIalM.I.lOa A, 1.16
and 6.20 p. in.
Par IJarbaw, 7.10 a. in., 1.80,Abo and 5.90
p. in.
Par Uarhaa., .Tlaalreal, Chirac# aad

eiico.

For J a pun and China.

jeltl

Book, Card

TjiOUND—On Congress street, west end, ashawl
JF which the owner can have by calling at 826
CONGRESS STREET.4-1

»•...-w

novl

and South America and

COLON.sails Saturday Januaro 8, noon.
From New York, pier hot of Caual St., North
River, for Haw Prnarisca "la The Isthmus of
Panama,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
|7»t Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Krannan Sts.

worn

Line

of the

—

zzf- —JSssa;

no

.Maine.

J a.lire alike
Peace.

to
to

4-1

LOST AND

AKEpolicy-holders

hours when

MIDDLE STREET,

Portland,

have it so, call at the agricultural stores or at 27
Preble St., and get a package of “DIRIGO EGG

WANTED—Six
cent, for five years
Gilt

^,^Wc

few

CARD,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
ISO

B.—Gents own cloth cut and made to order In the
latest style.4-4w
are

» A YrE9 LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and givos universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEYVAKE of Imitation*
Well designed to mislead, PEARLINE is th.
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Always bears the above symbol, and name at
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

«*««£
S5SK*to
ZTf crad™

a

JOHN II.

WINTER AKKANUEnENTtl.

—

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

California, Japan, Citin' Central

be

hand bell.)

speedily cured by the use of ADAMSON’S COUGH BALSAM, after all other
Cough Medicines had failed. Sufferers
either recent
c"“«b» or

in

97

as

trated Price and Premium List. Mpecial •ffrn
to every teath person that answers this advertisement, we will send free one pouud of choice
Tea. Address NAT’L. TEA & COFFEE CO.,
oct22eod&w3m
Boston, Mass.

Have been

cure

—LINE FOR—

B. THURSTON & □

ar-

Consumption

relieve and

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP dOMPAM’S

Also blank
isfactorv manner at low rates.
books made and warranted at

than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

Causes

WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Book-binding of every description done

WANTE

Exposure

WE WII.I. DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

wanted to

WHICH LEAL) TO

Winter

ter.

get up Tea Clubs for our
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful
LADIES
W. A. QUINCY’S,
ticles to select from
premiums. Send for illus-

you awaro

Ieic4

_

tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Jb. Manager.
octltf

Through

ROOM

WANTED.

COLDS

(from

points beyond.

on

For Kent.

lor connection with earliest trains

season

Let.

To

More economical,
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
the
multitude
of
low test, short
with
competition
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cam. Koyal.Making Powder Co., 106 Wall St

N. Y.

one

No. 28, First National Bank Building;
with safe, steam, elevator and Janitor service, Applyat the Bank.jaldlw

Pure.

Absolutely

AND

eb6

store

street;
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.
_20-tf

COUCHS

/

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving In
for

No.

of

a

0

JOHN BROGKS and TREMONT

WATERHOUSE.decSOdtf

second story
building
TO263LET—The
and 265 Middle street, from January 1st,
of
lor

POWDER

and Wialer Arran«tmrBu.

THE FIRET-CLAgE STEAM EKE

LET-House 62 Gray Street; also upper
teuament in house 27 Free Street. Enquire

dec30dtf

:

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Fall

wholesale or retail store; rent low on a lease to
good reliable firm. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No, 164 Brackett St.2fr4

SEA

..

liil Market Sirin
K. S. Small.
J. C. Small.
<Um
JanG

a
a

SEA CAPTAINS.
and traders going to foreign ports
captains
will learn something to their advantage by
calling on in. II. TYI.ER & CO., 304 Fare

4.

STEAMERS.

CO.,

Nos. 117 and
This Is

Spoken.
Dec 27, lat 36 44, Ion 73 14, brig Marv E Pennell, trom New York for St Domingo.
Jan 6, 4 PM, off Cape Porpoise, barque Ella,
from New York for Portland.

■

&

a good
city,
finished basement, lighted on 3 sides, suitable for

from Valparaiso, ar lStli, disg.
Passed St Helena prev to 1st Inst, ship John
Harvey, Stewart. Colombo for New York.
Ar at Valparaiso Nov 26. sblp Guardian.Fletcher, Port Blakely; barque BenJ Webster, Kenney,
New York.
Ar at Queenstown 3d Inst, ship Belle of Bath,
Nichols, San Francisco.
Ar at Asplnwall prev to 3d Inst, barque Meguuticook. Hemlugway. from Ship island.
At Panama Dec 9, ship Challenger, Thompson,
for San Francisco.
At Tuspan Dec 20, brig Raven, Stuart, for New
York 27th.
At Fortune Island Dec 20, brig Rocky Glen.
Bray, for Boston 16lb, ldg logwood.

V

SMALL

C.

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OP CAYABA.
Da

fluest stores in

one

Mead, Parks, New York.

is- t»

J.

LET-8tore and basement,
IlOoflltt
Middle St., from Jan. 1st, 1887.
with
the
the

At Iloilo Nov 26, barque Adam W Spies, Field,
from Sbaugliae. ar 11th. for Boston.
At Iouique Nov 18, ship Red Cross, McIntyre,

bronchia] affections

BOSTON

All kindM of cholee Country Produce,
Butter, Poultry, Ac., Ac., fresh daily.

K 11 a.KO A DM.

|

HTEA.VIEKH.

ouc

SUaugUae via Singapore.
Sid fm Chittagong Dec 6, slilp Southern Cross,
Bailey, Alepy.
Sid fm Batavia Dec 1, barque James A Wright,
Baker, Australia.
At Manilla Nov 27, barque Clias G Rice, Bailey,
for New York, ldg.
Sid fm Cebu prev to Dee 31, barque Sumner R

lei*

Cld 6th, brig Victoria, Spencer, Barbadoes; C C
Sweney, Robertson, Matanzas; schs Annie Lord,
Kendall, Rio Grande; Jordan L Mott, Gregory,
Boston; Nat Meader, Brown, Palatka.
FALL RIVER—Sid 4tli, sch M F Godfrey, Godfrey, Norfolk.
Schs Alabama, of Calais, and Python, of Ellsworth, have hauled up here.

HI'NINfCMM CARDS.

RENT —A good
tuned, will be rented

TO

PIANO

Foreien Ports.
Arat Melbourne Dec 31st, ship Santa Clara,
Dunn. New York.
Sid fm Hong Koug'Nov 26, ship George Curtis,
Sprout, New York; 27th, barque Autlocb, Hemingway, New York,
Ar at Galle Dec 9, ship Sunrise, Tibbetts, from

*«.

LET.

TO

toned instrument Just
low, II applied
for at once. Address P. O., Box 1176.6-1

HYANN1S—Sid 6th, schs Helen J Hoi way, Sanborn, New York for Boston; Jona Cone, Rockland
for New York: Lettie Wells, Bunker, Hoboken
for Boston; Helen U King, Brown, do for NewJohn Leuthal, New Y’ork for Exeter.
buryport;
Outside, a barque supposed the Ethel, bound to
Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 6th. schs City of Augusta, Meady
Baltimore; Isaac T Campbell, Mayo, do; Geo A
I .awry, Dobbin, Amboy; Star of the West, Davis,
Bristol.
Cld 5tli. schs E M Sawyer, Walts, Jonesport;
Lookout, fngersoll. Grand Manau.
Ar titu, barques Jas 8 Stone, Barstow, Manila;
Woodsiile, Race, Buenos A yres; G M Stanwood,
Webber, Demarara.
Cld 6th. sch J C Gregory, Klllen, Church Point.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 6th, sell Juniatta, Thompson,
New York for Addlsou,
Schs Chas Cooper, of Brooksvllle, and Forest
Belle, of Bangor, will winter here.
SALEM—Ar 5th, schs Alaska, Clark, St John
for New York; Emily A White, Patterson, Sand
River tor do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 5tli, schs Mattie J AUes,
Crockett, New York for Portland; Mamie Davis,
Davis, Boston for Friendship; Fairy Forest, do for
Portland.
Ar 6th, barque Eliza J McManemy, Dodge, from
Trapani.
Sid, sch Mattie J AUes.
PORTSMOUTH—Belew 5th, schs Union, Stanley, Mt Desert for Boston; Ariosto, Elwell, Rockland for do; Nautilus, Perkins, York for do; Railroad, Smith, Portland for do; Richmond, Merrimart, Rockland for do; Lawrence Haines, Lewis,
Boston for Wlscasset; Nulato, and Frank.
Sid 5tli, sch C R Kelley, Sprague, (from Eastport) for Boston.
LUBEC—Sid 6th, sch Portland Packet, Gardner. Portland.
ROCKPORT-Ar 5th, sch M V B Chase, Pinkham. Boston, to load for Charleston.
BOOTHBAY—In port 6ih, schs laiogene. Candage, fm Bluehill for Portland; Sarah P. Anderson, Calais for Wood’s Holl; Decora, Brown, from
Maclilas for New York; Emma K Smalley, Robinson. Shulee, NS, for New York; Exchange. Thurston, xiocKpoi tor romanu.
Also In port, sells Florida, Warren, Belfast for
Jacksonville; Odell, Wade, Belfast for Boston;
Sadie Oorrey. Lowe,,WInlerport fordo; Aifala,
Thurston, from Portland for Ellsworth; Brilliant,
Hooper, do for St George; Amelia F Cobb, Sedgwick for Boston; Game Cock, Robinson, Calais
for Hyannls.

Sagua.

PENSACOLA—Ar 6th, barque K A Allen, Feya spinwfll i
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 3d, sell Lois V Chaples,
Ross, Baltimore.
FERN AN DINA— Cld 6th, sch Win Beazley,
Kavanaugh, San Fernando.
FORT GEORGE, FLA-Ar 3d, sch Susie 1>
Oliver, Snare, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 4th, sch Falmouth, Clark,
Cardenas.
OR Point Lookout 4th, sch Annie E J Morse,
for New Bedford.
HAMPTON ROADS-Ar 4th, sell Lizzie Colby,
Allen. Baracoa for New York.
PH ILADELPHI A—Cld 6th. barque S E Spring,
Rose, Havana: sell Charlie & Willie. Phllbrook,
Newcastle, Del.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater Btb, sch J B Holden, Look, Jacksonville for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, steamer Helen M Pierce,
Mitchell,Millbridge; schsHyue,Bath; Ellen Morrison, Bangor; MC Moseley, Frank tort; Aeara,
St John, NB; Ella, from Franklin; Lunet, Calais;
Francis Edwards, New Bedford; Danl Webster,

niDCELLANEOim.

mouth.

Price

Chicago, Burlington A,.Qulncy.137%

HEARTLESS CRUELTY.

com-

2 008"* 60; good to extra 4 2684 50; Western at 2 7o@4 26; Texans 3 00@4 00. Lambs at
4 00@6 50.
mon

COHN.

‘'Bring

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Jan. 6, 1887—Cattle-receipts 7,000; shipments 3,000; higher; beeves, good fo
4 60@5 60; common at 3 508.4 26; Stockers
fancy
and feeders 2 60@3 60: cows, bulls and mixed at
1 50@@3 40; bulk at 2 35@2 86; Texans 2 60®

ping

WHEAT.

Opening.
Highest.

12 26?

Lard—choice at T*A@7*4c » lb tn tierces; 7V4
@7%c In 10-Ib palls;7%@3c in 6-lb pails; 7%@8
In 3-tb palls.
Hams at 10*4@llc ]p lb, according to size and
cure: smoked shoulders 7@7*4c; pressed hams at

Hogs—receipts 25,000;shipments 8000; higher;
rough and mixed at 4 10@4 70; packing and ship4 70@4 95; light 3 90@4 65; skips at 2 75®

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

vlrm5T,n.

@14 00; lean ends 16 00@15 60; pork tougues at
13 008*13 60; prime mess *13 26813 76; extra
prime at 10 76@11 26; mess, at 11 26; do new at

(Robion. Mams.)

WD S^S0NIN?G.

If you cannot buy of your grocer or marketman,
stamp for sample to flavor 8tb turkey,
dim

send 2c
dec 18

NoW-THK TI.VB TO tPICVLATI
FLUCTUATIONS 111 the Market of-

\CTIVK
fer opportunities

to

speculators

to

make

money lu Grain. Stocks. Bonds and Petroleum.
Prompt personal attention given to orders re
celveu by wire or mail. Correspondence solicited.
Full infoYmatlon about the markets in our Book,
which will be forwarded free on application.
H. D. KVI.K, Hanker and Hroker,
33 Bread ts4 34 Mew Mtreeta, Mrw lark
nov24
Mil?.
eod&wnrmly

[CURE

FITS I

When I «ay curs 1 u<> u<>t uian muni) to stop tnstn mr •
than have them rut urn again. I msan a radical curs.
I have made the disease of FITS. BPtl.BPttY nr FALLING
MICKNEsd a llie long
study. I warrant my rsmody locum
tho worst cason. Hoc an so others ham railed Is no reason fer
not now receiving a curs, riend at ono» fer n treatise an I *
Free Bottle of my Infallible ramady. Give laprssa and fell
Office. It coats you nothing fer a trial, and 1 will cur* you.
▲ddraas Or. H. U. BOOT, in i>*rl
York.

tints and

Bt.jVNsw

oet27

oudAwBmcW

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR !
Permanently removed, by an Indian Preparation.
Reliable reference given. Consultation tree. By
Mrs. W W Hadley, 175 Tremont St.. Room 40,
Boston. Mass.—Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Thursdays; hours, 1) a. m. to 4 p. m. P. O. address, 120
Hummer Street, Lynn, Mass.
BOTH, KKK1KLKS. PIRPI.KM.
permanently cured, bv an
Price #2.oo. Address Mrs,
English Preparation
W. W. Hadley, 128 Summer St., Lynn, Mas*.
eod3m
oct22
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BRIEF JOTTINCS.

PRESS.

The lavatory at the Falmouth Hotel Is be-

FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 7.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
to-day

advkrtimkmkntm

NKW

The Portland Mechanic Blues will give a
masquerade ball at City Hall on the 21st of

February.
It is expected

that the police telegraph
system will he in operation in this city by
the first of March.
The Cumberland Bar Association and
Greenleaf Law Library hold their annual

humbugs.

has ever made an improvement on AllPorous Piasters.
When you buy Allcock's Porous Plasters
you obtain the best plasters made.
one

uock's

Derangement of the

liver, with constipation, injure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter’s Little
Liver Pills. One a dose.
d&wlw.
_______________

SACADAHOC S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE EMERY.

[Reported for the Press.]
Bath, Jan. 5.
The case against Regers for non-payment of
taxes to the city of Bath for several years was
_.

submitted to the court ou law noiuta. ami appealed to the higher courts. Tills case involved
II

hirpp BIBOIlIlt Kllfl

«nd

Yik

lirneanrn.l

in

-i

llinrannh

prolonged

contest, mainly on technical
points; the main one being the legality of the assessments.

>-

Gilbert and Hogan for city.

tarrabee for defence.

The “celebrated dog case" which has had three
previous trials was decided In this court la favor
of tlie defence by the
Jury, ft was for shooting a
valnable dog In Howdufnham some vcars since.
Millay for plaintiff.
Hall for defendant.
The case of State against Henry Clay for stealing a coat was of considerable Interest. Mr. Wm.
H-Fogg, clothier of this city, lost an overcoat.
The coat was hanging at Ids store door as a sign.
Clay was seen In tlie same evening having on
what was taken to be a new overcoat with an old
one under ids arm. He is a colored
man, a hostler,
before tlie war a Louisiana slave, and was at tlie
time the coat was missing Intoxicated.
The evidence was wholly circumstantial and not
proves
that the coat
had on was tlie identical coat
Clay
claimed to he stolen from Mr. Fogg.
Bilker for prosecution.
J. M. Troti and F. B. Sprague for defendant.
fn the case of Charles If. Colby ef Topsham vs.
Androscoggin Water Power Company of Lisbon
Falls which was on trial several days the Jury returned a verdict of *273.35 for tlie plaintiff.
Newall and Larrabee.
Thompson of Brunswick.
case of tlie two Banks, father and soil, for
illegal Ashing In Winneganee Creek, that had
been referred back from tlie full bench, has been
settled by the parties paying tlie tines for setting
uets of mashes of fewer inches than prescribed
by law, which Is *25 each and costs of from *16
to *20.
Tlie other charge for catching bass at
illegal times was defeated on technical points.
Tlie case of city of Batli against F. Keed for assessed taxes was not taken up, but settled by
compromise. This was a case where the tax was
levied upon the party after he had,removed Ills
residence from Bath to Brunswick and had notitied the assessors lhat lie was no longer a resident of Bath, although owning a house herein
which he lived during the summer months as a
summer house only.

MaMs*''xhe

WASHINGTON
COUNTY
COURT.

S.

J.

BEFORE .IUUOK HASKELL.

Machias, Jan. 4.
The January term of the Supreme Judicial
Court for tills county began here this morning,
Hon. Thomas H. Haskell of Portland, Justice
presiding. Prayer was offered by itev. Theodore
Murpbey of the Methodist Episcopal church.
The grand Jury is the same as at tlie last term.
Owing to the 11011-arrival of the grand jurors coining from a distance, those present were excused
until Wednesday morning,
The following traverse Jurors werejlmpanelled:
)\ llliam \\. Bradbury, Machias. Foreman; Chaa
U-Brown, Pembroke; James L. Buckham, Columbia Falls, James A. Campbell, CherryAeldBenjamin W. Coggins, I.ubcc; Jedadtah Fenlason, Princeton; Joseph Ferris, East port; Sylvester Frost, Perry» Henry Pearl,
Macnias; Jostali
H. Pineo, Calais; Charles W. ltobinsnu. Machias.
porr

Siipcriiumerarles-Asliel

W—

Bianlinpe,

Wliitlog;

Nelson C. Wallace, Millbridgc; Coruellus liesmond, Whitueyvllle.
Warren M. McCasliti, libellant vs. liacliel McCaslin. Libel for divorce.
Divorce decreed nisi
for the cause of desertion.
If. H. Gray for libellant.
8\J)avls vs- Haul Walton and Charles
B. Walton, hi equity.
Hearing in r
progress before
tne court.
There is great interest in the case of McFarland, who is now ill jail here awaiting the action
of tlie grand jury for bis connection with the
Beaver Brook tragedy on the 8lli of November

last.

PERSONAL.
The Maine Sentinel learns that Mr.
George
Getchell of Wells is lying dangerously ill at

Orlando, Florida.
" m. II. Preble, Esq., of
Chicago, formerly a broker, in business in this city, has been

visit here. Mr. Preble is now secretary
and treasurer of the Chicago Rawhide Manon a

ufacturing Company.
Capt. A C. Storer died in flarpswell Tuesday morning, of heart disease, aged G3 years,
lie followed the sea for forty years as a master of vessels.
He was a{man of strict integrity and honesty, a highly respected and
loyal citizen and a prominent Mason.

Mr. Clarence V. Lunt, who for several
lias been city editor of the
Bangor
Daily Whig and Courier, has resigned his
position on that paper to accept a similar
place en the Daily Commercial. Mr. Lunt
is an industrious news gatherer, and of excellent character
Rev. William Hurlin and Mrs. Hurlin of
Antrim, N. H., both well known in Maine,
celebrated their golden wedding Dec. 25th,
years

having

been married in London,
Eng., Dec.
25, 1886. Five of their seven children now living were present, and six of their ten grand-

children. The absent ones were Mrs. Harriet Palmer, detained at home by sickness, of
East Sumner, of this State, |with her hus-

band and two children, and Mrs. Sarah Lincoln, who, with her hushani^and two children, and Mrs. Sarah Lincoln, who, with her
husband and two children, reside in California, says Zion’s Advocate.

Creditors' Meeting,
A meeting of the creditors of Lambert
Bros. A Co., a grocery firm that lately failed,
located at Berlin Falls, was he'd at the City
Hotel yesterday afternoon. Tl e firm appeared by Mr. Chamberlain, a lawyer of
Auburn, who expected Mr. Stahl of Stahl
Bros, to be present as an endorser, but he
was not there.
The firm show about #8,000
liabilities and #13,000 assets, but of the $13,000 they have but #3,400 stock, the rest
being
“trusted out.” They owe $3,000 to Portland
J.
H.
parties, including
Fletcher A Son,
Thompson & Hall, Sargent, Bolster A Co.,
and others. A committee composed of J. H.
Fletcher, Mr. Morse of Auburn, and a member of Sargent, Bolster A Co. was appointed
to investigate and report.

*

on the tide grist
mill at Stroudwater for a wind wheel.
Mrs. Edward Gould, who fell a short time
ago and fractured two ribs, is doing well.

day.

WORTH KNOWING.
Alicock's are the only genuine porous plasters!
All other so-called porous plasters are Imitations.
Tlieir makers only get them up to sell on the
reputation of Alicock's.
All so-called improvements and new Ingredients
No

ing handsomely frescoed.
A tower Is being erected

Much milder yesterday with snow, but a
cold wave from Dakota is predicted for to-

AMUSEMENTS.
Kun For All—Sol Smith ltusscll.
Waltzing School -M. B. Gilbert.
Dr. W. Wilson.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—Cast OB Clothing.
W. I* Wilson & Co.
Notice Is Hereby Given.
Wanted—Young Man.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,
l'earl Top Lamp Chimney.
Dog Lost.
Wanted—As Entry Clerk.
Dissolution.

are

VERY

His Seventieth Birthday,
The seventieth birthday of the Kev. VVm.
B. Hayden was celebrated on Christmas day
and the occasion was made pleasant by visits of many friends and tokens of remembrance sent from old York in England.
Mr.
Hayden preached in York a number of
years ago and has received tokens of remembrance from there on every recurring Christmas since.
The peculiarity about Mr. Hayden’s birthday, aside from the fact that it no-

Christmas day, is that his great
grandfather was also born on Christmas
day in 1735 and died on Christmas, the day
that Mr. Hayden was born. There has been,
therefore, a Christmas child in his family for

meetings Januar; 25th.
Yesterday was the festival of the Epiphany
and appropriate services were held at the
Catholic and Episcopal churches.
The ice in the upper harbor had disappeared yesterday but Diamond Island roads
and the Back Bay are still frozen over.
The anniversary celebration of Thatcher
Relief Corps, which was to have taken
place last night, was postponed until some

night

next week.
Mr. Isaac C. Atkinson, manager of B. A.
Atkinson <fc Co., has presented the operator
of the 0 table at the telephone exchange
with an elegant easy-elmir.

Yesterday

afternoon Rev. Thomas Hill,
D. 1)., gave an able address at the Portland
Business College.
Subject—“We learn by
doing and do by learning.”
The annual meeting and dinner of the

Bowdoin Alumni Association of Portland
and vicinity will be held at the Falmouth
Hotel, Friday evening, Jan. 11th.
The French clock presented Mr. Frank L.
Gray, by the people at Gray’s Business College, will be on exhibition at A. M. Wentworth’s jewelry store, on Congress street, to-

day.
The Conant Genealogy, which iias for several years past been in preparation by Frederick Odell Conant, of this city, is nearly
irtiuy

mi me

press,

n

contains

mucn new

information.
The British ship British Empire, from
Hiogo, Japan, is due at this port with a
cargo of rags for S. 1). Warren <*s Co., of
Cumberland Mills. The vessel sailed on the
30th of last

July.

F. O. Bailey & Co., Solti seventy shares of
the Rumford Falls and Buckfield Branch
railroad yesterday at auction for $10.25 per
share, to Hon. B. 1). Terrill.
The bidding
was quite animated.
The executive committee of the Woman’s
Auxiliary to the Young Men’s Christian Association will hold its regular monthly meeting at the association rooms this afternoon
at 3 o’clock. A full attendance is desired.
Mrs. Bellows’s last lecture, delivered at
Mrs. Caswell’s school was upon Wordsworth
and Coleridge, and was listened to by a
large
and Interested audience.
The next lecture
will be on Byron, Shelley and Keats.
The class of ’81 P. II, ft. will hold their annuul reunion Tuesday evening, Jan. 11th, at
the Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. Martin’s supper
and the programme that the committee have
prepared, guarantee a good time for every-

gramme w ill be announced later.
A double sleigh, containing a man and two
women, was turning from Green into Port
land street last evening, when the runner of
the sleigh caught in the railroad
track, upsetting the sleigh, and throwing out the occupants who escaped with severe bruises.

Rev. J. W. Bashford, Pli. D., will conduct
the Bible class for the study of the international Sunday School lessons at the Y. M.
C. A. rooms this afternoon at 4.30 o’clock.
Subject—“Sin and Death." Gen. 3; 1-0,1719. All interested in Bible study are cordially invited to attend.
One hundred people from different points
on the Maine Central Railroad
enjoyed the
fun at Burnham's toboggan slide last evening and it is probable the excursion will be
repeated next week. In addition to the excursion there was a large Portland
party
present last night.
Six of the twelve locomotives to be built
by the Portland Company for the Boston <fc
Maine railroad are for passenger service
and will be ready for the summer travel.
The remainder are freight engines. Besides
this order, the Portland Company is
doing a
large amount of work and their shops are a

busy place.
Captain Francis of the schooner Lincoln,
lying at Widgery’s wharf, narrowly escaped
serious injury one night this week. He attempted to step from the vessel to the wharf,
but missed his footing and fell. He struck
on the rail and from there fell into the
dock,
being severely bruised but escaping without
further injury.
Mr. II. C. Haskell, clerk at the
Deering
Tea Store, was thrown out of a delivery
•-••v

ouuutii

owuuug

kiic nurse

ui

while waiting in front of the store door. He
fell on his head and shoulders,
laming him
considerably and it will probably be several
days before he will be able to resume his
usual duties.
The rector of the Holy College at Rome
presented the Pope lately with 1,043 francs,
contributed by the Diocese of Portland for
the Pope’s schools in the East. The

Holy

Father directed the very reverend rector to
write to the Bishop of Portland, and to convey to the contributors the blessing of the
Pontiff and his deep sense of satisfaction.
Water Color Exhibition.
Tlie Press has mentioned the fact that Mr.
S. P. Robt. Treseott of Boston lias placed on

exhibition at Stubbs’art store, in Congress
Square, a collection of water colors. These
water colors embrace marines, mountain and
along shore scenes, with a few landscapes.
Man}' of the paintings are representations of
well known places in Maine, and these are
reproduced with remarkable fidelity.
Among those paintings that will perhaps,
more than the others, commend themselves
to the examiner is No. 10, “The Bluff at
Marblehead.” It is only a few months ago
that the

picturesque spots about old Marblehead were enforced upon public attention by
the admirable illustrations in Harpers, and
Mr. Treseott in this view contrasts, in excellent treatment, the broad overhanging cliff
with the sleepy old building and its quiet

surroundings. Then in No. 18, “Ipswich from
the River,” there is all that softness and tender dreaminess that is a feature of English
water colors. The placid river, the church
spire embosomed in foliage, and the charming atmosphere
before this

cause

one

to

linger long

canvas.

picture with anything but a poetic
ject, “A Coal Wharf,” nevertheless

subIs a
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curs on

over
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150 years.

Ocean Traffic.
Steamer Oregon of the Dominion Line,
sailed for Liverpool via Halifax yesterday
afternoon. She had a cargo of 3375 tons,
valued at $157,200, and including 7,877 barrels of apples. There were nine steerage
and tw o Intermediate passengers.
The Quebec will sail for Bristol and the
Montreal for Liverpool today, if the six carloads of cattle she is to carry arrive on time.
A Handsome Present.

Captain Thomas J. Little, treasurer of the
Portland Society of Art, was presented with
a handsome testimonial on New Tears'
by
the artists of the society. It consisted of a
beautiful portfolio bearing his name in old
English, and containing twenty-one oils,
water-colors, etchings and black and whites
from twenty-one artists, all of them among
our best known painters.
,

Runaway Horses.
A snowslide frightened a horse on Congress
street yesterday afternoon. He ran quite a
distance in the street, and then took the sidewalk, the sleigh finally colliding with a curbstone at the City Building. The horse was
secured and fortunately did no harm to himself. Another horse also ran away yesterday
but did little damage.

managed that great breadth and character is
given to tills old wharf at whose further extremity can lie seen the masts of the vessels
that are lying there waiting to l>e discharged.
The same points that commend this picture
attach to No. 6, “The Government
Wharf at Kennebunk.” No. 13, “The Ford,’’
shows fine cloud effects, while No. 19, “Study
of Surf,” presents the Atlantic at Old Orchard Beach in one of its best moods. All
these pictures are permeated with a sentiment that shows true artistic feeling, and
they should be viewed by all lovers of art.
also

Notice.

taking account of stock the Boston
Portland Clothing Company find they
have more stock than they want and have
made such sweeping reductions in prices of
overcoats, ulsters, suits and trowsers that
those who investigate will have no doubt in
their mind but what tills
popular firm mean
business. They say that this is the largest
and most liberal mark down
they have ever
made,
flic public are cordially invited to
see for themselves.
After

Five People Overcome by Coal
in a Forecastle. x

Early Wednesday morning

Cas

a man came

in

great haste to the office of one of the doctors
iu the city and told him to come quick, as
a very sad accident had hapiieued to him and
his family during the night. He was captain of a schooner lying at Long Wharf, and
gave his name as J. L, Green of Harpswell.
He said that during the night he, himself,
his wife and two children and two of his
crew had been most strangly afflicted while
asleep in the forecastle of the schooner.
They had retired at right as well as usual.
Towards morning, he said, his little boy
awoke him by complaining of a bad headache ; he told the boy to keep quiet and go
to sleep and he would be all right. While
he was talking the little daughter awoke
and also complained of a headache.
The
next minute she fell out of the bunk onto
the floor iu convulsions.
This disturbance

wife, who also w’eut into convulsions. Captain Green, thoroughly alarmed,
then sprang from his bunk, l'o his conster-

awoke his

nation he found himself so weak as to be almost helpless. Gy a great effort he rallied
his remaining strength, and raised his wife
iu his arms. But the exertion was too much
for him, and he swooned. This aroused the
two men, who, thoroughly frightened, at-

tempted to help their captain. But

one

of

them also tumbled over in convulsions leaving his companion, the last of the six sleepers, to help the captaiu, whose eyes by this
time were rolling up with a ghastly, glassy
stare. The tragic spectacle of the forecastle
scared the poor fellow terribly, and he us
well began to thave a bad feeling about the
head. But luckily the captain begau to recover, and though weak, commenced again
his endeavors to help his wife and children.
But the poor woman only came out of one
series of convulsions to go into another.
Then Cantnin Green, having mnstersil a littie strength, started for a doctor,

fully

con-

vinced that the whole company had been

poisoned.
The doctor went post haste, and found the
unfortunates, though they had somewhat recovered, still very sick in the forecastle, the
air of which was close and hot and smelled
strongly of gas from a coal stove. The
room was about twelve feet long, eight feet
wide and five feet high.
It had been a cold night, a very cold one,
and to keep the forecastle warm and cosy
they had shut up every opening, leaving
open only a very small crack at the hatchway. This did not allow the access of any
fresh ait to speak of, so before morning the

sleepers began

to

poisoned

be

at every

breath.

Then came the phenomena which
so alarmed Captain Green.
ThC doctor immediately let in an abundance of fresh air,
and soon had the satisfaction of seeing the
that had so narrowly escaped
company

death, rapidly reviving.
were

all

Yesterday they

GEOIIGE C. MILN.

Last eveuing Mr. George C. Miln made his
debut in Portland, at Portland Theatre, in
the role of Bertuccio in "The Fool’s Revenge,” a part made familiar to the theatregoing public of this country through the admirable representation of Mr. Edwin Booth,
and the frequent performances of the opera
of “Rigoletto,” by the various Italian opera
companies that have visited our large cities.

Mr. Miln possesses a fine physique, an exceedingly mobile lace, and rich deep voice,
that at times strongly
reminds
one
of
Booth’s. He brought out, with much skill,
all that depth of feeling, and all the malevolance and passion, that are the characteristics of tiie sombre role of Bertuccio.
If, at
times, intensity gave place to hurts of exer-

aggeruled passion, they were pardonable
when the situation in which they were indulged in were taken into consideration.
Much of the pathos of the part, in the scenes
with his daughter was very effective.
He
was called before the curtain at the close of
the second act. As a whole his Bertuccio
was a strong impersonation, and makes us

all the more desirous to sec his

night.

Sir. Miln

was

Richard to-

well sustained by Mr. Clif-

ton, who took the part of Dell Aqulnta admirably, and by Miss Jordan as Feordelisa,
Through the play the orchestra heightened
its effect by snatches from the opera.
They
also played the Irish Patrol so well it was
encored.

NOTES.

Sir. Sol Smith Russel will be supported in
his new comedy “Pa,” by Miss Mattie Fer-

(Tlienn

oml Mr

ITronlr

will be sold at

day.

T onrtnn

Stookbridge’s

Tim

,.aa*a

next Satur-

Mr.

Whitney will sing “Rolling and
Foaming Billows” from the “Creation,” at
the Symphony concert on the 18th inst.
SUBURBAN NEWS.
_«

berland Mills village.

A new photograph studio of unique design
lias been erected on Mr. Quimby’s grounds
the building, adding very much to the

near

beauty of the locality.

At a regular meeting of Warren Phillips
Lodge, I. and A. SL, Cumberland Mills.
Wednesday evening, while the members
were at refreshment, Mrs. P. J. Elwell, wife
of the Master of the lodge, and a delegation
of ladies from the village, presented the
lodge witii a handsome copy of the Bible,
with words and| ceremonies befitting the
occasion.
K.

Second Parish Benevolence.
The following are the contributions for the
various benevolent objects by this Church
and Society the past year, outside of the ordinary Parish expenses, making a sum total
of nearly $7000:
Am. B’d. Com. For.
Missions.*350.00
Am.

Miss. Association.
22300
Woman’s Board.
90 00
Maine Missionary Society. 117 00
Maine Cong. Charitable Society.
30.39
Congregational Union. 157 95
S.
S.
and
Pub.
Congregational
Society. 19.22
New West Educational Commission.
83.72
National Temperance Society.
10 70
Abyssinian Church. 45 00
Bethel Church. 24.30
Old Ladies' Home.
32 00
...

Orphan Asylum.

23.40

Nalne General Hospital.
is!28
Widows’ Wood Society.
27.40
Bible Society. 133.35
Y. W. Temperance Union. 20.00
Free Church of Deerlng. 201.03

The balance used for the poor and a variety of causes makes a total as named above.
To this may be added the monies raised by
the Ladies, Young People’s Society, Sabbath School, Chinese Class, Sewing School
and some special collections to the amount
of several hundred dollars, l ut which did
not pass the treasurer’s hands.

Amateur Journalists.

The third semi-annual convention of the
uuuiuaunta

JissuuallUU was

held in tlie Y. M. C. A. Hall yesterday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
There was quite a

large attendance, more than half the members of the association being present, besides several visitors. Among those present
from out of the city were Mr. Albert G
Davis of Bangor and Mr. Henry S. Chapman
of Brunswick.
The following officers were elected:
President— H. S. Chapman.
Vice President—A. G. Davis.
Secretary—George T. Edwards.
Treasurer—C. W. Small.

Bangor was chosen as the next place for
meeting.
A banquet was served in the evening,
which was greatly enjoyed by the participants.

_

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Kegistry of Deeds:
Cumberland—Angelia H. Goodonow to Joseph
H. Goodenow, land. $1 and other considerations.
Saccarappa—Andrew Ducette to John K. Dunn,
laud,

si and other considerations.
Harpswell—Harrison Stover to Theophiliis Stover, land. $300.
Harrison—Juo. C. Andrews to Isaac Jackson,
land. $300.
Hair Dressers Union.
The Hair Dressers Union has elected

the

following officers:
President—#. E. Haskell.
Vice President—J. A. Jackson.
Secretary—J. N. Landers.
Treasurer—J. P. Smith.
Finance Coramittee-C. E. naskell, It. Armstrong, C. I. Orr.
Visiting Committee-J. P. Smith, It. Armstrong,
J. A. Jackson.

Tlie Union has $200 in the treasury.
Corham

Lodge.

Gorham Hodge, No. 08, I. O. O. F., lias
elected the following officers for the ensuing
term:
N. G.—Fred H. Johnson.
V. G.-H. G. Files.
H. Sec.—D. F. Whittier.
Per. Sec.—W. II. Usher.
Treasurer—W. P. Watson.
Trustees—Edward Harding, F. D. Seamman,
L. K. Morrill.
The lodge is in a very prosperous condition
and

Attending rPhysicians

Puzzled.

prohibited by law. I recommend that chil-

Mr. W. O. Jones, who presides on Forest
Avenue, Deering, of the firm of Jones &
Hutchings, machinists, Fore street, relates
the following concerning the strange sickness and apparent death of his wife Nellie.
“Mrs. Jones has been an invalid for a number of years, under the treatment of Dr.
Charles \V. Foster of Woodford’s. Early in
December she was taken with an attack of

by

vomiting, accompanied
throughout the system.

severe pain
The doctor used various means to relieve her distress, but with
little success. Her sickness continued to Increase, and on Saturday afternoon, at 3
o’clock, she sank away and seemed to be dying, and was so considered by the doctor.
Her complexion changed to a bluish drab

color, and her face became covered with a
moth like that on a person having been dead
for some time. There was an offensive odor
emanating from the body, such as issues
from the tomb. It was necessary for persons
entering the room to use disinfectants.
The doctor called up Mr. Jones at 10.30
o’clock Sunday night, and informed him that
Mrs. Jones would probably be dead in less
than an hour, as the action of her heart was
very slow and the pulse had risen to 160, and
was growing weaker. Mrs. Jones had given
full directions concerning her funeral, and
had disposed of her effects in the early part
of her sickness. She particularly requested
in case she should become unconscious, that
her body might rest a long time in the bed,
and her lips be frequently wet, until her
friends were perfectly certain that she was
dead, as she had a great horror of being buried alive.
At 3 o’clock Tuesday morning, Mrs. Millie
Dennett, a near neighbor, was at the bedside
of the unconscious woman, wetting her lins.
ahe heard a choking sound, as if the patient
was trying to swallow. She placed her hand
on Mrs. Jones' forehead and felt a
twitching
of the nerves.
Abaut that time Mr. Jones
arose to replenish the fire, and he also heard
a sound like that of a child
cooing. During
tlie conversation between Mr. Jones and
Mrs. Bennett, the patient gave a loud groan,
so loud as to be heard in other
parts of the
house. It was impossible to open her mouth
to administer stimulants, but hot applications and an Increased temperature of the
room were made use of to revive tlie
patient.
Mr. Weeks, the milkman, was despatched
for the doctor, who came quickly and was
told the circumstances. He took her hand
and requested her to close her eyes if she desired stimulants. With apparently muoh effort she partially closed them.
At 7 o’clock
she was able to close and open her eyes when
asked so to do.
At 11 o’clock she was able
to converse with her husband. The doctor
did not regard this as an encouraging
of

sign
recovery, but on the contrary, only a slight
revival to consciousness, preceding death.
She continued to improve until 3 p. m. Tuesday, then gradually sank away, calling for
air, saying she was dying, and was so regarded by those who stood about the bed.
The same treatment was resorted to as before, with good results, and she has been
gradually improving ever since.
She is
very much emaciated and weak.
It Is now
more than three weeks since she was strick-

down.
She lias taken very little, if any
nourishment for thirteen days, and was in
an unconscious state from Saturday at 3
p.
m., until Tuesday at 3 a. m. Kev. Mr. Shinn
has conversed with her, and is very much
interested in the case.
What she experienced while in her apparently unconscious
state she has made known to some of her
friends.

Ladies’ Workroom.

Yesterday we read an article In your columns reviewing the plan of the Work carried
on by tlie Associated Charities and Ladies’
Workroom. What was said served to remind
tlie citizens that these most practical organizations, whose aim is to prevent pauperism
and stimulate the poor to self support, had
hot run'.their courte and gelled a natural
death. This was well-timed, for new enter-

prises for special

steadily gaining members and funds.

wants and

exigencies

are

constantly crowding into the back-ground
the institutions, which must be permanent
and perennial until the happy day dawns,
when our Saviour’s words, “The poor ye
have always with you,” shall have no meaning except to recall to the memory of the
Christian the dark days of sin and unbelief.
May we be allowed to supplement the article and impress upon your readers the urgent
necessity for material aid and the pressure
resting upon the few ladifes Who devote two
mornings each week to cutting work tor the
needy women In our midst.
We want money to buy the material to
make garments for hoys, women and young
children as well, as capable and willing
hands to carry on this undertaking.
Like all new brooms, the first year, when
the enthusiastic and benevolent public took
zealously hold of these new projects, as if
they had at last found an effectual remedy to
mivcrn

SACUABAPPA.
Capt. Isaac F. Quimby will soon fit up a
convenient hall in the upper story of the old
depot building, lately purchased by him, for
a place of worship for the accommodation of
the Scotch congregation of this and Cum-

muiuv

The

COV. BODWELL'S INAUGURAL.
fCONTINUKD ON SECOND PAOK.]

en

right.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

&

St. Lawrence St. Church.
At the annual meeting of St. Lawrence St.
parish, held Monday evening, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Moderator—J. H. Gerrish.
Treasurer—William L. Blake.
Parish Committee-Edward K. Waite, Granville
Staples, William Gray, BenJ. Thompson, A B
Watson.
Finance Committee—Clias. L. Jack, M. H
Tracey, 8. H. Thompson.
Music Committee—K. 8. Davis, Mrs. Georire W.
York and Miss Ella Thurston.

A STRANGE CASE.

DEATH.

Experience by Captain Creen
and Family.

Perilous

one.

Just as the audience was leaving the Portland Theatre last night, a big snow slide
from the roof of Clapp’s Block set the'crowd
scampering in all directions and broke the
electric light in front of Somers’ hat store.
Nobody was hurt however.
On Jan. 2Cth Longfellow Lodge, No.
43,
K. of P., will celebrate their
anniversary,
and arrangements have been made for a first
class entertainment in the
way of music and
recitations, followed by n dance. The pro-

NEAR
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tutiun. we were enabled to lay aside a small
capital, over which the ladies gloated with
miserly pride, as a nest egg, to which we
might add small sums, hoping ultimately to
establish a home similar fo one in Boston,
which forms a centre for all charities; provides a school to educate young women and
hoys in various domestic arts, a kindergarten
for the little ones of workkiug women and a
storehouse and a salesroom for all sorts of

handiwork. Gradually our friends have let
us alone, pertiaps because we have failed to
realize perfection hi our management and results,and our mortified pride and tottering air
castles have dragged us into the slough of
despondency, as we continually have drawn
upon our bank

account, until we
but bankruptcy and dissolution

see

nothing

before the
end of our financial
year unless our friends,
rally to oui relief. While we have Ignorance
and
to contend with in our
incompentency
and while competition cuts down
employes,
the price ef labor and material to the minimum our friends cannot expect us to make
both ends meet.
We should never dispose
of our work if we charged more than
Jire to
ten cents above the wages ami wholsaie cost
of an article. This small profit will not begin to offset the ioss on the garments made
by the hard and clumsy fingers of those who
“growd up”, like Topsy and were never
taught auy useful industry; hut these are
the ones we might lemploy if
only to infuse
into them the dignity of
earning their own

bread.

The faithful half dozen dred to meet this
morning and face the long row of haggard
and wan looking women waiting for
work,
which is not ready for them.
Some must be
turned away, and who shall tell which, did
we know God would cast the lot, we should
resort to chance; sha'l it be the,mother who
has left her babe with a neighbor, who is already half crazed witli the racket of her own
brood, or worse still alone, while she hurries
down town; the wife witli a sick and peevish
husband, or the lone widow, whose domain
spreads over an expanse of six by eight feet,
with one tiny window, from which the
horizon of her outlook is bounded by a
stable wall or somebody’s hack yard?
Now
that the holidays are over we appeal to the
tender maidens, who have tried their eyes
and wearied their slender fingers in -manufacturing a thousand and one tints of plush
and velvet and lioss into as many iuconceiv!
able and impracticable shapes and designs
of night gown and slipper bags,
shaving
cases, Icomb boxes, toothpick and
pencil
maps to bother their gentlemen friends in
dressing, who are bound to use them for the
dear's sakes; we appeal to the loving sisters
who h:t.v<» PYnrp.«sPil tlimr filial >m>l uswinl
affections in manifold devices of scarlet
wool like characters written in the blood of
murdered time, upon the countless household decorations, which during the whole
year wear out the patience of the housetnaids
in incessantly picking up and
pining on antimacassars, wall-pockets, sachets, magazine
covers and impossible pen.wipers. Will you
not come in and help us; by giving us the
benefit of your experience and ingenuity in
the planing of our homely garments and
necessary articles for plain people.
Let each lady note experimentally how
many dresses she can cut and adjust m one
morning, so that a child even can put them
together ship shape, and she will have more
charity for the misfits and unartistic clothing we have sometimes offered at our sale,
fifty to seventy-five garments must be supplied each week to keep our women at work.
Is it strange that some mistakes are made,
when the labor of preparing this work, with
all its ininuta* of thread, buttons and
linings
must be looked after by these over-tasked
ladies in the confusion of a room full of im-

patient applicants?

We have sometimes dreamt of such a fraternal co-operation of all societies working
for the common weal, as would render the
workroom self-supporting.
We have often
received the hearty thanks of the hospitals,
homes and other well known but dependaut
institutions, for huge bundles of clothing
sent them at the close of our year. We wonder sometimes why the overseers of the poor
and managers of various charities, could not
help us, and at the same time suffer no financial loss themselves, by employing us to
make their bedding and clothing. We have
some excellent seamstresses to whom we
could intrust all custom work. Will not tlio
members of these various boards consider

such

a

project?

An Eye Witness.

Fort Ceorge Island Company.
The Fort George Island Company has been
formed for the purpose of purchasing land
and to construct and maintain thereupon a
hotel and other buildings. The following
are the officers:
President—Andrew Washburn.
Treasurer—Orrison S. Mardeu.
Directors—Andrew Washburn, Orrison 8. Mardan, John J. Briget, J. Cullen Ayer.

Capital stock, #150,000; paid in, #8,500.

dren shall not be admitted to work in factories before the age of fifteen years. This will
give time for strength and growth, and also
for acquiring the rudiments of a good education. In this matter, the parents who seek
work for their children are as often to
blame as the employers in factories, and the
penalty adopted should lie made to apply to
whichever is the offending party. A special
penalty should be attached to the offence of
misrepresenting the age of a child.
ten iiorn LAW.
I recommend, further, that labor In all corporations in the State be absolutely restricted by law to ten hours a day, and that a
day s labor outside of corporations shall always be left, as now defined by statute, at
ten hours. If a day’s labor be less or more
than that, it must be by virtue of a special
contract between the parties, and be regulated by the hour.
The multiplication of
machinery and the great addition to the power of maufacturing, ought naturally to be
followed by some amelioration in the hours
of labor. The length of a day’s work might
be, even now, further reduced, if the wants
of the people did not multiply in equal ratio
with the facilities for gratifying them. If
men with the earnings of today should live
after the manner of forty or fifty years
ago,
a large surplus would
result from dailywages; but as wants multiply additional
means are
required. It is, however, a satisfaction to believe that the tendency is in the
right direction, and that the average wages
of workingmen
throughout the United
States, reckoned in coin and measured by
their ability to purchase the necessaries and
luxuries of life, are larger than they have
ever before been in any period of our history, while at the same time the average hours
of labor are shorter.
ARBOR DAT.

A pleasant custom has grown up within
the last few years, in many of the States, to
have an annual holiday, known as "Arbor
Hay.’’ It is devoted wholly to the planting
of trees, useful, ornamental, and in many
cases for memorial purposes; and under the
proclamation of the Qovernor appointing the
day and specifying its purpose, a very large
amount of tree-planting has been accomplished in many of the States. The custom
is one which 1 think may be profitably adopted in this State, and I suggest that a law to
that effect be an acted by tne Legislature.
FIRE PROOF

BUILDING.

The State government of Maine is now in
the sixty-eighth year of its organization. In
that long period the archives of the State

magnitude. It certainly is a matter ol great
regret that, aside from the vault injthe
Treasurer’s office, there is no provision whatever in the State House lor fire-proof chambers. If a lire should destroy the documents
ia the several departments, the loss to the
State government and to the people would be
incalculable.
After the calamity was accomplished, we should all wonder that we
had oeen willing to take tlia risk of a single
day’s delay in making suitable provision

lor

of these documents, which
incapable of duplication.
As the plan of enlarging the State House

the

are

preservation

including

and large fire-proof ehamj
cost .of $80,000,|has not received
the favor of past Legislatures, I do not now
reaew it.
But 1 urgently recommend that a
fire-proof brick building of moderate cost be
erected in the rear of the State House, the
upper floor to be given to the State Library
and the lower floor to
vaults for
the permanent security of all the papers of
the State Which have permanent value. As
the burden of State taxation will be much
lighter hereafter, the comparatively small
cost of a building of this character is hardly
worthy of consideration, in view of the very
great object to be attained by its construction. Its inestimable importance is my excuse for urging it upon the attention of the
Legislature with such earnestness.
T1IE FISHERIES.
Our shipbuilding and navigation Interests
in common with those of other maritime nations, are not as prosperous as could be desired. The cause of the decay in the American marine is not difficult to explain, and I
regret that the remedy is not within the power
of
the State.
In
addition
to
this
we
are
vexed
with
a
serious
trouble to the American fishing
interest. It Is evident that our fishermen are now
to be antagonized by every possible effort on
the part of the Canadian government.
The
Imperial government of Great Britian, it is
now announced, has sanctioned an act of the
Canadian Parliament by which every harsh
and unreasonable condition of the treaty of
1818 is to be revived and enforced against
American fishermen.
The plain motive of
this Is to coerce the United States into conceding trade relations which, under the name
of "reciprocity,” are hostile to many interests of our people.
It is always desirable to maintain the mosO*
friendly relations with our neighbors, but 1
think it is the plain duty of our national
government to teach Canada that the spirit
of vindictive aggression, which she is showing towards our fishermen, cannot bring any
advantage to her. A simple and direct remedy would be to levy such increased duty on
the fish which Canada sends to the United
States as would stimulate our own fishermen,
and partially, if not wholly, exclude Canadian fishermen from the advantage of our
market. It would, I think, be advantageous
to demonstrate to the Canadian government
that retaliation is very easy, and that, reluctant as we should be to resort to it, we could
soon throw the loss incident to the existing
dispute wholly upon the fishermen of the
Dominion.
It may, upon investigation, seem expedientjfor you to make a proper representation
to the national government on this subject,
Which closely touches the interest of many

bers,

at

a
a

library

fire-proof

of Ottr Citisens.

tOACLt’Slolr.
Gentlemen of the Senate and House,

we
assem-

may congratulate ourselves that we
ble at a time of general prosperity in the
State. While our progress is not so rapid as
that of some States more highly favored in
natural advantages, our growth is steady and
substantial, One most gratifying feature in
our advance is shown in the general participation of the people In all that relates to the
growth of the State id wealth and comfort.
YVe do not have one class in Maine
growing unfairly at the expense of
Under the beneficient influence
any other.
of a protective
tariff our
manufactures
have largely expanded and every other industry of the State, except the one already referred to, has grown with them. The fiftyfour savings banks show that a large surplus
is in the hands of the mass of the people.
vu

me iiisb

deposits

in

uay

ui

tiiose

nuveuiuei

banks

me

were

the treasurer showed a balance of $89.88 on
hand, and bills paid. The following officers
were elected:
Master, S. C. Watson of
Oakland; Overseer, A. C. True of South
Litchfield; Lecturer, G. M. Twitched of
Readfield; Steward, II. G. Fairbanks of
Monmouth; Assistant Steward, E. X. Pinkham of Litchfield; Chaplain, C. A. Xeece of
Readfield; Treasurer, Wm. H. Keith of
Winthrop; Secretary, L. K. Litchfield of
Winthrop. Otis Meader of Albion, who has
been Master for the past two years, declined
re-election.
This Grange is one
of the
strongest and best fifth degree granges in
the State. A fine dinner was served by lady
members of the Winthrop Grange.

DEVIL’S SIDE.
Belfast Journal.
A good story is told in which the late Rev.

George Pratt figures. While he was preaching in Belfast he held a meeting one evening
in

tell

Furniture, Clothing, &c.f
BY

W. L WILSON & CO.
GREAT MARK DOWN SALE.

school house in the suburbs and at the
close asked all present who were on
the
Lord’s side to rise.
All rose except one
“All those on
youngster who kept his seat.
the Devil’s side stand up,” said the preacher,
when the aforesaid youngster arose.
Mr.

HOTEL LIFE IN

Until Further Notice

“

Pillsbury’s

ABOOSTOOK.

kept exclusively by
everywhere.

the

“

“

best grocers

Imported Marmadale,

In this city, Jan. 1, by ltev. C. II. Daniels, at the
residence ol K. 1. Hall. Luther li. Tibbetts and
Miss May M. Dresser, both of Portland.
In this
Jan. 0, by ltev. C. H. Daniels. Chas.
H. Batebelder and Miss Adelaide Dray, both of

city,

WALDO COUNTY.
Messrs. Garcelon and Hodge of Burnham
have just sold to |a Boston fur dealer 380
mink, 2300 muskrat and 1700 skunk skins.
The whole made a load too heavy for a pair
of horses.
Information has been received at the Department of State in Washington, from U. S.
Consul A. S. Studer at Singapore, of the
death near that place on the 27tn of September, of Mr. John Nason, thought to be from
Winterport in this State.
The annual meeting of the Kennebec county Pomona Grange was held at Winthrop
Wednesday, the attendance being large from
Tne present
every section of the county.
membership of the Grange is 530, the gain
the last year being fifty-nine. The report of

C. W. il.I.KV
dtt

13 cents.
“

lessons, be-

12

Monday, 10th
JanfldilOteodtlS

TABLE

SAUCE

“
“

X L -XX

“
“

20
15
1.1
IS
20

•

"*

The most delicious In flavor; appetizing In effect ; and by liberal use enables Dyspeptics to eat
meat* and heartv food wtUiout luxurious reuulll.
For sale by all Uroeers. M. a. JEW ILL A CO.,
Agents.
oet6eod3m

30 cents gal.
5
5
35
12 1*2

cour*®

on
Tuesday. lath January. Cards oi ad
,rom Ml** Wolhaupter.
148 LHSLb!:,"b“lnea
Spring Street, on mil after

WIESBADEN

“
“
**

PorllHd a< hool of Wirangraphy.
Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

“
“

20

A. L. Sawyer, 537

Congress Si,

Portland, M«.

SCHOOL OF STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING
will open In
ary Isih.

Saci arappa on the evening of JeanThose Interested are requested to
meet on the above date, at 128 Main St., Saeear
dec30d2w>
appa. 8. K. GULLIVER.

The above

W.

are

only

a

WILSON

L.

Corner of
Jan7

Portland.
In Cape Elizabeth, Jau. 2. by Rev. A. D. Dodge,
C. Hiles and Miss Eunice A. Webster, both
ol Cape Elizabeth.
In Willard, Jan. 5, by Rev. B. P. Snow. Frank
H. Peabbles and Miss Isabella E. Cobb, both ol
Cape Elizabeth.

sample of Bargains always found at

&

CO.'S,

$4.00 PER DOZEN
-SOB-

GROCERS,

and Federal

Exchange

FINELY

Streets.

FINISHED

dtf

Cabinet Photographs

Deo.

Commencing Tuesday Morning,

Nor. 9,1SS6.

DEATHS
We .hull mukr for a Where Time 0.1?,
Viral Clam Cablael Ph.t.graph. fer

In Fairfteld, Jan. 2, Mrs. Ellen L. Hayden, aged
43 years.
In Bath, Jail. 4, Samuel F. Foster, aged 37
years 2 mouths.
In Brunswick, Jan. 3, Dr. O. F. Pare, aged 32
years 7 months.

AtCundy's Harbor, Jau. 3. Priscilla C. Thompaged 77 years 2 months.
In West Harpswell. Jan. 4, Capt. Abijah C

son,

Storer. aged «3 years 0 mouths.
in Blddelord. Jan. 3, Levi J. Rnniery, aged 52

years 4 months.
In Biddeford. Jan. 3, Mrs. Menzlcs L. Moody,
aged 20 years.
In Kittery,;hec. 30, Capt. Ira B. Delano, aged

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.

E. B. & B.

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
Thl* opportunity hou aeror before bera
offered by a., uad although the uri e
io rery low, we wl.b the public
to knew that

75 years.

■[The funeral of the late Mrs. Catherine Carney,
will take place this morning at 8.30 o’clock, from

In

her late residence. No. 10 Fore street.
[The funeral of the late Mrs. Ellen Parker, will
take place this morning, at 0.80 o’clock, from her

After

Diphtheria

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the sysIs weak and debilitated, and the blood poisoned by the ravages of the disease. What is needed
is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier like
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has jast the elements,
of strength for the body and vitally and richness
for the blood which soon bring bark robust health
After scarlet fever or pneumonia it Is also of great
tem

recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing uometliing to build
up, I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
I felt good results from the first dose. It seemed
to go from the top of my head to the ends of my
toes. I know Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a good thing
U. H. Stratton, Druggist,,Westfield. Mass.

was

swollen and

Inflamed, he had

no

ap-

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for #5.
Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD Si CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar.
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For RHEUMATISM,
II \F/ Though we do not claim
Al/IV/ VkgKtinb will cure every

jM

GIVEN, that the
appointed Execu-

CHARLES McLAUGHLIN, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken upon themselves that trust as the law
directs. All persons having denruids upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM L. aLdEN,
)
WILLIAM H. MOULTON,} Executors.
WILLIAM L. PUTNAM,
Portland, Jan. 4,1887
jan7dlawW3w*

Partnership.

WANTED—Au energetic,

ambitious, reliable

young man, to act as an assistant In taking
care of a city Club House; none fearing long hours
need apply: must lie an enemy to dirt. Cali at the

I.OHT-A small Pug Dog wtth collar
DO«i
marked “Pedro”; strayed away Wednesday

evening.

Will the finder please return to 93
Federal street and receive reward. C. D. ALEXANDER.
7. j

evenings, between

entry clerk In a wholesale
VV
house, a smart active boy who Is not afraid
of work and small pay; must be a good
penman
and quick at figures. Address BOX 717.
7-1

Clothing of all kinds; highest cash price
paid. Call, or address Immediately, MR. S.
LEVY, 97 Middle Street, Portland.
7-1

PORTLAND CLUB HOUSE. 689H Congress St.,
7 and 8 o'clock.
7-1

WANTED—To buy

11,000 worth of bast-off

KID GLOVE TURNER BROS.
STORE
We keep

a

very nice line of Ladles, Gents and
Childrens

Will continue the sale of French
Dress Goods this week at less than
cost of Importation.
Heal Plush Cloaks and all of
our Ladies’ and Misses’ Garments
at a sacrifice.
Broken lots of Gents’ Underwear and Hosiery at about
half
price to close.
Odd lot of Ladies’ Black Cashmere Gloves reduced from
50 to
15 cents.
Ladies’ Double Mittens 25 cents.
Astraehan and Fur Trimm ing.
at reduced prices.
10-4 Bed Blankets $2.50, very

that

case

rheumatism, there is positive
All/w
has cured many. In fact,
■ 11III
y/ proof thattoitcorrect
condition
power
till V'and chemical changes inthetheacid
blood which

■

I

\\)jy
I y produce the disease has become remarkable.

*/Ton can use nothing with greater certainty
/of success. It haa cured when other rem-

/edle*

failed. Use Veoftisb with perfect confidence for any blood impurity. For Canker In the
Mouth and Stomach. Ulcer*. Pimple*. Boils,
and all skin diseases, it always gives satisfaction. For
female weakness, and debilltv, there is not a
dyspepsia,
uietlcine known that equals it. Evidence from thou•and, of the beet families in the conntrv substantiate this
statement. It purines tbe blood, and that la the secret of
Its great value »■ a vitalixer of tbe exhausted tlmctkms.

,Lan0dU
®^SsPILLS)B
Oliver

8

pills

Cjrc

Headache, Sideache, Coated Tongue,
and Bitter Ta*te in the Mouth.
The best Liver Regulator known. 2&c.; 6 boxes,
11.00.
By all Druggists and by Mail.
Goo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston,

Constipation,

rm w Awlyl8tor4thunmi

(PATENTED

JUNE

13TH, ltfTfij

Also a full line of all the best makes of kids in
Suede and dressed. All our best gloves warrntiled nod Ailed.

cheap.

DARRAH’S KID GLOVE STORE,
463
dec23

Street.

Congress
DEERINC

Great reduction in prices of
Fancy Velvets.
Choice lines of Hambnrgs will

opened this week.
Bargains in Towels

■

IV.

MAKEY0U

A

<ttf

and

Table

Ii

U. IV.

488 and 490

0. K.~£~0. K.
SICK HNEI
[KlmrSJWW
VniVS Lllv TheynlsorelieveDi»

from Dyspepsia,
Indigeatiou and Tog
Hearty Luting. Apurct remedy for Dizziue&B, Nausea, Drowriirc«*

_

ITT! E*
■ m

linia

■ m# F R?
I V bbt
33 2 B B Q
1
■

new,

|

HOTfL.

Bad Taste in the

Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
They regulate the Bow-

g

A-is and

prevent

Conrti-

bation and Piles. The uximlietdctfia easiest to take.
Only ono pill a dose. 40 in n vial, Purely Vegetable. Price 25 cents. 6 vKla by mall I orfl.OO.

Cull and

picture
pecially appropriate for u
see our new

decs

DMIV.

8AY ABE

.

fft

_

eodtl

W

U. IV.

TAKEN AFTER
DINNER

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
B. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers, cor-

HAVINU
Pearl and Middle

streets, Portland, 1 shall be
happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
my uew quarters. My twenty-live years experience in the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrauts me fii believing that I can Ml
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of Ihe
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the count™ to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.
oct20
dtf
ner

THERE
-

IM

A

HORAI.

(N

THIN.

D. K. “O. K.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.
Check Books,

Printing, Ruling
Binding.

and

LUNG, SHORT & HARMON
474
doc 1

Congress

St.
t*o<12m

The Latesland Best.
GUMPERT BROTHERS

STREET.

DECKIR
BROTHERS^ " *

PIANOS !
Please call and bear the matchless tone* ol these
beautiful Instrument!.

§ ROM!

TBCHNICON.

STOOLS AM) COVERS,

THE AMERICAN SURETY CO.,

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

Gash Assets, Jan. 1, 1887, $010,000.

SAMUEL

OF NEW YORK.

This substantial company Is devoted to
Issuing Bonds guaranteeing the ttdelity
of persons who are required to give
bonds in positions of trust, in banks
and corporations of all kinds, thus
uvoiding the necessity of procuring
private sureties.
Terms favorable. For full Information apply to

IX

W.

Will, ALWAYS
HAKE TOT

OKDEK BLANK BOOKS

BURDETTORGANS.

es-

CHRISTMAS GIFT.
THE PEOPLE

CONGRESS

Photographer, SURETY
opp. FALMOUTH

ACCOUNT BOOKS.

be

BLOCK,

Damask.
WILL ALWAYS

P. 8.-Those who hold Club Ticket, of Oar.,
cau use the same by paying
$3.00 besides the
ticket, and receive the 12 Cabinets. Family
tlekets can be used by paying $3.50. thus making
(the total amount paid), $i.00 )<>r the dozen, the
same as here advertised.
nov lOeodtf

Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned
have this day formed a partnership for carrying
on the business of wholesale grocers under the
Arm name of C. A. Weston & Co.
CLARENCE A. WESTON,
THOMAS E. THOMPSON.
Portland, Me., January 1,1887.
Jan7dlw

j

ilSEJSSJ

SI

Portland, Maine.

]\T'0T1CE hereby given that the partnership
existing becween the underArm name of C. A. Weston &
Co., Is this day dissolved by mutnal consent.
CLARENCE A. WESTON,
GEO. 8. BLETHEN.
Portland, Me,, January t, 1887.

At Darrah’s
ft M

WILL MAKE
1 Ktl‘
'0l

VTOTICK IN IIKKKBV
-Li
subscribers baa been duly
tors of the will of

STREET,

right.”

gall

fti

DISSOLUTION.

is
at
heretofore
signed under the

YVA«T,!D-As

•‘Oh, they’re

NO. 514 CONGRESS

!'

After Scarlet Fever

petite and lxls blood seemed In a very poor condition. After using two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla he was very much better, gained in llesh
and his throat seemed much improved.” Mrs. B.
M. Prescott, Franklin, N. H.

nor

Photographer,

me

throat

sense

We have just received a line
of Toboggan Caps, Sashes,
and
Oversocks.
Also
in
stock a good line Fancy Toboggan Blankets. Toboggan
Suits made to order at short
notice.

benefit.
“After

“Upon our little girl, who had been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of Hood's Sarsaparilla was
most marvelous, entirely removing the poison
from her blood and restoring her to good health.
Hood’s Sarsuparilla deserves our highest praise.”
E. G. Stratton, Swampscott, Mass.
“When my son recovered from diphtheria his

will the work be
need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.
no

slightest,

late residence. No. 4 Cotton street.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

communion service.

Hlll.l v,

4_

_kptCATIOHAL.

Mi^s.

THE

a

The sons of the late Hon. P. M. Foster of
North Anson have presented to the Congregational church in that village! an elegant

marl

Send for circular.

MARRIACES.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
John D. Miller, formerly of Rockland, and

Boston broker, are negotiating for the purchase of Waterville’s hand
some and big hotel, the Elmwood.
The ho!
tel has been offered to Messrs. Miller and
White for $21,000, subject to certain conditions being that the lease of the present poiv
ular landlord, renewed last October for five
years, shall be keptgood. Mr. Miller was at
one time landlord of the Medomac House in
Waldoboro.

Malearoom 18 Exchange Street.
B. O

January._

“

5.50

Crosse Blackv/ell’s Jams, In Glass,
■
3 lb. Boxes Duryeas’ Starch,

THE STATE.

George White,

C<>7

F. O. BAILEY &

at

N. B.—TRY OUR FAMOUS TURKISH COFFEE 30 CTS.

Tlie Forest City Granulated Sugar is acknowledged fully equal if not superior to
any in this country.
It Is guaranteed strictly pure and only the
highest grades of sugar itsed in its manufacture.
It is

Sales positive to close conslen-

__JaoOdat

th®

expect me to run sneoi tor vou this
boarders immediately sub-

sided.

their

efficient crew can make it.
E. Gerry
has cleared the debris from his lot on Pleasant street, and has engaged Mr. S. 1). McKenney of Phillips to nui Id him a new house
next summer. The People’s Trust Company
have their plans quite well perfected for
erecting a fine block to the corner formerly
occupied by the old county building and other structures
adjacent. The county commissioners are considering the location nud erection of a new jail. Stone, etc., are now being hauled to the sites of the Methodist aud
Old South churches, also the lot of 1). Reedy.
ne wans oi me
new r-xcnange noiei are
now up and boarded in.

ments.

glpnlng

weather?’' The

eloquently

as an

Hoods, ac„ Ac.

class, conducted
Mrs. ('arazza, for the
study of Dante and thebyDivlnla Commedia
(Prof.
tra,1»latloii) will be formed at Mis*
Wolhaupter * school rooms.

6 cents lb.
*•
«
3 |->»
“
“
5
“
“
1.1
“
“
IS
libl.

Best Barbados Molasses,
White Clover Honey, 1 lb. frames,
Good French Prunes,
Good Layer Raisins,
lO lbs. Buckets Cider Jelly,
Choice Yellow Peuches, 31b. Tins,
Lewis’ Best Bartlett Pears, 3 lb. Tins,
“
“
Pine Apple, 2 lb. Tins,
Armour’s Canned Beef, 2 lbs, •

fast but on account of chattering teeth and
frozen fingers were not making much headway, when one of them suggested to the
clerk who was standing close by, that hr stir
up the fire a little and warm the room. Witli
a look of ineffable disgust on his
countenance, the clerk glared at them for an instant and then savagely retorted:
“Do vou

aggregate

FRANKUA CpUATY.
The work of rebuilding the burned district
In Farmington is going on quite rapidly the
season of the year being considered.
A. I),
Horn’s new stable on the site of the Lake
House, formerly so called, is going on as fast

ON

A

offer:

we

•
•
Granulated Sugar,
...
Coffee White “
Extra Coffee Yellow,
Good Koasfed and Ground Rio Coffee,
“
“
“
Very Best
Washburn's Flour, Old Ground,

Aroostook Republican.
Tuesday morning of this week, when the
mercury was nestling down among the forties, two of the Vaughan House boarders
were in the dining room trying to eat break-

ieiiows

AUCTION.

SATL'BDAT, Jan. Hth, at 10 o'clock A m.,
at Salesroom, Household Furniture, CarPictures, Crockery and (Hass Ware,
Bedding, Ian Clothing. Hats aud Caps, Fancy

STUDIES OF DANTE.

Pratt said: “Young man, you have my respect for your sincerity. 1 believe you are
the most sincere of anyone present.,r
That
young man is now a prosperous gentleman
in the West.

in excess of

own story and
and more persuasively
than any argument for the present industrial
system of the United States, which gives
such large facilities for the honest workingman to secure an independence.
The savings banks have done a faithful work for
the people of the State, and have encouraged a spirit of thrift and economy among
all classes which cannot be too highly
praised. With the same general object in
view, another form of combined effort is now
being made by the building associations of
the State, by which men of very moderate
means are enabled to ucquire comfortable
homes on easy terms and long time. If anything can be done by the legislative power to
promote the object of these new associations,
1 am sure they will receive your most favorable consideration.
We are entrusted with the government of
a State whose affairs in the past have been
wisely and prudently administered. Cherish
ing a spirit of devotion to public duty, and
invoking the blessing of God, without whose
aid all human effort is vain, let us turn to
the work that is set before us to do.
Joseph R. Bopwell.
more

Rtll.l td CO.. AITCTIONBBKM.

V. O.

a

the fact that the number of depositors was
1X4,601, and of this number more than 90,000
owned less than $500 each. The Increase
of deposits in the past year was more titan
$2,000,060, and the increase of depositors was
These figures

AtJCTIOKT MLII.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

ON

The wide distribution of ownership of this large sum of money Is shown by

speak

ADVKBTIREnKNTM.

STORIES FROM THE STATE.

$.'18,000,000.

5,293.

NEW

LITTLE,

AGENT FOB MAINE,

No. 31

Exchange

Streep.

COMBINATION GARMENTS.

TUNING TO ORDER.

THURSTON,

So. 3 Fre« Street Block, Portland.
0Ctl4

dtf

REMOVAL.
The undersigned bas removed from We. Ml sa
141 Vliddle Ntreel, where he will be pleased to
see his friends and all In want of

GU

N&,

Sporting Hoods, Fishing Tackle, Cutlery, Skate, and Fancy Hardware.
Agent fnr

Dn Pont'* Pnwder Mill*.
A tine Pcwdrr and

Pnn.

G. L. BAILEY.
dec20
eodtf

FILI. WEIVHT ClUABM

Smokers should not fall to give
them a trial.

E. L. STAJIWOOD & CO.,
WIIOLEEALE AUE9TTE,

decN°.

83 Market

Street^

-tt.C. n. ASEOtiATIOIt.
stated meeting ot the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, will be held in the
Library Kootn, Mechanic’s Building, on Thursday
evening, Jan (Jth, at 7.80 o’clock,
lan-tdat
k. B. SWIFT, Secretary.

A

We wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
aud Flannel, are made to order, aud cut
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cottou.
The merino aud wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good lilting
and comfortable garments.

M. E.

All of our flats we wtU sell at cost to reduce stock
We can show all the desirable styles
from SO cents to ,3.00.

FAIRWEATHER,

UTo. 8 Klin Street.
Ions

HATS
AT COST.

dtt

No. 197 Middle Street.

